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Am Alfang zählt sie zum Tontest Vorurteile über Brasilianer aufund unterhält sich
über die Bierflasche auf dem Tisch. Bis 2:26 (Ich habe alle Filmtitel und
Personennamen einfach nach Gehör geschrieben, das heißt ziemlich sicher
vollst?indig falsch...)

K:

So, prepared question number one. (lacht) What, what I really find astonishing is
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K: Ahm it is, it is your your is really of high beauty. So I wonder how you work.

Ahm do you go outside or do you have a draw or... and then look for nice images you
want to shoot? Or ähm do you go with your camer... do you go with a camera and do
your shoot while being outside and and how do you come to this point that an image,
that an object, starts to speak from inside to you? Because all in your images is about
also when things open up and start to speak.
C: Mhm

K: To you and to the audience
C: Ja, I think I, I ... I my inspiration thing is in the daily life and I have to go out to
encor,rnter, a place or someone else, to be able to create. And after this movement to
go out, I think, in a way I come back to myself. So, and I really believe, the space
construct the people and the people ähm reflect and can charge the space as well, äh
with their presence or iftheir gaze or their point ofview. So I'm trying to put all these
thinkings together and ifü to make the image. And in a way for me the image füm the
shape, the color, the light could tell about - or a character, or my point ofview, or the
the image itselfcould ähm have a lot of feeling and sensations. So in a way the the
narrative ofmy films, they they always come with the image not before. And to
create ofcourse I, I'd like to read a lot, read books and think äh go out andread the
newspaper, and new other realities, and other people, other lifes, other way oflife.
And I think this can like change myself of my comfort zone and ofmy ähm ofthe
way that I was. Like the way that I was building my whole life and the way that I u
usually look at the world and at the things, and ähm...

K: But you didn't, you didn't tell yet, you spoke now about the interaction between
you and the space.
C: Mhm...

K: But you didn't tell yet how you find the images. And how you wake the images, so
the frames, really like open up and make speak to the one who is looking.
C: I don't know ifI can (lacht) ifI can answer this. Yeah, I, I have, I have...l when I
go out to shoot I had halfthe idea. What I shoot, do, or what I'd like to do. And äh I
always work with ähm open script. So I have, I have like the guideline, but a lot of
things can happen in befween. And this, for sr.re, this ähm make me feel äh more
alive, when I'm doing my work. Because I like this challenge to do with, to deal with,
unexpectebin, unex... unexpectebin? Bling? (lacht) Unexpectable things! Sooo I
always, like when I go out I always know, more or less, what I'd like to shoot, and
I think this feeling ofopeness to tie world and to the other and to what is happen in
front of me, ?ihm combine with this...this way to ähm contemplate something, a space
or a person, ähm make the images ähm doing this. I don't know.

fi

K: Ahm I think here we can proceed, because one ofthe äh one ofthe main elements
ofyour film is going out into space, be in space and then you said just a word, I think
which is very characteristic, contemplation.

C:Mhm
K:

So does much on on the inner world, so the images you put? And I was
wondering, well or for me, when seeing the space you're going into and then the
images that are taking us through, it is like a chain, like a guideline taking us

through...
C: Mhm

K:

... so these two. And then I was thinking of, is this the way you, you create a
landscape or you create a space? Does it... would this mean anlhing to you? The idea
of creating a space?

C: fiYeah. I think for me cinema cine... film is in a way you mhm, when I'm creating
a film, I am creating a world ähm a landscape. And when I'm editing, I'm, I'm really
concemed about the, the flowing ofthe images and how the images could speak by
thenmselves and create in this kind ofchain, that you just said, ähm the flux (Uli
hustet) ofthe space. I think I, I'm dealing a lot with atmosphere in in the hlms. The
atmosphere tih can can create the space and the feelhg ofit. And I'm very interested
in it, becäuse ?ihm, as I said before, I believe that we are all together äh in the, the
person, the chaxacter and ähm the space. They, they could ... I'd like to, to picture
them in the same frame-

K: How do now come the human beings in? You just spoke about, about space, about
a tlpical atmosphere and ähm the films you did alone, there are not m1ly human.

C: Mhm

K: Ahm it is more like a, like a contemplation on a place, now ?ihm... why was
Gerimunho important, as it was shot, as it was shot, and why were the two ladies...
C: Mhm...

K:

...needed. For example.

C: Mhm. As I said before

I

I üink I have this feeling to go out and then know, and
know the other. The other landscape or the other person. And in a way ähm the
image, that I create, and I didn't said this before, they have a lot of documental äh
statement, because ofthat. And ähm the other always can, can like destabelize myself
and my gaze. So I'm very interested in it and to, to change some thinhs. Ahm when I
meet someone, so when I meet someone and I know this person deeply, äh for
instance I I th tk this happens in Passage and this happens in Gerimunho as well,
because we spent a long time with our characters. And they could ähm show a world
that I didn't know before. I knew some things from the books or from other films äh
for for example when I'm talking about the old ladies in Gerimunho but I ... I'm not
part ofthat space and that culture. Soooo to, to encounter them and to Iive for a while
in their village and in lih listen their stories ähm chaaged myselfand changed my way
of look to the world and fim change my way as well to to create together. Because I
think in this two films we created together with our characters. Ofcourse we have
the... what we would like to do, but they always show us different things, that could
be part ofthe film. So I think this process when we, I am de dealing with ähm
characters they are very rich, because, and takes more time, because even ifl ähm
stay like six years with Pastu and Maria I read there a lot ofthings that I don't know
about them, because they are other. They axe the other, so I have...

K: But then your films are never about story4elling but they are like

Zih

research or

contemplation on questions you have or contemplation on life?
C: Yeah. I think ähm Gerimunho äh we learned about life, with the old ladies and the
way that they deal with the world fim dialogues with that landscape that they live
and they have this this contemplation thing in themselves. But I think this exercise to
krow the other you must have this to, this contemplation, because I believe that I can
communicate and I can leam, in the silence. And for me the silence is a kind of
meditation thing that you can leam about with it, because we leave empty spaces to,
when you don't say anyhing, we leave something emp something empty. And this
emptiness could tell you a lot ofthings. Aboiut the others and about yourself as well.

K: What do you need the image for then? Because for contemplation you also could
write for example. Where is the ne ne necessity ofthe image?

Ahm I don 1 kno\4ffi I think for sure I'm better doing image tlun saying things.
That's why it's so diffrcult for me to stay in this position tel äh talking about my
work. Alrm but I think the image äh has itself. This athmosphere that I'm, that i was
äh telling tell I told you about ?ih I think all a.ll ofthis, the light and the color and the
shape and the ähm perfhm I really don't know the name in english, the light, the
shape, the color, they could express without words. And could make tthe silence in
time. So, I think, whem I'm I am able to express an image, because we are dealing, in
films, we are dealing with space and time as well. And I don't know how to to get
this in the writings, for instance.
C:

K: So we're spaeking about time, ähm the braeth ofslowness is very imporrant in
your films, in all your films, and this has not only to do with the way Pastu ard and
Danemaria for example are moving in a slow way, but is also a decision ofyou, an
artistic decision, ähm making the film like this. Could you speak about the
importance of slowness?
C: Yeah, I think nowadays ähm we have this
ike way
of life we are always very the images are like just push äh push into us and
everything äl seems loud and crowd and and I ... I think when I'm I'm doing films I
try to avoid this to, so ... even I have some worls that I I use like ... they are less, the
images are less contempla....

K: Contemplative?
C: Contemplative. Äh like in the end of "TITEL ?" they are just common before to
But ähm

K: Do you have the sense that the spectators axe still able to follow the slowliness of
your films? Because many have di{ficulties in following for example films ofthe
.japanese film director Ozu because it is so slow.
C. Mhm, yeah, I think a lot ofpeople could loose the interest in the film, because of
the, the time that takes this contemplation thing. But for me it's important
to to
just
this ... this meditation thing, that I
said, and in Gerimunho the characters andtheir
space, they really ask to this kind ofthings. So in, for sure, I'm lodking for subjects
that I could as ähm as an artist I'm looking for subjects, that I could ähm äh deal with
this extemble time.

fi

K:

So how did you hnd the passenger? In Tejo?

C: Trecio?

K: Mhm. How did you find him?
C: We found him in a... we

axe

researching, we would like to do a short film with

I
I

homeless, but it was ähm script already. We read a book and we make an adaptation
for a short film about the story ofthe book, but we would like to work with a non
actor, a non professional actor. And we went to the streets, to know home homeless
people and we made this huge research for more than sen six monti, and we met
Liberio. And he was very interested in what we were doing, but when he start to tell
his story I said ok we have to gave up of our script ard we have to go for this story
because ähm for me his story tel tell tell us about ähm much more about what we
would like to say, about this ?ih mar marginal way of life, but without äh with a lot of
Zihm powerfirl. So we, yeah we left the script by side and we start to to work with
Liberio. And during the shooting, that spent one month, I think all the the walkings,
that we were doing through the roads between Belarisonsche and Peanamboku and
this silence thing that we had to deal with... all the silence coulkd change Liberio as
well. During the, so we started with one thing, one history that he told us, and we
went, we end with another one. Because he was other when we finish the film. And
not just him, we were different as well, so...

K: I have two last things I would like to speak about with you ähm one thing is
cooperation.

U: 25 Minuten haben wir.

K: Gut. Wusst ich, ahnt ich doch. So one thing is cooperation, on one one hand
contemplation is very mucha thing forjust one. For yourselfand your inner thoughts
But then you

axe

working in a collective.

C: Mhm.

K: And you used to work together with Helvetio but also with others. How does this
go together, the contemplation and being with yourselfbut then also this community
idea and then how do you understand which role you want to play now, because you
are permanently shifting roles.
C: Mhm. Ahm I think it's almost it's very similar from the what, with the question
that you ask about how I create, because this encounter with other could be a
corrector/co-actor (?), but could be another person as well and could be how to to
construct this family. this family that I share my deepest feelings and äh the way that
I see the world and to recieve the way that they gaz e to, so I i think when I create
with another person, I have to to to get out olmy comfort zone as well. So even in
Porto when I'm doin I'm dealing with space but l'm dealing behind the camera with
Three others. So this thing, this this way to to to get in touch with the others could be
behind the camera as well. Not just in front, when I found a corrector/co-actor (?). So
i don't know, I think, when I I started ähm we we create Teja, when I was
when I
was 19 years old and this this way to to share a space and some ideas and äh to leam
with the others to äh a way to do films without all the the ähm all the roles that the
production, the indus§ production needs, I don't know ifl, I think I'm not zihm

fi

(beide)

K: Would vou...would vou think
C: Made me clear.

K: Would you think this is typical for your generation? In Brasil? I would say the
generation before wanted to express themselves with their own handwriting, but not
in interaction.
C: Mhm. Yeah maybe. I think äh a lot ofthings ähm happens. Because in 9Oties we...

(Telefon klingelt)

U: Das ist meiner.
C: in Brasil we

K: We have to start a new one.
C: Ok.

U: Sorry.
C: It's fine.

K: I think this might be important as a facet, because this could maybe also make this
interaction with space or with others clearer, to better understand what is your part or
your reflection and what is the interaction. And maybe this is in your generation.
C: Yeah, I think in a way could be a generation thing. I think I can be ... because we
... when I start to do the, all this new technologies came out and we could have a
camera and ähm computer to edit, but it's still a little bit like axoensive, so we start to
share equipments and share equipments made us possible to talk about our films and
our desires, what we would like to do. And äh beside that if I have a a camera, that I
don't need an assistant to help me with the film, and I can I can start to exersize
myself and I can start to shoot my own films and ilh we start to do ähm a crew, very
small crew, to create our films, and very like ähm we're full offriendship and ähm I
don't know that was the waythat I started and this way Zih for sure ähm construct the
way that I still doing things. Because I like to share, I like go to the other and I like
after that to come back to myself and to make the image and edit and everything,
sooo il a way I could play all the roles in a film and I could do by myself a lot of
films, that I think about. Not all, but a lot. But in in the other hand to have äh
someone to share and to discuss and to like move myself 2ih really interest me.fi It's

funny because when I, I'm I'm thinking about and I'm talking about my work, I can
see that there are l/ery I have very different pieces, but it's all about movement and
transformation. It's about movement from a charactor or ähm in Passage Liberio's in
movement and tle frlm as well. In Gerimunho Pastu just Ioose his, her husband and
she has to tränsform her life and
in Pochtu the landscape is completely different
ähm in like a hundret years, I'm dealing about, I'm dealing with this this
transformation ofthe landscape. Ahm in in in a Dochmesidus I'm dealing with the
transformation as well, because in a way the the billboards they, in the end they äh
became empty and so I think all of... Adetsch is in movement as well. So I think
this... don't be in the same place, looking for the world in the same way, this really
touch me.

fi

K: Thank you. Marvolous finishipg.
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(Abschrift der Fragen zusammenfassend, allgemein alles ohne Füllwörter usw.)
J: Mazen let's talk about some essentials ofyour work and your different languages
you use, which I had the impression are not much seperated, like visuals and music,
also some projects which link the two. Like the piece you presented at Micromusik,

where time was involved in your visuals. Maybe start not necessarily with the
trumpet, but your musical thought, your interest in music and what you do with your
trumpet and your concepts.

l:40
M: Yes. weel my fust interest in music, in music playing, ca.me very late, so I was
around maybe 17 when I discovered Free Jazz and Free Improv First ofall as only a
listener, then I have a very good friend and collaborator since, who is Sharif
Sachnhawi (?) guitarist from Beirut, who said: I have a trumpet, do you want it? i
said Yeah sure, and it started a joke, I mean I never thought I will really arrive to be a
musician, because I started just wanting to play Free Jazz very loud and for two years
this is what I did. And then, little by little, I got hooked somehow to this thing and I
became much more serious about it. So I staxted to investigate hovr to... instead of
how to play the instrument, how to make it play what I wanl to play, so to invetigate a
new language or a new vocabulary lets say, discovering new sounds or new ways to
produce sormds on the trumpet. And then of course after developing the vocabulary
for years, lets say 3 or 4 years, came the time to invent a grammar to use this
vocabulary together. So it took me maybe 5, 7 years to arrive to somewhere where I
felt I'm having a language for the instrument, a personal language for the instrument
and from there I started to play with other imprivisors, but also...always from the
improvising door. I mean I went to music to play improvised music and of course I
played some composed music afterwards, mostly graphic scores or something with
instruction, but I really never was interested to play tle instrument how it is intended
to play, but rather to take it whereever I wanted to take it. Or to discover where I
could take it, or where it could take me.

And do you write compositions for yourselfor your collaborations? What are they
like? You once said "Stay away from composition".
J.

4:00

M: Yes somehow I, somehow I always stayed away from composition as a concept
and as a mean ofproducing music, because I do not like this idea of imposing
something to another musician. I don't feel he's a musician anymore, but rather an
interprteter, which I wouldn't like to be. I mean I really like the fact in improvisation,
that there.is as much musicians as people on stage. So ifrye are 5 we arg 5 musicians,
there's no leader, sonehow the rnusic we produce is thg naturdl leader df the group
'
and there is ng clear instruction, so everybody is responsible. For the failure or, jow
to say it, I mean if the music is ggod or bad, it's the responsibil§ ofthe 5 persons in

the thing. And I like a lot this collaborative way ofdoing music. Ofcourse there is
some composition that comes into this thing sometimes, so sometimes it's as basic as
we decide: Ok let's, you start in Duo and then we two join after. Or just simple
instructions. This is typical for large improvisation usually. Were as for solo work, it's
not composed at all, but it's also very composed in the sense that I totally know my
instrument, I know the language, so I throw myself somewhere. But then I'm not
throwing myself in the total unknown, it's very difficult to fail while playing a solo,
it's much more difficult to fail when you play a large ensemble, but a solo is
really...you know, I mean it's I would say the most difficult thing in a solo is to
surprise yourself actually, is to throw yourself somewhere and really to arrive
somewhere where you didn't expect it before. But since you know your instrument
and your language, there is a kind of composition. because you know what is
happening, you know when you're going there, where i,t could take you.

6:00
J: You told me about a composition in this way that you will proäuce in an Electronic
studio working with loops. What is the difference between such a concept öf
procedures and a composition for you? For me a concept can also be a composition.

M: the only way, the only times I would do compositions, it's usually ideas or
concepts, so it's just one idea. Ofcourse it is a composition, I mean as much as all the
instructions ofJohn Cage for example are compositions, so it is a composition, but
for me the composition stops at the idea. so for solo work I have this composition or
this idea to work with loopers so I know what is the beginning of the work or how it
will go, but ofcourse all the rest is left for the moment were I play. Even for larger
groups, I mean I have sometimes a idea like "Let's do that" or "Let's work on graphic
thing" or whatever, but ofcourse when I say composition, when I say I would like to
stay away from composition, it's mostly composition in its old fashioned way or its
most classical of understanding it. Which is to give clear instruction to everybody
what to do and this is what I try to avoid. Or,
want to do this I would really go the
extreme way, where everything is put. But it's mostly notation and really clear
instruction and the fact ofhaving one chief, or one Ieader or one composer, or one
God, like I would like to,call him, and then afactory ofpeople who are here to
produce what God decided. This... it's the relationship between the compos'er and
theese interpreters that I don't like actually.

ifl

8:12
J: Here also comes into play that you paint/draw, which you also do in-time, real time

notation.
8:37
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M: Yes, as a visual artisl or comics also, and a musician it has been always a question
for me how can I do visuals in performance style. It took me maybe ten years to
discover a very simple, very basic way of doing i! because I always wanted to avoid
to have a camera and then we see my hands and then I draw and then I'm drawing,
I'm drawing, I'm drawing and then I finish the drawing, so this is were it exists, only
when it's finished, and then i remove it and do another drawing. So the idea was to
anive to a point where I could draw or paint in real time as really like music, so the
drawing doesn't really exiss, it's always alive like music. So music is not this
moment in time, it's... music is time passing by. I think it's in a book of Eddie Prevos
(?), I read it once and I think it's clear what music is. So it fills the whole space and
the whole time, you could feel the time passing by while hearing music, so I try to do
the same thing with drawing, so I found this very simple thing, mit's an inverted light
table and i just put inks and solvents and then work with them. But they really are
totally ephemerist, they don't really exist, ard at the end there is no result. So they
exist only in the time were they are created and they exist like the music that is I
companion it. So I usually improvise with another musician, usally sharif Sachnahwi
(?), because we craeted this project together, but also I did this with other musicians.
The idea is, he could stop his guitar by just putting his hand on the strings and with
one gesture I could also go back to white or to black, so it's really the idea of
keeping, of finding a way ofdrawing that isjust existing in the time that it's done.
And ofcourse 'time passing by' is maybe the only cleä common denominator
between my music and my work in comocs or even in painting, I mean, ofcourse
comics it'sjust the comics that you read, but the theme of 'time passing by'and thq
way time passes in a comoc is something really very interesting. Most probably my
theme, my recurrent theme in all my work.

ii

ll:16
J: Can you talk a bit about your time concept? A concept ofthe moment one could
say or ofcircles. Elaborate this...

ll:37
M: My interest in time is of various levels. Of course there is the first interest and the
biggest one, most probably which is time as a theme or as a fact. So it's.time passing
by from our birth to our death. Time passing by is taking us ofcourse to our end and I
think for a non-believer like me it's really the only thing I would believe in. So... it's
the only fact that really exixts. so I'm very interested in this, sometimes I use it a lot,
in my comics it's clear that I'm interested in this theme and you can follow it or
understand it. Of course in music or in painting or in live drawing it's very difficult
and it's a different relationship to time. So it's time passing by in this specific
medium and in music as i said, it's really, time passing by is music, somehow. So I'm
mostly interested in how to fill this time. Of course there is the spacethat you fill
with music, but space is somehow, I don'i know how to explain it, but somehow
secondary problem fot me, I mean secondary... time is really the most important thing

fill this time wilh music

is one thing ald how to frll it with drawing is
something else. Of course for comics it's really very different way. So to produce one
book of comics it takes one year maybe, roughly, and to read it it takes half an hour.
So it's really very different... you have a very different relationship to time. The time
you are creating in and the time the reader is reading the work. Also the fact that you
are not here anymore, you are living in another time, so whenever you frnish your
work the work is dead for you and it's bom for the audience at this moment. So
whenever.. you don't have any relation, anymore to do with the work... this is were it
exists actually. So tle death ofa work in painting or in writing or in comics is its birth
for the audience, while in music it's the total contrary. The music is born for me and
the audience in the same time and specifically when it is improvisation. We go back
to this thing were I'm creating the music in real time, so it didnl exist before and it's
just existing now and won't exist afer. Ofcourse it could exist on recording, but this
is another story it's not the specific time were it was created. But this chance or this,
I always like to call it the superiority of music as an art, or it's inferiority, I mean you
could see it from both sides, it's the fact that it doesn't exist but in the time that it is
created. And it exists for every,body in the same way. §o the listener is recieving what
I'm giving him in this time and when I stop it's finishdd. So I like the fact that the life
of music is shared by its reciever or by its audience and by its creator.
and how to

l4:59
J: Another aspect is that you sorEtimes give political commentaries. In

your
drawings but sometimes also in your music. How do you refer to politics?
l5:38

M: Politics is usually what I would really love to avoid talking about or even dealing
with, ofcourse in my drawings, specifically in the cartoons I do for newspapers, of
course there is a lot ofpolitics, but mostly it s sociEl critique rather then real politics.
But unfortunately living in a countrylike Libanon pblitics invite themself in your
work without prior notice. so ofcourse sometimes I go crazy with what is happening
in Gaza or in Beirut or in Syria, so i have to react to this, and unfortunately I would
have never thought, I mean I always thought about music as a total abstract art - also
this is part of its inferiority and superiority, its a total abstract art by essence, so when
Beethoven say it's lim a Iajouare (Irgendwas frarzösisches...) you could hear it and
say it's very said, nothing is fixed in music, there is no meaning to music, usually,
unless it's musique concrete, and this is why it's musique concrete ofcourse - but I
never thought I would approach politics in music until really it invited itselfin my
work, mosty in july 2006, when Israel declared war or bombed Libanon heavy for 30
days, so this is were I play... I felt it as an urge, not for, I didn't think about it as an
act ofresistence or arlthing, but just as an act of fighting my own insanity, I mean to
stay sane, so the things I used to do normally, which is drawing and playing music, I
continued to do and ofcourse toy'o by reaction...or to what was happqning. So my
drawings were realty involved ilshowing what is happening day to day in Beirut

back ihen and my music, ofcourse there is this small excerpt of6 minutes called
"Stary Night" were I was on the balcony playing music while the Israeli planes were
bombing Beirut. This 6 minutes I put on the net back then and ofcourse it will stay
for all my life the piece of music that I will make that will be the most listened to, I
mean it's really heard everywhere. Unfortunately I never talk about it, but there is 9
hours ofthis kind ofrecordings. So I recorded, each time I would hear planes I would
go and record them. I never listened back so far. l'm cou.nting on doing ir in my year
here in Berlin, I have some time to work on this thing. I don't know if it's good music
or not and I don't know ifit's important that it is good music or not. And this is what
drives me crazy. So when it is politics invite itself in music, music arrives to another
level of... i mean I'm saying this fina... I'm saying something finally in my music
clearly, it's not abstract anymore, but in the same time is it still good music or bad
music? I don't know. I mean this are concepts that are very difficult to deal with. It's
not as easy as when I record a solo and then I say "Ok this piece is bad" so I record it
again or I remove it from the album or whatever Or when I play a concert,
sometimes I go out and I say "Ok, we played a bad concert" I mean it's things you
could really feel, you could explain why etc, but here this concepts become very
blurry, you don't understand what it is anymore. Specifically for me, I mean, many
people looked at this "Yes he's resisting the bombs with his trumpet", but it's bullshit,
I mean ofcourse in the battle between art and war, I'll bet on the war ofcourse. So
it's really difücult to deal with this thing.
l9:3 8
J: There is one question that we ask all our guests. What for you is the relevance
art? Why is it impofiant and what is art?

of

l9:5 8

M: Yes. What is art, is

a big question

ofcourse, that we all ask ourselves, that we are
always asked actually as artists, ofcourse, I say it bluntly, I have no answer for this
question, but mary times in my fights with many people and many friends, I know
what is not art ofcourse. Or I have very clear ideas ofwhat is not art. And then I fight
a lot with people about, yes, ifcreating good cuisine is art or if creating nice clothes
is art etc. ofcourse I would say it's selfexpression, this is very like the basic of art,
but I really don't know and so far at 40 years almost, I still don't know clearly why
do I do that. And, I mean i have many reasons, but non is really definitive. So ifyou
have other guests who have better answers please let me know.

2l:02
J: To finish up two more things, the extension ofthe trumpet, so that one could say
you could not hear the trumpet anymore, it sounds like something.else, you told me
this piece at ADK it sounds more like a electric guitar, so maybe just talk about the
sounds and relation.

in

I

21:55

M: Yes, my work on the humpet is mostly by ways of extension, so I rarely play
with... I mean I play with en bussure (?) sometimes, but it's extended techniques, like
many others of course who developed this, but most ofmy work is on prepadng the
trumpet, so it's really with big extensions and it doesn't sound like a trumpet and it
doesn't look like a trumpet an)rynore. So it's hold upside down or something. I think
this I developed by being very jelous ofguitarist and pianis! who could really easily
prepare, like when I see a pianist or guitarist putting a screwdriver between the
strings and then just moving it and making a crazlr sound, or taking a fan or propellor
and... so I was very jelous. It tooks me years to undersiand that the trumpet is very
easily preparable somehow. In re beginning I would say "Oh I have very austere
thing and there's just one way to blow" and it's not even like a saxophone where you
have maly many options of opening it and closing it. It'sjust closed all the time and
unidirectional and then you havejust 3 options or all the combinations ofthis 3
valves. Then of course, when I begin to discover how you could extend it, it really
opened a huge world for me. which lend me to what I like to do most. So ofcourse
you rarely hear trumpet sounds, I mean sometimes there is a couple ofnotes, but you
barely hear them. Sometimes I play a whole solo with no real note of a fiumpel And
fortunately, because I'm not a good trumpet player. So it's good that I don't play this
I think there is many people who do it very well. My research is always, and has
always been, towards sounds taht sound electonic. So many people also when they
hear my solo or... specially my solo, because they understand it's orly a trumpet,
they'd not believe it's not amplified and then with pedals or with effects it's
effectless. So all the effects are done accusticly. And when I say, when I § to
describe what I do, I would say I play electronic music, bul accusticly. So it's really
sounds that are very close from electronic, maybe old synthysizers and stufflike this,
and I like the idea that it's music, which... It's electronic music somehow, which
could have played 100 years ago. But then again it couldn't because, because this
music is directly influenced by the creation ofelectronics. So it's music influenced by
electronic music, but getting it back to accustic, which in the frst place influenced
electronic music. It's really the snake, how to say, biting its tale. So it's taking the
history of music, of the developement of instruments backwards or taking it back
after all the steps we arrived somewhere and then taking it baclq but with the
knowledge ofall this steps. So this is how I would roughly describe the sound that I
do. And of course I'm really glad to play with people...I mean I'm not of course the
only one, far from here, I mean there is a huge amount ofgreat musicians playing this
kind of... I mean I don't know ifthey think about it like that, but this kind of
electronic music or electronic sounds, or very weird sounds of course it's been years
and years, decades, that people are developing this. I just hope I developed it in a way
that is personal and different.

25:45

I
I
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J: There is a Libanese improvisation scene, that you founded with other people,
would you say that this scene is including different influences? Is it special? You also
play with rock musicians (Toni Elie ?). Can you talk about the scene?

26:19

M: Yes. When we starled as a scene... I mean the Libanese improvising scene is really
very small and very new. So with my 40 years old I'm the grandfather ofthe scene
I'm the oldest. Just because the two others with whom we started are one year
younger, or something. But when we started back in 2000 it was really a desert in
terms of music. Somehow after the war, after the 90ies, Libanon started developed
theater and poetry and painting, but music was always, and has always been, so even
before the war, it was never something, contemporary music, was never something
important in Libanon. I remämber, I mean I don't remember, I know by my father and
mother, when Stockhausen came and did this piece for the Jaid al Grotto (?), which is
a great natural grotto,Imean people said it's not music ofcourse, and like it's shit and
etc etc, but there was never, even in the conservatoire, I mean they would study
maybe Stravinky as contemporary mu, which is contemporary music and it's the
beginning maybe of contemporary music, but ofcourse I mean they would maybe
take one course ofone hour ofJohn Cage and it would stop here. So there was never
a developement ofthe practice ofcontemporary music. So improvisation was even
less known, it was not known at all. So when we started we were really very
pessimislic about the future ofthis thing, but of couse we wanted to play this music
and we knew we have to play it in Beirut and to develope a scene, because we can not
just play it outside. And to be known outside you have to start somewhere, so we
started mostly with Sharif Sachnawhi ard then we did a festival and then little by
little the scene grew up with people coming from contemporary classical, like Riet
Jassin (?), or from the rock scene, or punk rock, like Toni Elie (?), so like many
people began to mingle and it made a scene that is very interesting in the sense tlat
it's very different from european scene, from like lets say Berlin or Paris or London,
where every4hing is really comparlimented, so the improvisors don't play with the
Free Jazz players, who don't play with the classical composers, who don't play with
the rock musici'ans. And when they do it's really something like a very... like it's for
one project or it's a all star thing, or whatever. And even in the improvising scene the
reduction is to don't play with etc, so there is schools and it's really very
compartimented. which is nice in a way and it's very bad ofcourse in another way,
because it makes it very sect like. So I like the fact that in Beirut I would play with
friends playing Rock, and I would go to them, I mear I would play more rock, like
I'm really happy to play in Rock groups, or Improvrock groups, and also they would
come, I mean sometimes we would play their music somehow, and sometimes they
come and play total lmprov.with us. So the fact of mingeling all this people creates
really a nice scene... because we are so little as a number ofpeople interested by
altemative and experimental mr,rsic, we are doomedto play together. We are obliged
to play together and I think it's very good. But tben there is a {uestion, is there a
libanese school or is there a Libanese sound or something? I always say no, course. I

'ili

mean it's ajoke for me this Improv thing is exactly the contrary ofa sound, like it's
exactly the music you could take, like could bring a guy flom Zimbabwe, another
from Indonesia, one from the United States ard one from Libanon and put them
together and they play music that is...that has no roots, and this is what I love with
Improv music. Which is different from Free Jazz lets say, that is really typically
rooted in the States and then there is the European Free Jazz, the German or the
English one. So I like the thing, but of course there is schools. There is the Berlin
school oflmprov that is very minimalistic for for... aad now it's very different, and
there is the English scholl etc. And after years of refusing to understand or to see the
reality, i think there is a school or a way ofplaying Improv in Beirut and I would say
this is mostly... I mean the best represented by the "A Trio" (?), which is Sharif
Sachnawhi on accustic guitar, Riet Jassin on double bass and myself on the trumpet.
And it's really some... I think itis a joumalist, who described it as textural Free Jazz
or textural Swing, or somethingllike that. So it's real.ly something not minimalistic at
all, it's really a kind, I would describe it as a train. It statts, the train is already... it
doesn't staft, I mean when the music starts the train is already on its way and when it
stops it's like just taking this part of a train{rijectory (?), so it's really crusing
somehow and it's very based on, it's heavily based, on textural sounds or the kind of
electronic sounds I was talking about. So there is no real developement in scales or in
notations or this kind ofthings. And I think this describes a little bit the Beirut sound
or the Beirut lmprov scene.

32:00
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K: l'd like to start with your background. Born 1972 in Libanon, 3 years before the
war, you were 18 whm the war was over, then came some smoother years, note again
iwtability. Did your years as a child during wartime inJluence you as a filmmaker?
Or was the war more concerning your parents generation and you were concemed
with your parents trying to cope with war? In which sense was it formative for you?
l:28
Antwort ca. 3:20 Minuten
ti: Ah, many questions. Ok. I was bom in 72, gentleman, fi I was bom in 72 and it
was 3 years before the war, so I spent all my youth in Libanon during the war and I
guess it was like a film itself, because when you're very young you don't understand
what's happening, you'rejust like hear sounds and see people afraid, see expressions,
hear some things on the television and see people running in the streets, so like it's all
movement and sounds for you. And you don't understand when you're a child. So I
guess it was more like an impression than reality for me to really be like political and
understand whta's happening and debate it or not. But it was very strong and one of
the reasons I guess why also I was influenced to make films, is that my grandfather
had a cinema. A cinema, a movie tleater, in a province in Libanon and we used to go
to this province called Sachle to hide when there was real harsh bombing in Beirut, s,
we escaped many times to go to Sachle. And Sachle at that moment was safe, so...
and cinema were working normally, movie theaters, so we all used to go to this movie
theater with the war in the background, like far somewhere, and seeing many films
that come from the world and being in the light and darkness. So I guess that was the
first passion about darkness and light for me, is to be in this cinema. i used to really
watch many films and it was happiness for me to go there. So I think cinema and war
started to be linked in this movie theater. That closed after maybe ... after the war it
closed, because at the end it became a pomo movie theater, because only soldiers or
militia men, not soldiers, militia men would go to the cinemas, because Sachle then
was occupied by the Syrian army and the militia man that Libanese that are allied to
the Syrian. So it became like a place more for them, to see sexual movie and...
4:47
K: And when did you become a person who wanted to ask questions and clear things,
lo decide that you would shoot?
5:21
Antwort ca . 2:30 Minuten
E: after the war, of course, in 1990, I was l8 and I had finished school and started
first year ofunilersity, which was the university of cinema and theater. And it was
brand new,.a new university for this kind of field, so I guess all came in the same
time, the university, the film, my own questions, the discovering olthe other parts of
I-ibanon, which were seperated, divided, so we couldn't see it. The discovery of

people who lived other realities than mine and ofcourse all these impressions of war,
which I lived, I wanted to know more about them. Like what happened in this year,
because I have a memory of something that happened, i had lot ofquestions after the
war. It was really... The year 1990 or 9l were I really started to wanting to know
what's happened and ofcourse to all these questions there was no answer! because it
was a time when everybody was saying let's forget about the war, let's start a new
era, and we don't want to talk about it. And it was with this amnesty ofLibanon that
let's not talk about it. But I didn't understand what it is, amnesty, at that moment,
what does it mean? for me, everybody became silent, I don't know why, so it was
more and more questions and the way to discover the answers was not easy. You
would have to ask people, specific people, and go and find your own answers. So it
was not like you ask and you get an answer, which made it more challenging and this
is why I insist, when you ask me why do you insist in your film on questions that
maybe people don't want to answer, because ja it was never easy to find answers. So
I guess it developed a way for me to insist on having an answer, being curious.
7:55

K:

you also as a child so insisting? Is it parl ofyour character? Or did you also
hoveflmmakers as models for this way of shooting documentaries?
Were

8:17

Antwort ca. 1:30 Minuten

E: No, I don't know how I was when I was a child, because now I don't know that
part ofme, I klow other parts ofme, that I was a tommy boy. You know, I was
fighting all the boys in the streets and (lacht) alsways looking strong. Showing that I
was strong, like I kad to be strong, I understood very quickly that my father is not that
person who can fight, he's a doctor, very peaceful doctor, and whenever he sees a
fight, he goes away, so I always felt l'm not protected. So when you re all in a mess
in a country where there's no rule, when you see that everybody is hghting and you
have to be strong, I guess I developed this strong attitude, which made me tough in
some situations. But I don't know if I used to ask a lot of questions or not, I was
hyperactive. And maybe I was curious, yeah, to ask many questions, but I was also
let's say, clumsy, you know? Like to leave everlthing and being very messy.
9:41

K: I think it's quite normal that a society after such an experience doesn't reant to
speak and would like to go back to notmal. In Germany it took 20 years... But
another point, Belarussian prosauriter Svetlana Alexjewitsch on the necessity, that
the individual stories of the people need to be lold so that q society can grou)
together And an emmplq when there's no spacefor the stories, is Russia today, not
speabing about labour camps, Stalinist time, but the opposite, it's glorifi.ed. And a
kind ofretro-utopia came out, not looking to the future, but back, glorifying Stalin
and the empire. The situation is completely diferent, blt you make people in your
films speak up and share their erpe ences against a climqte of silence and silencing.
Can you tell us a bit obout lhis moment ofsilence in o society or trquma thats not
spoken about?

Antwort

ca. 2:30 Minuten
E: Yes. Maybe it was... let's say a platform, the silence gave birth to many films and
many theater plays or even literature to chaltenge it. So I don't see it on the altistic
side as a bad thing. The contrary it challenged us to
to find answers and
to
make art out ofit. But of course as a citizen 2
wenn der Anschluss
feel that the silence made the Libanese people like amnesic and they
forget very quickly the harm that happened and they do it again. So tley are in the
circle ofrepeating the same things and not having any lesson out ofthis pain and
violence. So... and it's due to the lack of official discourse or history. No work on the
national level has been done to talk about this period and really try to find a closure.
To make encounter between perpetrators and victims. Nothing has been done on this
level, on the ofücial side. So this Iet people to not respect, we don't respect our
leaders, but we know that they are there because it's a sectarian (?) country and the
cotars (?) make that, they are there, the leaders. Nobody respects them, but nobody
judges them in the same time. And this is very frustrating, because then they will
keep doing the same things and now we are in a crisis again, and we have the Syrian
crisis around us ard 1,5 Syrien refugees in Libanon, so it's like going to explode at
any time. So on the citizen level the silence was really bad.

l1.22

13:57
K: You're facing

eL')

all these questions

in your films, doing research and opening
woun*, with strong characters, is it Jirst the chqracters or a question you have?
all together? how do you proceed?

Or

14:30

Antwort ca. 3 Minuten
E: Sometimes it's a question that brings a character and sometimes it's a character
that strike me and he brings with his story the... he reflects or... Do we say in English
resonates? Ok. It means that his story resonates with what I'm searching for. fr For
example, the question I had after the war, were about, ofcourse, why we did this.
How come we did this? And the people, let's say 20% ofthe Libanese people were
fighting, suddenly they became citizens again, like somebody told ttrem "Well, stop
the fight and now you have to be back". Ok, but what about all the acts they did?
What about killing? is it normal to become a killer and then to become a citizen
again? What about the 17000 disappeared people? So I always had these questions
and then with the character ofAssad Tschaftari (?), who is in my film "Sleepless
Nights", he was talking about his acts, like he was the person I was searching for, but
without having a film, I was sea:ching for to tell me about all my questions, to
answer me. And first time I saw him, it was in 2000, he was on TV, he made a public
apology... But the film came in 2012, which means that it was not like on the spot. I
kept having him in mind and having my answers, but not feeling that it's time for me
Ofcourse, I had to be more mature for the film. I couldn't have done it like aller the
universiry when I was still 21, cause this is a film that needs to be strong, be
thoughtful, to analyze, to read the body language, to really feel that this is a strong
character - so I have to be strong in all levels, to be cinematic strong also, or
professional enough, to do this film. And to face situations, were I would be really
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shocked, but I would look like a pokerface, because I have my team who is also
protecting me. The cinema is protecting me from being let's say very emotional, and
would really look professional and keep my feelings for after. So...

I

17:35

K: And whqt has mqde you start shooting then?

17:38

Antwort ca. 1 Minute
E: In 2008 there was little mini civil war in Libanon,

again. And one ofthe students
who was working with us in Libanon in an NGO, we have a cultural NGO in
Libanon, he suddenly became a fighter, you know, from a day to another. And he
starts saying "Yeah, I went yesterday...I killed, I...", so for me it was how come from
one day, you know, you change? And then I said, well maybe it's time to make this
film with Assad Tschaftari. And in the end of2008 I contacted him and then slowly,
like we made the research and fundraised for the film, and this is how it was finished
in 2012, took three years and a half to do it.
I 8:41

K:

Would you say being a woman helps in your situation, to do the

workyou're

doing?

An

2:30 Minuten
E: It
on the kind of film you want to do. Like,
wenn alles
Z)
ist don't want to generalize, to say, a woman is more strong in the
absolute or is more, you know, couragious. I never saw my womanhood being neither
aa obstacle or something to, like, to talk about or to raise, when I male a film. I just
think that I'm making a film and then after I analyze ifbeing a woman was helpfrrl or
not. So it's not on the opposite way. And I think with this film, "Sleepless Nights",
because I was a woman interrogating, let's say ex-fighter, there was something more
intimate about it. There's no macho, there's no a man versus a man talking about
violence or talking about how you axe, when you are in the war with the weapons. No
it was a woman who could be his daughter, the age, asking him questions in a more
let's say friendly way and notjudging or putting my masculanity, you know
manhood, in fiont of him. Because I felt Assad, whenever there was, there were man,
or young or not, if they are young he would like automatically to preach them, thjat
they don't have to go to the wax. You know, he had this emergency to preach to the
young people, especially man, to stop going to the war. So hehad a message
whenever there was young men. And not for me, you know he was not going to
preach me about this. And whenever there would be man having his age, ofcourse
it's more... he would feel about from which side they are, did they fight or not, so it
would be more a generation issue, you know, "you're like me, we lived the same era",
so... So it was completely diflerent, I was coming from a different generation and I
was a woman. And it made rne evep closer to his wife..You know, who is a secondary
character in the film, but there is, you know. something very nice between me and
I

,

if

her. Like I understand you, you are the wife of this fighter and I feel you, even
you're not... and you never have been a leading character in this family, because
you're always the wife ofhtis fighter, you have to lbllow what he decides, you know,
but I feel you and I would like to make a nice hommage for you in this film. So I
think this is where my womanhood came more in this film.
22:21

K: In thß last film you also integrated fictional elements. Why?

k

it away to widen

the horizon of documentary?

Antwort ca. 3:30 Minuten
E: Ahm räuspem, sorry.ml alwayS liked hction. You know, when I wanted to make
cinema I wanted to make fiction more thaa documentary, but when I started being
political, then I preferred to go to documentary. And of course, ifyou saw my first
film, it's more simple and more, let's say, you know, ok, it's a documentary, but it's
22:.36

not sophisticated documentary. I asking children about the war, about everything,
about Palastine, so it's more like a simple film. Then I leamed, again through
documentary, how to bring back the fiction. You know. It's when you really think
that: Ok I want to be political, but this is a film and this is cinema. So I'm dealing
with an issue that is important, I am more aware ofthe situation and the reality, but
I'm having real characters instead ofhaviung actors. But if I want to be cinematic I
have to deal with them as ifthey are characters in a filni. So then I have to know
more about their backgrcmd, I have to film them more like real people with
psychological layers. I have to film them also silent sometimes, when they just walk
in the space, when they go somewhere. I have to give them the time to develope their
own story with a dramatical line. So this is how the fiction was integrated again in
this documentary And my producer in this film wrote a script, he wrote a script, out
ofthe research and out of everything so it was like, you know, we're having a script,
now what remained of this script is maybe 40Yo, because what's challenging in
documentary is that you write the film all the time, till the end, and the editing is
really where you write the most the film. So we were aware that some scenes will be
constructed, we will deal with them as actors, like in the sense that they're.lust
moving like actors and they're not always talking think, you know like in a think
dialogue with a camera sometimes it's a voiceover only, like having an intemal voice,
you don't know the voice is coming from the research or from the... which minute,
but it's there and it says something about the specific time of the film.
25:.55
K: Can you say something qbout the importance of authorfilm in Libanon and other
countries? Why film, fiction, to widen the horizon, v,l4) not for example literature?

Antwort ca. 3:30 Minuten
26:51
E: Auhorfilms have developed a lot since, let's say the end ofthe 90ies, documentary
has played a lot ofrole in the developing ofthe author cinema, because it's more free
to be fundraised. And you can do it with little means, so it makes you more free from
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the market or from the constrains of commercial cinema or from co-production let's
say. So I think that many people like me, in Libanon and in the region, understood the
power of cinema in that speciflc moment, the end ofthe 90ies, because the TV and
the commercial ciaema were bot making our image very flat. On TV it would be
official discourse or talk shows or very commercial, you know, programs ofreality
TV or whatever, and in the commercial cinema it would be really films made to bring
money from the box ofIice... with no political layeq because then the censorship
would be more harsh and, you know, producers of commercial films theyjust want to
make money, they don't want to fight with the censorship, they want to please the
state, so both TV and cinema were not really helping us to really reflect what we felt
at that moment. And I think all of us in this region are really political, because you're
bom and there's something happening and then it... and now it's going worse, I mean
it's really everywhere, the region, all the region, is having a war. So everyone is
always political. And it's a lrustration for not having our image on the screen that
made us feel that we want to fight the image that has been broadcasted, which is
wrong or not talking to us or not really reflecting our reality, to a very more author,
coming fiom us, image that would really talk to people like us, to ordinary people, in
this region. This is how I think for all ofus it started and also because the numbers,
let's say 50 person died today in lrak or i n Syria, 200, what are these numbers? We
became numbers, you know, there's no identity. So it's the need to have your identity
back to you. As an indivdual living this chaos in this region, trying to say: I have
something to say also? You know? And I want to deal with things, simple things, the
TV is not showing or the cinema is not showing. This is how it started and then now
it's more sophisticated, because, ok now people have more mears to do this cinema
and more experience, so it's becoming much more important and sophisticated.
14.16
Two last questions. One: ln aJilm critic ofyour jilm on Al Jazeera, there was a
lady who wrote about the difrcuhy filmmakers in the region have, to deal with the
fact, that with money from the west put in their jilms, they have to face colonial
demands of how western production companies wanted the region to be presented.
But she said it would be more important to start an inner arabic dialogue amongfilm
directors, intellectuals, to underslqnd who you are now, to be able to go to the future.
Do you agree and what does she mean'?

K:

31:42

Antwort ca.3:30 Minuten

E: She means that when you don't know younell, and yourselfis not only yourselfas
an individual, narcistic, but as you, you in the society and you in the region, then you
start having, you know, an image, or spreading an image, which is not really dealing
with the reality ofhow you can really build your identity. I give you an example. I
used to see Tunesian films, you know. In Tunmesian films there is alrr"ays one ballett
dancer and there is opressedwoman, that the husband or the sheik or whoever beats
her, and it s always dramatic and always, like, having this image. I go to Tunesä the
first time in 2003, I think, and then I see a very modem country and I see woman,
very strong woman, having many rights and being aware oftheir rights. and having

rights in the parliament and.. which is completely what I have never saw in any
Tunesian film, that is made in the 90ies. Why? Because most of the Tunesian films
made in the 90ies were co-produced with Fra-nce. And there was a cliche that started,
I guess, from the Tunesians themselves, what would please the french audience.
Usually the colonial west, specially the people who really colonized you, like French
colonized Tunesia, or the region, need to show you as a victim. Always victim and
yes the woman is like this, to give them the right to colonize you again. You know?
Like saying these are not people who are responsible, these are not strong people, the
man are backwards, the women are beaten, we have to help them. Ald this would
really please the cliche that has been vehiculated since a Iong time. Now there's a
new generation ofTunesian people. And really documentary, once again, helping, is
helping the situation, cause at that time in the 90ies, documentaries were mostly
banned, ifthey're not comhg from the ministry oftourism or if Ben Ali wouldn't
have approved them. Any critical documentary an),thing, was really banned. So now
there are more documentaries and the one... there are good documentaries showing a
different reality, fiction can not then imaginate a situation which could really be like
cliche anymore. Because there are other films that respond and delete this image. So
it challenges fiction to be more, let's say real. Real in the sense that: Why are you
creating this cliche about us? So...
35:1 7

K: And the inner arabic dialogue?

Antwort ca. 2:30 Minuten
E: Yes. Poor Tunesian, I smashed them. (lacht) But they did a revolution, so they are
great. Which we didn't. We didnl do. Yes, fr I think we lack of dialogue between us
I5:19

in the region, because we have been so much divided. there are many borders and we
don't get to travel so easily. We don't have like you know Schengen space or... I have
to have a visa to go everywhere in the Arab world, so it's more and more difficult.
Films also. They don't travel easiln because censorship and borders make them
more difficult to be just seen like this. Ok today the You Tube makes it more easy, but
in this lack ofdialogue between us, because we don'rt get to really talk... we talk
about an Arab nation, but we don't know the inside ofeach country ofthis nation.
And what is the problem or the good thing about it. We ust talk a
alo as
pro em5
are today, are really between the Arabs
themselves, ofcourse the west come to take advantage of the situation, but I mean the
problem between Laic, Islamist, ethnic problems, you know, the acceptance ofthe
other, the regimes that have been dictatorships, it's our problems and if we don't
know how to deal th them, I don't think we can be s
talk about an
identi in the
vetop ease, you know, the people who are in the west,
becausel think, ifI am like this, üren they will love me more. And I would really feel
inferior all the time to the white man, if I'm not like proud of 4yself to be who I am,
I will always feel inferior to the others. And I think a dialogue in the region would be
really helpful for us to... first to solve our identity.

-\

37:5 |

Kurze Regelungwegen Zeit, eine letzte Froge...
K: After you showed the suicidefilm there was a man in the audience who said: The
invasion ofthe US in lrakwas the beginning of the Arabic suicide. You agreed
somehow with it. How?

38:32

Antwort

ca. 3

Minuten, mit sehr viel Stotterern

E: Well, it's complicated to summarize in a minute, but let's say after 2004, three,
sorry, 2003, many Arabs accepted the invasion ofthe Irak by üe Americans, because
they saw a way to finish with this dictatorship or whatever. And many ofthese people
who accepted had, let's say, leftist background, they were the previous communists or
previous socialists, so for me it was the real time were there was no space anymore
for anlthing leftist. Because the leftist people either became islamists or became very
pro-american. And they were the ones who still save the middle class or the values
aboutjustice or... they were still the one, the ones you feel are much more having in
mind all the good values that could really help the region to be balanced in a way.
And that moment allowed people, because they were, again, in those cliches and
"saving Irak" or ... the people who are devided, either you go and kill yourselfin Irak
to save it, you know, or you go with the American project and that's it. For me both
sides were going to suicide. So... and the people in between, we don't have any third
power now, today it's always divided, because we don't have any third power, who
can be balanced. You have to be either with the army or with the islamist, you know,
you can not be a normal person anymore, you are either with the dictator or with the
islamists who are fighting. There's no space to, or real power to be... to bring a third
opinion, which usually the left people, the middle class people would have brought it.
So this is why in this sense for me the invasion oflrak by the USA and the consensus,
or the agreemenFthat "This is a good thing" or "This is a bad thing, we have to kill
the Americans",rwere both entering, altowing the region to enter in the chaos. And
this is what's happening now on a much more dangerous level and, you know, it's
divided like this, military versus islamists.

4l:42
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Questions for Ellen

LYnK
l'd like to start with three terms that - in my understanding - seem to be key
words to your work. And it would be marvelous if you could explain what they
mean to you.

disappeäring. (l think not only of the disappearing places and
experiences in the former "East", but also of what you told me about your
grandparents' slides of Germany between the two wars that used to be part of

The first one is

-

your childhood, and then disappeared.)

the
term of salvage is a key word to what you are trying to achi
gta v
out t hem",
arc
ng
ragments
npo
as
you say, "we might never have a sense of the whole." Could you perhaps,
please, explain this necessity you feel "shoring up vestiges"? {l ha',,e the
Parmenides fragments in mind, but also your images of the last blackened wall
in Dresden that remained from the February 1945 bombing, or your various
trips through Central and Eastern Europe and the way you salvage life stories.)
e

?
L3

-

Another central term is wholeness, oneness - one of the key words in your last
book "Update on the Descent". '"To reconcile what was arbitrarily broken."

on November 9, 1989, having learned in the news about the fall of the Berlin
wall, you took the last niBht train from Paris to Berlin - and started your second
artist's life as a photographer. Where does your interest for photography
originates from? And what does it add to poetry?

rlr

essay and reportate. Your traveling Central

and Eastern Europe for more than 25 years now, and you are writing about it

Y

ls

this part of your way of "vita activa"?

r

I think of poetry less as an art, and mors as a responsibility and mission

It is a mistake to think thal lbrm is arbitraD, or imposed from the outsidc (u'hich il can b0) but
instead somcthing thal emerges from lhc responsibilit) ol the poem.
When I wrote The White Fire ofTime the Vita Contemplativa it took me seven years to
find a way to match lbrm with content, precisely because Idid nol \aart to imposc an
"artificial form" on thc book.
I $antcd the forms

1()

ln thc White Fire o/

cmcrgc in concert with the book's rnission.

Time

I

needed fbrms that could carry both lament as \aell spiritual

rencwal. a baroque cxubcrancc ofallirmarion.

ln Upd.tte on the Descent in pan came out of my cxpcrience at thc intcrnational criminal
tribtrnal for the former Yugoslavia. It deals withlhe Vita ,1cti,a----or $'hat we do to each other
down here on earth Here I was intcrcsted in lyrical anrl antllyrical forms a tonality of
lament, sometimes rage but on the far end ofthe scalc liom joyfulncss. A stoic, unllinching
examination ofour human rlatufe, ofour ability to commit radical evil.
ln terms of both form and content, these are driven my private, intimatc, existential conccms,
things I need to solvc for myself.
have arrived at a dangerous moment-l believe \Äe are at the threshold ol what I
l^e havc not only lost our ethical compass. but *-e no longer
"The
lllegal Age"
call
-\Ä'here
know how we might consmrct one.

I think \!c

Salvage is about trying to recover things that can allirm our hunanness But salvage is a
complex al'fair as the scope of what we need to salvage is vast. Maybe. in poctry. it is a
forgottcn word-l am particularly interested in the word "mercy" or a tum of phrase. C)r is
it the \r'ay a working man holds his shoulders with dignity. or is il thc läct of the beauty of
light in a certain doorway?

Many things were lost in üe last century, peoples, books. whole cities. sometimes countries.
fhen

*e

had 50 l ears

ol totalitarianism.

1989 the Czech playright and dissident said Havel said, heforc you come and overlay your
culturc on us, try to find out what we lcamcd during totalitarianism.

In

We need to have a sense

ofour barbarity. as well

as our potential

for compassion.

Vita active is about being a witness to one's time. One cannot do this wilhout going out into
the world, entering into dialogue, listening. The French philosopher Simone Weil said that our
most important human act was to say to another human being'1ell mc *hat you arc going
through."

I have traveled, not only in Central and Flastem Europe. but extensivcly there We arc coming
to the end of the grace period that we were given alier 1989. Things are in the process of
'l
changing, Europe is curcntly at \aar, in thc Donbass. hcrc is a risc ol'illibelal regimes

Affer 1989 the west believed that the situation with Central and Eastem Europe was "solved"
but that is not the case.

After the Second world war there was a rejection ofthe idea of ethics-»'hat did ethics serve
if they did not keep us from our barbarity. But as Haonah arendt said, \-\,e must not confuse a
dictatorship of criminals n'ith the whole of humanity. During the communist period, a whole
new type of cthics developed, \r'hat I call "ethics at the bottom. This is also a question of
salvage. The eastem and cental Fluropcan dissidents people like Jan Patochka and Vaclav
Havel-found a way to renew a form ofessential ethics. Ho\a one can live with dignig under
extreme citcumstances.

This was a complex poem for me- When you begin to write a poem. you dor't alwals kno§'
exactly »'hal you think about your subjecl Regarding the topic in general. I tend to agree with
what the Lithuanian poet Tonus Venclova \\'rote in his pocm 'Vcrscs for a Child's Birth":
"it's best to keep silent/ because re don't know yet jf God hoversl above the empty
I'eatuleless watcrs." However, it secms fair to say that until \re arrive at that unloowable
momell! we are entirely responsible for our actions here oo earth and it is to our pcril that $,c
look for recourse orjustification for those actions in any kind of afterlil-e. In this lil-e, devoid
oI rur atierlife. we are condeinned to exist in time and time and historical conscience
become our onlyjudgc thc terriblc uhitc silcncc of time. We can allow oursclves to be lost
and brutally consumed in tirne. or u,e can salvage a sense ofrightness fiom that abysee.

{n r"7
K: Composition is ofhighest importance for you. "Update on the Descent" is a piece
of music, has its architecture, exposition ofthe topics, setting of the frame,
examination of two coresponding parts and conclusio. How do you compose and
find the perfectly balanced form?

.w

H: I think ofpoetry less as an art and more as a responsibility and mission. It's a
mistake to think that form is arbitrary or imposed from the outside, which it can be,
but instead something that emerges from the responsibility ofthe poem. When I
wrote "The white frre of time", the Vita Contemplativa, it took me seven years to find
a way to match form with content, precisely because I didn't want to impose an
artificial form on the book. I wanted the forms to emerge in concert with the books
mission. In "Update on the descent", which came in part out ofmy exporience at the
Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in the Hague, it deals with
the Vita Activa. What we do to each other down here. Here I was interested in lrical
and antilyrical forms, a tonality of lament, sometimes rage, but on the far side ofthe
scale from joyfulness. A stoic, unflinching examination ofour humar nature, our
ability to commit radical evil. In terms of both form and content these are driven by
my private, intimate existential concems, things I need to solve for myself.

K: Now comes the "Salvage" (?) question, is this right? Ok. Es wird darüber
gesprochen ob sie auch einfach da stehen kann, um den Text nochmal zu
wiederholen. Just read as iffor the radio. Ok, just go once more.
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H: I think ofpoetry less as an art and more as a responsibility and mission. It's a
mistake to think that form is arbitrary or imposed from the outside, which it can be,
but instead something that emerges from the responsibility ofthe poem. When I
wrote "The white fire of time", the Vita Contemplativa, it took me seven years to find /,("(
a way to match form with content, precisely because I didn't want to impose an
artificial form on the book. I wanted the forms to emerge in concert with the books
b0. I
mission. In "Update on the descent", which came in paft out ofmy experience at the
Intemational Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, this deals with the Vita
-/,
Activa or what we do to each other down here on earth. Here I was interested in
lyrical and antiJyrical forms, a tonality of lament, sometimes rage, but on the far end
ofthe scale from joyfulness. A stoic, unflinching examination of our human nature, of
our ability to commit radical evil. In terms ofboth form and content these are driven
by my private, intimate existential concems, things I need to solve for myself.

f
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K: The term of salvage (?) is a key word to what you are trykrg to achreve.

s

_ 4.8

H: I thinl< we have arrived at a dangerous moment. I believe we are at the threshold
ofwhat I call the illegal age where we have not only lost our ethical
compna...compass, but we no longer klow how we might construct one. "Salvage" is
about trying to recover things, that can affirm our humanness. But "Selvich" is a
complex affair Ok.

4(6
6s-(

B: Do you want to repeat it?
H: Ja. I actually wanted to, I realize I warted to find somebody. Where did she go?
Here. Can I move around? U: Sure sure. H:No? Yes.
Katharina wiederholt die Frage ab

3

5:

l4

H: I think we have arrived at a dangerous mo (bricht ab) Ijust keep doing it. I rhink
we have arrived at a dangerous moment. I believe we are at the threshold of what I
call the illegal age where we have not only lost our ethical compass, but we no longer
now...krow how we might construcl one. "Selvich" is about trying to recover things,
that can aftirm our humanness. But "Salvage" is a complex affair. As a scope ofwhat
we need to selvich is vast. In poetry it is perhaps a forgotten word, I'm particularly
interested in the word mercy or tum a phrase or is, or is it the way a working man
holds his shoulders with dignity or is it the fact ofthe beauty ofa light in a cenain
doorway? Many things were lost in the last century People, books, whole cities,
sometimes countries. Then we had 50 years of totalitarianism. In 1989 the check play
right and dissident Havel (?) said: Before you come and overlay your culture on us,
try to find out what we leamed during totalitarianism. We need to have a sense ofour
barbarity as well as our potential for compassion.
6:45

K: Archiving of the liagments

e

H: Vita acti... ah... Vita Activa is about being a witness to ones time. one can not do
this without going out into the world, entering into a dialogue. Listening. The french
philosopher Simon Vey (?) said that our most important human act was to say to
another human being "Tell me what you are going through.". I have travelled not only
in central eastem Europe, but extensively there, we're coming to the end ofthat grace
period, that we were given after 1989. Things are in the process ofchanging, Europe
is currently at war in the Donbass, there is the rise ofa-liberal regimes. (lautes
Knarzen im Hintergrund)
7:35

K: Ok, so if I could follow, now we are at the moment that you always start with
something very concrete, social, with a political point. So that you went to the
Yugoslavia tribunal for example, or that you're now thinking ofhow lie in everyday
lifes get into lie ofthe big politics and on then, on the other hand your poetry isjust
like purest essence. And how 1ou are making this shift from being with a very social
political to coming to pure esseirce.
Kurze Klärung ob die Frage über essence oder ethics geht, weiter mit Antwort ab
8:?3

D

H: After the second world war there was a rejection ofthe idea ofethics, what did
ethics serve ifthey did not keep us llom our barbarity? But as Hannah Arendt said:
We must not coni.rse a dictatorship of criminals with the whole of humanity. During
the communist period a whole new type ofethics developed. What I call ethics at the
bottom. This is also a question of"Salvage". The eastem and central European
distance, people like Jan Pototschka (?) found a new way to renew an essential form
ofethics. How one can live with dignity under extreme circumstances. This is of
crucial importance to me in my work.
9:04

K: Ok, and last question. I wanted to explain you, because I would like to ruderstand
it better, ...
H: About the "White Fire"...
K: About the "White Fire2, yes.
H: Ok.
K: Ich geb dir danach die Fragen.
U: Ok.

g

H: The poem "Update on the Last Judgement", which is in the book "Update on the
Descend", was a complex poem for me. When you begin to wdte a poem you don't
always know exactly what you think about your subject. regarding the topic in
general I tend to agree with what the Lithuanian poet Thomas Vinsluwa wrote in his
poem "Versus for a childs binh". "It is best to keep silent, because we don't know yet
if God hovers above the empty featureless waters. However it seems fair to say that
until we arrive at that unknowable moment, we are entirely responsable for our
actions here on earth. And it's to our peril, that we look for recourse or j ustification
lor those actions in any kind ofafterlife. In this life, devoid ofar afterlife, we are
condemned to exist in time, and time and historical conscience become our only
judge. The terrible white silence which is time. we can allow ourselves to be lost and
brutally consumed in time, or we can salvage a sense ofrightness Aom that abyss."

l0:30

K: Dann sind wir mit den Fragen durch.
(Kurze Zwischendrehs, weiter bei 13:17)

T

H: Interdiction. It is said, that we can no longer use the old words. Either they carry
in their script the imprint of our inhumanity, the memory of the naked bodies bumed
as the classical strains played, or contain their own blueprint ofdestruction. The way
a seed harbours in its cells its final latent corruption. We have become affraid of
them, the old words, as ilat last we could escape punishment iffor once and for all
they were forbidden utterance in the public squares. As if we could walk out to where
the riverjoins that final deep, where the tides plow and reap the untouchable air, there

beyond boundaries, voices. Yet even were's silence and the river sticks smurge there
remain gestures that must be transcribed. And I have listened to your voice at
sundown breaking with grief, undone by the bludgening tool ofthe etemal sorrows.
The way that Priam (?) griefed r the old words the broken body of his son. And
heads are still brought openly to the market place, raised as if in triumph. The old
words have blood on them, but here under the blackened sun, there are things in the
tremold (?), the ruined, the old words, which must still be said.

1456

§ochmal, diesmal filmt Uli über ihre Schulter, anstatt ...remain gestures... liest sie
...remain silences... in der 9. Zeile)

1-

H: Interdiction. It is said, that we car no longer use the old words. Either they carry
in their script the imprint ofour inhumanity, the memory ofthe naked bodies burned
as the classical strains played, or contain their own blueprint of destruction. The way
a seed harbours in its cells its final latent corruption. We have become aflraid of
them, the old words, as ifat last we could escape punishment iffor once and for all
they were forbidden utterance in the public squares. As if we could walk out to where
the riverjoins that final deep, where the tides plow and reap the untouchable air, there
beyond boundaries, voices. Yet even were's silence and the river sticks smurge lhere
remain silences that must be transcribed. And I have listened to your voice at
sundown breaking with grief, undone by the bludgening tool ofthe etemal sorows.
The way that Priam (?) griefed in the old words the broken body ofhis son. And
heads are still brought openly to the maxket place, raised as if in triumph. The old
words have blood on them, but here under the blackened sun, there are things in the
tremold (?), the ruined, the old words, which must still be said.

(17:37)
(Sie liest nochmal)

H: Interdiction. It is said, that we can no longer use the old words. Either they carry
in their script the imprint ofour inhumanity, the memory ofthe naked bodies bumed
as the classical strains played, or contain their own bluepdnt of destruction. The way
a seed har.. I klew this was gonna happen.

K: Just go, just go. Because you're sitting in a marvolous position now
H: ... or contain their own blueprint ofdestruction.
K: Neee....

'i

H: All the way to the beginning. That's ok. It's after two times reading it normally

it

usually comes apart, so

(Uli erklärt

es ist kein Problem zwischen den Versionen zu wechseln.

)

l9:10
H: I just...The thing is the meaning &anes out of the poem. When you don't feel the
meaning anymore, so I.iust have to wait a second while it comes back.
(nohmal, diesmal wieder gestures)

-r

Interdiction. It is said, that we can no longer use the old words. Either they carry in
their script the imprint ofour inhumaniry the memory ofthe naked bodies bumed as
the classical strains played, or contain their own blueprint of destruction. The way a
seed harbours in its cells its final latent corruption. We have become a{Iraid of them,
the old words, as if at last we could escape punishment if for once and for all they
were forbidden utterance in the public squares. As if we could walk out to where the
riverjoins that final deep, where the tides plow and reap the untouchable air, there
beyond boundaries, voices. Yet even were's silence and the river sticks smurge there
remain gestures that must be transcribed. And I have listened to your voice at
sundown breaking with grief, undone by the bludgening tool ofthe etemal sorrows.
The way that Priam (?) griefed in the old words the broken body ofhis son. And
heads are still brought openly to the market place, raised as if in triumph. The old
words have blood on them, but here under the blackened sun, there are things in the
tremold (?), the ruined, the old words, which must still be said.
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Uli: Ok

1ilt9.

VüytT

?: Ok lets go. Ähm tja, maybe ähm car you please start to explain mmh how you
started to work as an artist, ähm and the specific situation there was in Prague at the
time, in the seventies, when you actually...

Jiri:Hmmmh-

Uli: Excuse me, could you please look at me, so at the camera not at her.
J: Ah ok.

Uli: I know, that she's
J: Yeah

a lot more beautiful as the camera or

I am.

it's true.

U: But for the film it's better
J: Ok. Yeah, I started mmhm making ... art around my ah fifteen. It was ah, it was end
ofah sixties, and first of first ofall it was some ah poems or drawings. Qfcourse
everything at the time it was very childish. because I was too young. But to my first
serious works ah begun ah around ah halfofah seventies with my... then when I
started ah too too make performances. And ah ah at the time it was for me very
important too, too hmmmmm to interest about conceptual art at the time.
?: Ähm maybe can you also speak about the limits and the possibilities ofthis special
context in which you were? Because it's not like exactly compaxable to the art scene
in the westem world at that same moment.

2:09
I ahm when I was six sixteen it was just after aI invasion of
ah Soviet Union to former Czechoslovakia at the time in Czechoslovakia was quite ah
quite quite ah free situation about ah about ah art and ever).thing. At a time ah ah I I
could ah see ahm a quite lot ah good exibitions for example in Prague, but very early
after this ah polotical situation was changed and ah of course ah the sihration on art
scene was changed ah changed very dramatically. And ahm ... ah ah everything was,
everything what is like ahm I don't know, contemporary art ah it was possible to do
only in ah prvate ah situation, in private spaces, and it was impossible to see ah to see
modem and contemporary art al ah at ah in ah public ah gallaries for example and ah
J: Yeah. Yeah ahm when

museums.

3:35

?: But still you did do a lot of works in the seventies on the street?

3|42
J: Yeah ofcourse ah... when I was ah ahm when I started my serious work about,
about ah performances, it was ahm 1976 ah the situation was very strict and ahm only
possibility to do it was ah ah in private spaces or or on public spaces for example ah
on sfeets ald ah squares and ah... but I thinks it's hmm the the political situation
wasn't the only ah reason for for change ah for change my ahhhm way of ahm
making art. It wasn't only because ofthe bad political situation. Because ah the ah the
reasons was more, more complex. Yeah. Because I wanted, I wanted to ah to work
with another people, with people on the steets ah not only in in ahhh in art art ah ah
spaces. I warted to ah to work publicly.

5:16
?: Mhh actually this ahm how ... there is a certain tension ah in your work between
community and solitude, or looking for contact or isolation in away.

J: Hmmh
?: Maybe you can speak about that?
J: Yes. It's ah very important part ofmy work, because aahh my performances at the
time ah ah was mainly about this ah problem about ah situation ofone person
between ahm among ah ah ah a lot ofpeople in streets about ahm contacts with ah
with ahm contacts that puhh ... caontacts between ahm people and ah about ah I don't

know. (lacht)
?: Like individual and group? You mean this conflict?
J: Yeah

it's complicated for me. In English, I don't know how to

say.

?: Hmmh. Ahm maybe we can also speak about this specific situation now in Berlin
because ahm residence is always very special moment ofof in a way being part ofa
community and also being on your own.
J: Yeah
?: And how do you perceive this here maybe more in general also, how do you
perceive Berlin? As an art scene or as a city?
J: Yes.

Ofcourie, ofcourse. I am here in Berloin only not not.so

not, so long ahm ahm

time, I have not ahm so many friends here and ah for me ah most imporlant is ah
possibilities ofah ah to see a lot of events a lot of cönlemporary art, to meet ah

P

people in gallaries and ah this contact with ah very living art scene, of contemporalr
art, it's for me ah very important, it's absolotely different in comparison with Prague,
because art scene is Berlin is ah ofcourse it's ah it's much ah bigger than in Prague.

And ahm and ... the the ah living contact with with everything is much better then
then some informations from second hand or something like this. it's very very
different ah situation for me... Because Berlin is is ah big city ofcourse, in
comparison with Prague, it it's ah the atmosphere is more open ah more complex
more hmmmm rich for mmmm a lot of things.
?: Mhhh. Do you have also a critical point to Berlin? Like something you ... you're

missing actually which you haven't...
J: Yeah. Yeah it's not ah it's not a critique but ah but ah ofcourse Berlin is more raw,
more mmmh something like I don't know how to say, Prague is quite beäutiful and
and nice and ah slow and ah here is more more mmmh it ah...
?: Rough?

J: More rough yeah. lt's more ah rough and and ah yeph it's ah big ah big streets, ah
everghing is boig and and hmm and flat (lacht) Prague is not so flat.
?: Ahm yeah do you like a like a space äh a place that you prefer, especially like in
Berlin? Is there something you discovered, like a spot, a location somewhere?
J: Yeah (lacht) special, I like speci... yeah I don't have ah still I don't have very
special ah places ahm maybe Zoo Garden is very nice. (lacht) Yeah, it's ahm I like I
like ah zoo gardens and ahm and here in former West Berlin the ah Zoo is very nice

for me. And ofcourse a lot

of

a lot

ofmuseums and galleries ofcourse. And
course Tiergarden also the park is very nice.

of

?: Mmh speaking about gallaries because you, I know you visited a Iot ofplaces ahm
like when you look back to maybe over the years ofyour development as an arti3t
ahm can you maybe tell a few names that were important for you?
J: You mean...
?: Other artists?
J: Ah you mean about my ah mmh all my all my life yeah?
?: As you

like, maybe once ... or what is interesting for you at th? moment . ..

ll:02
I have no ah no ... no one very
important ah axtisl but ah in the past ah for me ah ah ... there were Very important
artist, for example ah during seventies ah there were I don't know Vito Acconci and
ah Chris Burden for example, Marina Abramovic and also also ahm for example Carl
Aldre (?) is very important for me ah for ah for his ah his hhmmm thinking about
ahm various space (?), about ah space and situation in in ah space and ah of course
ahm, for example, Frank Stella (?) and yeah a lot of lot of artists and ahm on my very
beginnings it was ofcourse Surrealism and ah I like sunealist art till now.
J: Yeah yeah yeah. Yeah ah at the moment ah

l2: l0
?: Ahm in your exhibition here in Berlin ahm you also actually spoke about this, that
like in a way this strange still life situation in the gallary that it's ahm it also has this
realist touch? Is still life something you're, you have been looking a lot at?

J: Sorry?
?: Still life, is this something you've been ahm a lot interested in?

J: Still life, you mean ahm...
?: Still Iife painting...ah.
J: Yeah. Hmmm ah (lacht) yeah not so much ah ahm still lifes ahm hmm no I, I,
have no no no ahm hmmmm ah connections with ah still lifes...I don't know.

I

?: Hmmh....because ahm yeah, I ask the question, because you're working a lot with
objects, ofwhat kind ahm but specifically, there is a lot ofobjects coming constantly
back, always in your work, like ahm fluit...
J: Yeah, yeah.

?:...for examples or ahm vessels

ofall kinds, like

vases or pots (?) or ahm...

J: Ahhh

?: Ja and also fumiture so

it's it's a lot of the work

or still life
J: Yeah.

?:...related..
I

seems a bit like this, like interior

I

1

J: Yeah ofcourse and ahm last last show... yeah it ahhh ah looks like ah ... ah still
lifes. But I know I don't ah don't ah think about this ahm like still lifes, for me it's ah
some things. Some ahm situation ah on a table, yeah it's ah...but it's not, not ah still

life, I don't know. It's...
?: Because you mean ahm you seem ah in a way I think you don't want to give like
symbolic meaning to ahm to the objects. But it's more...
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if

J: Hmm I don't know ififthe objects ahh have a symbolic meaning, but ofcourse
if i U, I'm using for example an apple, yeah it's ah it has some symbolic meaning of
course, but, but ah ahm I don't have on my mind ah some mmhh the only one
meaning ofthis, yeah? I, I mmmhh it's not, it's not aaaah the situation is not ah
closed, yeah? I, I would like to, to open it, to, to hmmmm every possible meaning,
yes?. There is ah ahhh no only one ah meaning,yeah? It's ... I don't knoq but, but
ahm my thinkirg about ah my installations, my objects, it's not, not ah symbolical
hmmm it's more about hmmm about the thing, about this object ah without ah
without... any ah very precise, exact symbolical meaning. But ofcourse it's, it's alm
difücult to see, to to say ... something like this, but, but ah I would like ah ah ah ...
hmm I would like to be very open, not ah on one side or ah another side but ahhhh I
want to be somewhere ahm mhh (lacht) on the third side for example, something like
not ah yes and no, but somewhrer hmm in ahm over this ah, how to say, ah,
contradictions !

l6:35
?: Mmh maybe we can speak also a

bit about your working method, like, because you

usually work with existing material...
J: Yeah.
and things that you find in, in a space?
J: Yeah

?: Which is quite unusual ahm so and a special economy in way also.

J

I like

use ahhh very ordinary objects, objects, things, very ordinary
materials, ah not ah not ahmm so expensive ah yeah, because ah, because ahm ...
hmmm I like also resiclation (?). I like to use old things ah because ah I wanted to to
give ah ahm them something like new ah new life, new ahm new meaning in a, in ah,
different contexts. Ah I think art is not about ah about ah mmhh hbw to say ah, ah ...
:

Yeah

ptll if

something is cheap and ah something is ah

?: Value?

Art is not about value you mean?

J: No value ah ... ach hmm,

I don't know.

Uli: I think you mean you can do art with plastic...
?: With whatever, yeah.

Uli: Ahm ...bags and gold and diamonds, it's...
?: Hmmh, it doesn't matter...

Uli: It doesn't change.
J: Yeah, how to say about ah I don't know, about diamonds about gold about ahm
what is it, it's ahm pre...

Uli: Precious
J: Precious?

?: Preciousness.
J: Preciousness? Yeah?
?: It's not important what..
J: Yeah, I,

I, I

...

?: It's not important how precious the material is...
J: Yeah, art is not about preciousness, about ahm mmh somd special ahm mmmhhh, I
don't know how to say it. Yeah it's, it ahhlrh should be ahhh very ordinary, very mhaa
... ah I don't know how to say it. Ah...

?: Modest maybc?

it's, it's ah, it's ah part ofah everyday ah living yeah? It's not
special in some ah mmh l don't know the words. Ahm

J: Yeah,

?:

It's not...

so, not so

t9|23
Art, art should'be a part ofordinary everyday life! NBot so: Here is art and here is
ah mmmh our, our ordinary life. It's, it's not like this, yeah? It should be ah
connected ! Yeah, it's ahm...
J:

?: Mhm..

I don't like ah ah ... high ahhhh prices for artworks for example', I
thi.k ahh artworks should be more ahm available for more peoplke, yeah, and ah this
J: Yeah ofcourse.

is reason for, for using ah very cheap materials ah very cheap ahm ordinary everyday
objects, yeah.

20:18
?: But often your installations are actually disappearing also alter the exhibition and
you can't even...
J: Yeah ofcourse ahm...
?: Basically because it's part

ofthe building or part ofthe

..

J: Yeah ofcourse, my installations ah can disappear after and ofah the exhibition, but
ah ... of course it, it ah ah could be ah ... ahm repeated! Ah always, yeah it's there are
no, no, no hmmm restrictions about ah ah this yeah it's ah nothing is ah permanent,
everything is ah flowing and changing and we can ah come back and yeah it's ah,
nothing is in one, ah one way ah only one ah ah right direction, it's ah more, more
complex and more hmm, I don't know.

?: Mhh,

younelfyou've been a selfthaught artist, like you're

an autodidact and...but
now for like many years you are teaching at an art school and ... yeah maybe you can
tell a bit like about how important this is for your work and the relation to younger

artists?

22l.01
J: Yeah ah, for me, at a time when I was, when I ah, when I was young, for me it was
important to be, to be ah quite free and independerg because, how I said, at a timE ah
during ah seventies the ah situation in former Czechodlovakia wasn't good. And ah...
now ah for me ahm contacts with young people, young students, it's ah very
important for me, because ahm there is ahm a new energy from, froni them, and ah ah
ah ... the contact end ahm the ah, how to say, and change ahm changing of ahm
energies, it's very important for me ah and I hope it's important also for them. And ...
at a same time I think it's not ah absolutely necessary to mh to ahm 1,. to tea..., how to
say?, ahm ... ah I think ah at the same time I think, it's ahm not absolutely necessary

ri

to ah... leam ah at ah schools, because ah you can, you can mmmhh you can be an
artist ah, without ah any schools ofcourse, it's ahm a bit ah ah complicated, a bit
harder, if you are only on ah ah own feets, but it's possible also, but it's not only, only
one possible...way to start ah studying at school, yeah it's, it's ahm... most ... how to
say... ah, ... ah... tz ah ... I don't know (Ausatnen) Something is difficult, something
is... op... ah per...

24236
?: Easy?
J: Yeah yeah, maybe (beide lachen), to be a student ah ofah an artschool it's ah more
easy for ah starting to do art ofcourse, because there are ahhhlh ah at school you are
in, in some ah community, yes, and it's important for better understanding, for mmmh
more enrgy and I think it's,'it's more easy, but it's not necessary.

Uli: Ok
?: Maybe we are good, ne?

- Zweiter Teil im anderen Zimmer -

Uli:

Ja

wir laufen

?: Parallel to your other exhibition ahm in the §ame) Gallery you had an exhibition
in the Czech Center ahm that was curated by two liench curators and ahm it was a
quite special exhibition (unverständlich), so maybe you can tell a bit about this
special exhibition and your relation also rlith the curators.

25|54
exhibition ah was in at a sect ah sorry ah the exhibition was at czech
center here in Berlin, it was on my ah beginning ofmy ah stay here and ah the show
is a project by two French curators Guillaume Ddsanges and Francois Piron and it's
not my, my ah my own project, it's ah a curatorial project and ah ah it is ahm ah their
selection ofmy ah works from seventies and begirming ofeighties and ah ahm my
performances or some installations are ahm compared to ah some ah examples of
artworks by another artist from ah different part ofworld, and also with a few ah
examples ofah not artistic situations, yes, but, but most of; most ofah pieces are art
of course. Yeah. And ah this show is a bit playful, it's not so very serious, it's
mmmmostly about ah some associations, about ahm everybody ah cah, ah can
ahmmmm use his or her own associations, yeah?, it's not striqtly ah mhm scientific
art historian ah
I
J: Yeah, this

27:59 I

situation.

:

ri

And how did you feel about that? The fact that you have been contextualized in this
way? Because it's such strong curatorial ahm impact.
?:

J: Yeah for me this ahm this collaboration with them and ahm their selection ofah
pieces by another artist, for me it was very nice, because, because ah in the selection

there are ah a lot ofah pieces ah I liked at the time, I, I was making the performances
for example yeah, ah sö ah for me it was ah very important to see there for example
ah Vito Akonschies (?) ammh "Following" piece for example or some, some pieces
by Kris Berden (?) or a lot ofpieces ah by Marina Abramovic and Ulai (?) and, yeah
it's ah, the curators ah ... mhh ahm have a, a, a very good feeling about my ahhh work
and, and my, my thinking about works by another artists.

Uli: Excuse

me, could you tell us something about what you did ah...

?: ...next door?

Uli: ...next door?
Ton kurz etwas gestört ca 3 Sekunden

Uli: ...where

is the, what is the difference between private life and.

J: Yeah yeah yeah.
Uli: ... and art, and meaning, andjust ah things? (lacht) laying around?
J: Yeah, this situation ah here in this apartment ah in the room next door ah ofcourse
this is not ahhhh some definitive ahhh piece, yeah? It's, it's more like a, like a sketch
ofsomething, yeah? Because it's, it's a...

- Handy klingelt J: ...quite new ah... it's quite new situation about a...

Uli: Excuse me! I'm so so sorry that is my telephone...
- kurzes Durcheinander -

Uli: Das war die Katharina
?:

Ah

Uli: Ich hab gespgt wir machen
so...
J: Yeah yeah yeah

je

noch eine Frage. So I just repeat my question,

Uli:

... could you tell us something about the installation next door? Where is the
what is the difference between private life and art and meaning?

dif,
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it's ah, of couse
it's ah not ah something like a definitive work ofart, it's more something like ahm a
sketch for something and ahm its idea was bom here ofcourse it's, it's very
depending on the situation, on this apartment ah, because this apartnent is ahm it's
my, my place for living ah nowah for one year, but ah still is not my personal space
yeah? It's, it's something between ah an aparünent and ahm ah hotel room for
example, yes? It's a ahmmm yeah, it's for me it's aaaa very new situation, yeah?
And, and ah we spoke ahjust now about ah ahmmm still lifes and ah things ahm I'm
using ahm in my installations for example, and ah also this is with ah mhmmm close
mhmm connection with my using ah ordinary, ordinary ah things, yeah, because all,
all mhm things there ah are ah part ofthis apartment of course, there is not, nothing
ah from outside, yeah, it's only, only ahm diffffonly different ushg ofah ordinary
things. And ah the difference is ah very very small. It's almost no difference. But a
bit! (lacht)
J: Yeah yeah yeah. Yeah this situation next door in this apartment

,l

33:12
Uli: Thank you
?: That was very good I think.
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I was writing all along since I was a child I liked to read a lot my
grandmother taught me how to read before I entered the Kindergarden and I wäs - I
loved to read since I was a chlld. And some - most of the time, so when you read that

€+ ek,r,vetl actually

much, you begin to wonder: what if I tried to write something like this that I am reading
and t started to write when t was in High school, loved poems like everyone. And then I

just kept going.

2i
8.5

€r Yeah, this has been a have been told sin€e the beginnlng, I was not aware like I said I
what I liked of this readings and what I keep
@
remembering are the stories, the stories that are told there. Also in music, in popular
music. You know I love songs and I was always interested in the story they were telling.
And when

I

began writing

r€a6-noH+esarhe- I

was telling a story, In poetry you can

not tell a long story, so it is like the skeleton of a story you know, And I do not know: it
just happened like that - there is a lot of ways you can write poetry for example. I think

what I like is the poetry that guides me somewhere, not only because of the sound which
I also like in the music but some I am going somewhere with this things, with this wbrds.
have always been writing fiction and narrative chronicles that one
of the things I do a lot also, and like some phrases - phrases I use in my poetry you find
in the chronicles and so in the novel. It is just like a lego thing for me.

And at the same time

I

3a:

11.0

H€ah

I think that every artist or every lYriter is an observer first of all. Everythlng
that I write is abhand (beobachtet?), It is abhand from me like either memory or
something that happened today or something I heard. I never use headphones, when I
am go outside because many of the things I use as a writer are things that people $y in
the street, that I hear attract my attention and so it is like I do not have like a map it is
iust thinos thatrshine sometrmes for me. You know if I was a differcnt person some other
tt ing.lrorta shine for me but it rs just like that it is sornethtng attracts my attentiol and
poem or a
has the potential to be used as or is raw material for either a story or a

chronicle,
I

kru W6,tril

Ariane; (Bei den Fragen fehlt mir manchmal ein Halbsatz oder ein Wort, da aufgrud des
Geraschels manches sehr schwer verständlich ist. ab€r die Antworten sind ja entscheidend.)
Anyways, lets stad with how you began to get into the anlleld. You studied architechture first and
then mathematics....
Sung: I studied mathematics, ah no, yes you are right, I studied architechtue fiIst. (lacht) My major,
(Ariane sag kurz etwas unverständliches) yes, wherl I went to college I was in the engene..,.
e[gene.... engeneering departnent, architecture major in Kore4 and then when I went to the US, I
started studying chemistry... Can we start over? Sorry.

A: Jaja, cause it's good when you repeat, because my question won't be in the film. ... So whefl you
can explain things kind offrom the beginning. But I mean the question is really why do you decide
or when do you decide lo go to the artsfield?
S: Ok, ähm, ... I.ve been interested in film. I ve been always intercsted in hlm, and I was doing
mathematics and architecture before, and ähm by chance ähm I took a course oE video art, because I
couldn't get into a film class, because I was not a film major, and that let me into ah looking at
contemporary art ä]lln more in depth, in the school. That was how I fir§1 got into contempotary art,
but I gucss that s not th€ rsason *'hy I started doing art, because I didn't teally watrt to be all artist
then. And then later on ähm yeall... I can't... that's a dimcult question for me. (Lachen)

A: lt is a difficult question..but that

u,as at the

MII

no? Was it John Jonassons (?) video class?

S: That...That was at Harvard, it was John Jonassons class, ähm, but I was doing, I was
documentaring...it's not true, [, I was a math majot but in order to get into architecture graduate
school, I had to take some art classes too. So I started majoring in art as well aad I was taking
paintirry, sculpture and all the, you know, the core requirements, that you have to do to be an art
major But that was in 1996 to 2000, yeah.

A: And do you feel that these other fields, that you've worked in before, like mathematics or
archtecture, do they still come into your work today?
S: Yes, I think so. Ja- But... (tacho

A: Can you give an example?
S: Ah,

A: But ofcouse your fascination with film, that's something that's very obvious, I think,
S: Well I see it, for example like...

Ai .,but also aJchitectue interventiuons (?), ofcourse, that you have done, ähm in for example the
(Narne) Museum, I read, ...

if

don't know
people
ask me about mathematics and
architects think that wan but I think more, like, whenever
architecture in relation to my worlq äb, it's more about thc way I approach it. Wlen I talked about
the elevation or whether the, the
sections lbr example or plans or äh the materials or how
building is r;ade with a; by a facade and inside are slaps or collumns or u/hal collumn used to be
and what collum is nou; a this kind ofchanges, historic architecture or ifyou thirk about, I been,
for this project I've been *orking on right no*' I been reading people like Charles Moore (?), ähm
S: Yes. I mean also visually one could say that there is influence by architecture, but I

fi

for what b€, as a Pop architect, I mean, maybe he wouldn't call that, but
wird zu laut, Unterbrechung 04:06)

fi

yeah (Flugzeugläm

...Kurzes Gerede... (05:37)

A: Ok should we continue with the ... I mean.
S: So I tink they are both like a abstract, I think...I've been thinking about this these days, because
for the last few years I been watching ähm I been going to operas, a lot, and I also ... the films or
Iiteratue that I read are not a.lways äh, contemporary, I like to read classical or äh from different
culhÜe, both korean or european or american, and I think, I think there's a relation ... I think thq
relationshiD that I find. in subiects like math and architectue to the wa v that I approach ai oroccss
is that ähm- that ['m interested in ... ähm orsanize abstract thinkins. I thinl(. So ä]un thc wav that for
example in architecture as I said. ifyou want to build a build ing there is a. ?ihm. very lonq oroccss
that lou have to go through. There is a relationsship bet\aeen the client and the architect. and then
the architcct and thc contractor. the architect and then the. the staffs in the architects firm. and thc
education you have to qo through and then there is a budget and there is a mature process. all these
1'

more comDlex ah problem you can have not iust have one sDeed ofthought or you can not iust use
one thgorv. or thcorcm. or axiom. vou have to use many difercnt tactics and strategies äh in order to
sct to üh üI thc conclusiorl. or thc aps$cr. or the resllEFb:-äh. it needs some time. it needs vour
o\r'n individual thinking. hut )ou have to also so through rhe history ol thinkine. methods that
people have developed. and I find that very
It's a desisn orocess- but at the same time
crealive Drocess. like a drawinq. So they're- thev're interlaced in a ven'svstemalic wav. but at thc
same time. everytime you solve it. i1's very jndividual...it's individual. It's an invention. veah. So I
t kind of
ähinm
abschnitt I

A: But now I have to ask the question after all, because that briogs me to it, why did you then
decide to go into lhe visual afls? Where for yotl I mean this kind ofbackground, lies the potential?

well. but but, I decided, I think, I think I decided to leave... I don't know if I decid?d to go to the
visual ars, äh or ifl wanted to... the rcason why I ... because I was very hesitant to call myselfan
artist for a loog time. I think the reason why I started to call myselfan artis! is becau'se whenever
you travel you have to write in the oc.upation section *'hat yourjob is, and then I say I'm an artist.
And ofcourse whenever you go through the immigration, people always ask you wha$ind ofartist
are you, and you have to sort ofspecifi. And this also happens between artists too. Pe(»le ask "Oh
what kind of work do you do?" then äh sometimes I don't ktrow how to answer, still. ähm and so as
I said, is, is, t think it's more dimculkt for me to say why I became an artist, then why I left, for
example archtecture school, or äh fi, and those reasons are somelimes very personal and ah is far
away from the way that I think aboul those fields now, because I get more intercstcd in alchitecture
S:

or mathematics äh the more distance I have from those fields, ever since, so ähm, But one reason
why i left äh mathematios, is because there was a... it was very confusing lbr me äh the visionary (?)
mathematics and ähm there was a melancholia invoved in mathematics, that a lot of, a lot ofthe
problems that I confronted, when I was a student, was unsolved question, and I, I didn't really see
myself going ,ih toward a mathematical field were I'm actually ähm äh doing something, that
nobody has ever done before. Not that I wanted to do that ard not that t'm doing that in art. but äh it
was a differ..differggt ways of:ih thiiking about what you're doing in tle contexts of what bas been
done or what will bq done. So that sort ofgot, that got me interested in ähmfd classes. (lacho
,,

A: Ok thats great. Ok, I mean. then that bdngs me to aDother piece ofyours, which is a much older
piece, but it's a piece whele architecture also I think sort offunctions as a symptom for historical
changes, and that's the "Summerdays in Kesho"
S: Mhm, yeah.

A:And

cou.ld you speak a

little bit about tbat piece maybe? Even though I said, rather.

S: Even though you said what?

A: ...it's
S: Ja,

ja.

a rater old piece.

'

A: but am, there are seveml things, that I find very interesting in your work, that come up in that
piece. For example this particular way of storytelling were you start with something that seems like
a fact and then ir goes into a completely different directions, native ähm...
S: Ok.

A:

...ao perspective that makes us confused (?), ...levels (?), so maybe you can describe that? (Noch
ein Won, das ich nicht verstehe)

S: So, ithm,

A: This is just an exütrple ofthis, think of atl this things come together in an really iltolestirg way
S: So I w8s inerested in ähm maybe, ok, I was not interested is not the right word ähm ...

A: Ein Satz unverstanden, dann: the use ofa m1th, or the reanimation ofa mlth?
Mhm Mhm (Ariane sagl noch kurz etwas daruoter)
Oh yeah I think i§, I think it's related, because it's a, it's a, you see sometimes, somelimes you go
tlrough a time, or it could be a different subject or oine could be making a a a film about
modemism (?) in diferent countries, in different periods and äh ält, I was oot... I was intcrested.., I
got sort ofja I was taken into a film making or a writing that corfnents on that instead ofah'ah
using the same method and rhen ähm just changing the subjects. So you could be äh äh for example
I was interested i& how 1 93 7 text, if I change the way that äh fi, if I change the gender äh or, or the
nationality, or the ethnicity or ah the visuals, for example in may case äh match with the szune text
that was written in 1937 by this swedish ethnogapher Stan Bergman could be äh very relevant in to
some people, who are watching it in 2007 äh but at the same time, the point was not to make
irrelevant but the bizarreness of saying something as ifyou were saying it for the first time, but it's
been said before ähm in another year, in the past. So ah, I was interested in that, and that's, and I
guess that's related to m],lh, And ähm allegories, yeah.
S:

A: And that brings me to another onc, I don't know if we have so much time lo speak about all these
older works, but there's anolher work. where rumour and personal history plays a bigger role, and
it's, again, confused with factual history, if you want this, from the (Name) piece, I think wherc
vour mother has kin{ oflandcd in a telephone conversalion. I read onJl about this pieco. I haven't
ieen ir.lbut about the rumour about the then dictator oI
.

Korea..

S:

Aha

l.

I

A: ...and fim, this brings me more to your very particular way ofstorltelling, your very different
approach to the personell, the public. the rumour. the fact, it's all blended together, and I tlink to the
effect, that in the end a myh is coming alive again. Somehow, through the piece.
S:

Mhm.

A:

So that was maybe not at the suface at the

S:

Ahm

moment something bringing up about history, noone
knows it mayb€, you're showing another perspective ofit. I know it's a bit abstract, but...

A: But that

seems to be a strategy, that use in several

of your works. That's not really a question

S: No I... I I think-.. I think it has to do with, maybe, mal'be I think i1... I don't know ifit's new,
because I see, sometimes I read äh äI classical äh work, classical old, older §'ork, like really old
work, you knoq it could be thousand years ago, and then I sce some kind of relevarce or similari§
between the way tlat these writings are or the way that I'm working. Sg I don't know if it's new,
but it has to do wirh, I think, the acsess, that I had, growing up, or in my education, or in the cultue
as äh äh the speed ofculture that l'm going trough, there is alot of inloEBtion and data, tllat is
coming from different times and periods, so äh ifyou read for exa6ple a newslaper, äh rhat tells a

story about ähm, I don'l know what's going o[ in Iran right now. ähm I'm... I might be ralking to,
next to me might be a person, who is fiom that coun(rl.-, where I can ask directly, what does this
mean, or what happened or do you think so? Or..or, you don't even have to talk about tha! 9r you
sort ofs€ose what's going on in this... how this somehow relates to the infonuation you read in the
text, which \ras a very differenr ah ah ah experience from ah the way that, I lhink even my,parenrs
experienced ah what was written in the newspaper. So ähm so I think, when you're laying but your
thought now äh I have hesisterce or resistence to ah writing or making fikns from a one
perspective. Ahm I rnean there is a perspective drawing, I mean it goes into:.. art deals with
modemism and perspective on all these things in a very specific way too, but there are... there arc
actual, actually different perspectives and different speed oftalking and listening within one piece
and within one experience, for... for the way that I... in the life that I grew up in, yeah I think. Sd I it
just comes nanrrally äh but it has happened before I think. (lacht)
Kurzes Reden über Fluglärm, aber ich sage [t's ok we're running

A: Ok, but that kind ofconnects with the question abbout the differeot media that you use in your
work, because you also (Sung übertont Ariane mit Mhm bei einem Wort) you did that from the very
beginning or developed over time, but now you're working with all kinds ofpossible media at the
same time in one piece also I think. Is there a similar idea behind that? That lone p€rspective...

offi

not perspective äh perspective is often ued for the visuals,
S: Yes I think so, yeah. But in terms
but äh it can be also, I mean the similar idea is there, for example in poetry, between poetry and
prcsis. So prose as something that wants to go lbrward, I mear I could be delidng it wong, ila
writer was listening to this, but a prose as something, a story that wants to go forward and äh to me
it's a little bit speedier than a poetry. Ofcourse there is a prose-poetry that is in between, which is
what I'm interested in too, but pocm sometimes I think stays in onc placc and it is cyclical and it
makes relati... it's more spatial. I think in a way. than temporal. So fim so ah for example in the
piece that I'm making ight now I my tiist script is a pos... is a series ofpoems, is ofprose-poems,
where tlEre are somb stories and some characters and tiey start to reappear lih between different
poems. And then ah.and then.the way, that I'm developing right now, tlrough,rehearsals. are ... ?ih
without those texts and I m just making in the space with objccts and lights aid äh the people and
the people that I mEet. So t[ese people, the the people that I had in my script, ]hich ii a poem, did

q.

i

not really have ah ah specs ofwho they are ah is this ah, I mean there is, there is a black person for
exarnple iDa script, but there is no black person for example in my theatei right nou,. Ah so ilhm ...
So and then, and then I think what I \rill do for the next äh tq,o month äh would be äh to merge
between these two or an or:ih invite the prose element, with the text, u'ith the dialogüe, which is a
vcry differe[t forrn ofähm ähm .. receiving data, dialogue, as a lbrm whete you're evesdropping
two people talking äh versus monolgue where one peson is telling the inner thoughts to another
person directly. Ahm and so forth. Or poem as a, as a ... a lot ofthe poems that I rcad are ähm
tough a book, I fird it very difücult to read a poem by listening to a. to somebody who is reading
the poem. So that as a something that is sile[t and therefor äh äh using texts and visuals äh as
subtitles or as subtitles together with the sound, which is different experience
üh like singing
together in the chulch for example äh with other people, with ah, a prayer. Ir's very different ftom
reading in silent I mean. Or reading out loud or hearing somebody pray. So all these things ah, these
experiences somehow come together and [. I think about which elements should be used in which
part next to, ju\taposed with,
other r,r'ays of speaking or showing. yeah.

fi

fi

A: And ähm performance plays a major role also in your work. but I think you said that you use
performance a lot, that is the case, but I thiDk you said somewhere that you use perfomance to kind
of prcpair the audience for a film that you're going to show.
S:

Ah yes.

A: That's not really the case in (Name) not all ofyour work has this, ät lea§t rhis piec€, until I don't
kno*; Interperformance oi.-how did you, how did you (schlecht vergändlich. Geraschel)
..performing youselfäh in your works to, to äih bigger productions wHere you work with other
.
people and that brings me to the qlestion ofcollaboration.

t

it's similax to the riay that we ulk about speed and perspectives, different riythms,
different speeds and diflerent ah scale, scale is another thing where where... ofrhl,thm. Scale could
be another way ofthinking about perspectives, where äh in sizes or in ratios, I thi&k, and älIIn ... t I
I think, t think I got more and more interested. When I started working with another person. for
example one more person, ah other than me, fi it's about two people. And then.,. but it becomes a
thr äh three people. There is a dynamic, it's not just, it's not like rlree of us do things together, it's
not like one My with three heads, but there are secret dialogues going on between.two and two
and ti{'o, there are many combination 1'ou can make with three, number three. likqbecause five,
S: I think

there is permutatioo becomes even larger, the groupiog becomes larger, so äh äh I got the more that
I got irferested in the way that, for exarnple in inst institution works, or institutiori that I work with,
and I see how äh I wor, I treat institulion, I could treat institution, I could treat insfi&tion or country
or or political parties or group of people in a certain way but there is a imp imp€ne#able wall, if t
don't get into the way that the system that their minds work with, or work with each other, the
group ofpeople outside ofme, so äh I äh I got more and more intelested in äh äh having dillerent
äh groups ofpeople working with me. Ah and that äh became fi... it it i.:
don't ähm the
metaphor for example when I said that I write in poetry, I write poems beforc äh making a
performance, äh the metaphor can already exist in the text. But when I work with real people tih
they become physical. Ah and the distance between this kind ofphysical äh and so called reality
world and and lhe textual world that l'm creating b€comes son ofit... somehor' ... it's not merging,
it becomes ah ... it it's äh it it comes togerhe. During p€rformance process I thir < and I find that

ifl

very interesting. yeai.

A:-lhc

plane doesn't matter. No. It s good to have plane on the film. And ok, then maybe one lasr
question befois we speak about this piece a little bit more, I think, ähm what aboui rhe ? of sound in
your work? I mean I'41 not asking particullarly about the diffetnt elements in your wor[, but I
think sourd and musiC plays a major role and

,, "]r*f.T

it

*viq,ri*"

.-y yä. -*.

w
how did that develope and how ... why did that become what what...
S:

Mhm

A: ...or what role does it play

at the moment?

S: Right now I think ...

A: Now David com€s.
S: Ahm. Role of sound... AllJn.

A:

well I... Ah

Seems ofren like another text.

S: Ha?

A: lt seems very often like another text element, another poem that comes in.
S: Yeah.

A: Ein Satz. Geraschel darübe(
S: Well it's a very. I thinl(, music is, music Zih yeah I äh music is a am ah like rvhcn somcbody calls
somebodv. somethinq a music instead of
or äh opera instead ofa musical. or lthm
documentarv instcad ol'a Iiction lm ällln like visual artist instead of a Doet. vou know- there's
like a some äh some sometime eventhina se
related but äh aih there is a tenitorialism. Or a
teritorialism? There is a boundarv so as
somehow. like to\Äard the edce ofit there qets al blurn'

ü

fi

tn

thinl

darceform I

ustc ls a

u're in it

äh

1na

d

have to be in it.

and so

I find it

to

fi

to aih that

al
t() a cenain

s the

an

thal too so but sometimes

ctm cteate

üh

transform€d into... as if... as ifthat exists there. And like for example I think in this...this piece I
l'm workine a lot with time and äh the lisht:ih
the day and dght. Momine. thc dawn
and dusk and niqht and ho\r' that is sort of
how how that can be presented.
obviously it's a
artificial liqhl but ha ab how ... make believe basicallv. äh so music I think älun.
^h whcn I work with

fi

that I'm wo

in. Into

a

different

or

is a scene that ['m workin with

Ie

clath. So a lot ofthcsc cloth arc from thc scvcnties where väen äh a lot of theäi a lot of the cloth
from the westem world äh westem world. purop orfh ruuätrArt"n"a äh yu.r" -oa" äh Uv
Korcan ähm simstrcsscs ('/) ia. Ah so ... so when we are readins that Zil fi. wi're thinkinq on
exam le Ahm uhich is a fferent
Abschnitt -l
Anschließend David mit Musicperformaoce!

A: Maybe we ialk a little tit more about this piece as last thing, because this A where we met (?).
A1lm ... I think ifiou would,mention that we are in Spandau I don't.- I think that would b€ crucial
for the audience, Luse they don't kno! the setting *e're in w}en they see the image.

t

,t

S: Ah ok.
A: And then that you know, you've been rehearsing here, you already mentioned it, but ifyou could
say it again and then it has to be the last ones and ähm that this is for theater performance and we

are...
S: Yeah

A: I don't know ifthalsja I think thats maybe also irteresting in our globalized an*,orld that s
\rhat's happeoing right now. And then we can maybe also speak a linle bit about this panicular pan
ofthe stage,...
S:Ja.

A: ...and how you

us€ that.

S: So ähm ähm ähm we're in SDandau dacht)
so I was lokkinc when I. when I came here äh I
knew that. like I alreadv eot a commission to do this äh bv this thea äh äh theater. ia. in Koreaasian arts
ähI
theater. so I would havq a one to one relationship, instead of'... beca use äh I was verv interested in
the oroduction linc of... or zLnv kind of
Iifle. but in Darticular in thcals or art. zih whcrc
the size is sort ofah oovern the content So whether you \I'ant to be outside or inside or vou bralc
throush or ah there are many methods that äh intervention that Deople have come uD with. but in
1äcl I lhinli what. &hat is. what is there is a invisible production lil1e that peoplc [o llrrouqh as l. I
think I mentioned hefore. that äh once
if vou want to do a bisser Droduction. äh three
äh
,nonc
u have
to think aboul the trans tmnsnortation cost. $h
r ah vou wanl to make a set ah and,then Dut a lol
ofmonev äom vour budqet ah movins thinps
or you can have a...no set. Or vrmethina äh
that can be mänufacturert aqain ver', easil and then Dut monev on. for examDle- laboüs ah for the
uork with
le who
kind of a trend or ah strearn of of ah ah... simi
siminaleriti- äh
is beins formed because
ofthis ah production melhods. I think. So :ihm rhen I was ah commissiohed bv a Korean theater
ah. funded bv Korean soverment taxmonev. and I'm in ah Berlin ah pavinq ah qerman- or oeoole
who are livinq in Cermany. to make rcheanals. I was very iriterested in this ä]rm äh brake or
distance that t have. ia? So. what to brins. who to work with- or how much do I pay? Ah it t work
\,!i1h ah neonle from two diffe rent economic situations ah for the same role. do I Dav the same or do
I pay differently? Or is there another l1av to thinli ofthat...think...think of that? Or do I folloü'the
system, which is ah two dillerent systems. that I do not really suDDon anywa!. or do I have to
invent a rlew svstem? Docs that become part ofthe work or not? So thinqs like this ah becomc vcly
interestinq ah to me and the peoDle, artists or writers, who have worked with this kind ofissues or'
ah thev created somc kind of stories ah based on the problems...problems that thev had ah with this
issues. ah become very ähm it äh äh it pulls me in.ja- so ähm since I \ias here. I was ah rereading'.
lewatchin,{ a lot of the thcater and ah films ähm wrilers like Fassbinddr or ähm Pctcr Stein (?). who
was involved with Charles Bunuel (?). or his
äh or their relationship, between different cities
C
t reall knou ahout ah T u§t
the work of äh I
more and
inlereslcd in. So. thal's Darl ol it and that's
thesc scts in this way. ia.
Y äh l'm
(Abschritt 2'l

33:03 - 33:41 kurze Absprache ob genug Material, dann

A: Or do you wanna

5:4h...

sav somethirg rqore aboul the gage?

t

!t
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A: Because it's a very specitic example, I think it's quite interesting.
S: Ok

A: Then we have

üo

film the

stage also...

Sebastian: I could switch camera positions..
S: I couan talk about this seat that

I'm

ah

A: Orjust about that.
S: Ja Ja

A: That is also nice tojust talk about. The exact thing that you arc sitting on.
S: Yeah.

I

can talk about this. (lacht)

It's very (Ton kurz weg, 2 Sekunden) (Lachen) Cascading!

A: Maybe he sp€aks a bit...
S: David Cascading is a word? Cascading?

...David aotwortet kurz Ja-..
S: So this is a cascading stairs (lacht) Is it on? (die Kamera) Ich antworte Ja.
S: So this is a cascading stairs and thal's a word that I first heard in a art ah art history class at
Williams college, when he äh this
art historean, architecture historean was talking about
Michelaagelos cascading stain in ähm in the Valican yeirh. And ... I ... I always, I mean I think I
always wanted to ähm I mean this is not what I made, or this is.iust a wood MDF and äh and things.
And also like from the audience seats you don't really see äh this view. You can't see, you only see
this part, this two stairs,ja, ah ifyou are sitting lrom ah the right edge seat, which is conventionally
ah conventionally not a good seat you have the whole view of this part. But ifyou're in the middle
part or the front part you might not be seeing this. But you have this view from the camera which is
over there so äh that's that's the stairs and I've been sort oflike thinking about what kind oftexture
do, do I want to have with the sides an these are abalony sheels made from abalony shells, yeal, so
?ihm so I've been sort of. I was interested in how these wre used äh äh in a lot ofäh the traditional
and non traditional ähm fumitures for the surfaces. And how something is developed in a long time
and then one day it's taken away and then flattened, manifactured, and then it can bc us€d like
plastic so easily by the people for decorations. So that, that process reminds me ofso many things
that happened in history, ällln that that l'm interesled in these things, but I don't really emphasize it,
it'sjust use, I mean it's there. And some people might hot even see it as a shiny theng äh shiny,
shiny things in the camera äh but I find that kind of process very interesting, if and as result, that i
use it but it won't be seen. And ah and that's the way that things are really. A lot ofthese process are
not being examined or if, and if somebody talked about it, it j ust ah expose once in a very ah for a
very shod time aod it goes away. Ah so I like to use lhis process in ähm my work, where things are
not...things are thought about but not emphasized. And there is something that is emphasized as
something else. Yeah.

fi

A: Grcat 3?:11 damch spielt David

Musik

I

I

0:52

Ell

LYlIIK

O: I came to Berlin in 2013 and discovered Hefeweizen and my Iife changed, but
when you go back after having had a good Hefeweizen, there's no such thing as beer
So I just waited until this year, were I can drink beer again.

U: Ok, now we switch to some more serious questions
C: Lance, in America you are best known as one of the most prolifc qnd most
eminent authors or wrilers ofmeta-modern literqture. How would you deJine metamodem literature and what makes it so attractivefor you as an author and writer?

l:31
Antwort ca. 2:30 Min uten
O: Well I'm not sure how I would define it, exept I think a lot ofpeople talk about
meta-modem as a kind of outgrowth ofthe post-modem that reintroduces a kind of
emotiqpal core to the writing and I think that's something I'm really really interested
in. butfor me, what fiction is. is a kind ofpossibility space where everything can and
shouldbe tried and challenged and investigated. And so it's tremendously exiting for
me to launge into a new work and make sure it has nothing to do with the work that I
just completed. I'm very interested for instance in how the page has developed. The
page is becoming invisible to us as readers and we sort of fall through the words into
a world. I'm really interested in reinvestigating the space ofthe page, the materiality
ofpage, how the page functions as a part ofthe reading process. And so my last novel
"Theories ofForgetting" has one narative that runs across the top ofall the pages and
one narative that runs across, upside down across, the bottom ofall the pages, so you
become very aware ofthe act ofreading and I'm really interested in that. Of making
us aware ofwhat it feels like to read and what reading means and how reading means.
So those are some ofthe things and I always say one other thing that really really
interests me is the idea of history. The idea ofhistory as a subside/subset of fiction
and how we tell history who tells history why we tell history from what perspective
we tell history. So a novel I wrote called "Nietzsches Kisses" is all about the
historical problem called Friedrich Nietzsche rather than about Friedrisch Nietzsche.
How to we tell Nietzsche, what is Nietzsche, what are the stories or how can those
stories be told.
3:57
C: Actually one ofthe prejudices against meta-modern or hyper-media literature is,
lhat it's just touching or staying on u surfuce of things, thqt it doesn't dive into, as for
example, history, that it's uncon:scious of any cuhural or historicol roots and
conditions. llhat would be your answer'/

4:19

Antwort ca, l:50 Minuten

O: That could in fact be the case with many meta-modem *riters - this is why, you
know, all categories are false categories - what I'm really interested in is all ofwhat i
just said, which I think ofas actually deeply political and deeply engaged with how
we perceive our world and what sort ofcultural constraints have been placed on us to
see our world in certain ways. But for me, ifall literature is, is a serious of gimmicks
then it isn't... it's something else, it's... maybe it's entertainment, but you know an
fl.Jertainment is designed to son of distract us and get us not to think about anlthing.
§Mhat I m interested in is a mode of*riting that actually slows us down and impeeds
perception in various ways, whether it be thrcugh the page or whether it be through
bringing up questions, having to do with history or reading or whatever, in a way that
makes it so that we can't quickly move through a page, we can't quickly move
through the world, we can't quickly move through ourselves. And if we do that right
as writers, we began as readers, as writers as well, to unleam things that we have
been taught before and that to me is extremely important. Ald then, you know,
there's nqgmotion, ifthere's no human core to a work it's something else, it's not
literature- /

if

J

6:07
C: Quotation: "Tb write within the innoyatiye is much more than a creative choice,
it's an ethical imperative." llhy?
6.21

Antwort ca. l:50 Minuten

O: I have no recollection ofhaving said that, but that means nothing. It... I... What's
happened in the US over the chorus ofthe last 25 years, is, there's been a tremendous
revolution in publishing and a lot of what is being tumed out now is by publishing
houses who are themselves subsidiaries ollarge entertainment corporations, and what
is being tumed out is what I was just refering to as entertainment. Writing that
disftacts us, to get us not to think, to sort ofhelp us pasl our time and so on. And that
to me has nothing to do with what real writing is aboutlFor me what writing is about
is exploring notions of curiosity, of what it means to bei you know, human at a certain
time in a certain place, but then also to help - how to say this? - to really get us to
change the way we think about the world. People talk about - you know, literature
can't change anything, and I think that is true at a large cultural level, but from person
to person to person literature is always changing us. We all remember reading books,
that completely altered who we were. Ald that's the moment that is the imperative
for writing. lt's to be transformed person to person to person. And to be taught how to
unleam what we been taught.

r

8:09
C: Are there books that ahered your life?

Antwort ca. l:40 Minuten

8:12

O: Oh so many, so many. $nd it depends on the day, the week and the time ofthe day
which ones I mention. bu{one, the very very first actually, was Kafkas
Metamorphosis. I remember I was l3 years old and I picked it up and had no idea
that literature could do that. Right? You pick it up and, you know, Gregor Samsa
awoke one moming to find he been transformed into a gigantic cockoach in his bed,
and I... that changed everything for me. That literature could do that, that language
could do that and then the sort ofdeep human connection that you come to feel with
Gregor ard so on. lt was just extrodinary. And there been books like that, they're
almost like markers ofones life, right? as you go through life you look back and think
"Oh, I was tremendously transformed by..." by, you know, this work or that work.
Nabokovs Lolita was another book that completely transformed me, simply because
ofhow every sentence was a poem. You know Nabokov wrote Lolila on little cards
and each sentence got its own card. And he went through each sentence and corrected
it and rewrote it and restructured it and then when that sentence was done he'd put it
on, you know, the card before and he create little paragraphs ofcards. And writing at
that speed, writing with that sense of love of language was transformative to
experience. Yeah.
9:53
C: Another quotation: "The unreal is exactly like the real, only more sincere." That
says the nameless narrator in "Girl imagined by Chance". How do you then define
the relation between reality, which is descibed by language, and language as the tool
of that description? Wat is language, how do you define the tool of language as a
writer? For some people it's the window lo truth. How do you deJine langtnge?

10:22

Antwort ca, 1:30 Minuten
ofthe things I'm really interested in and have

O: One
been for maybe 20, 25 years, is
actually the problem of language. Thomas Mann once said that writing is more
difficult for writers than for other people, and I think one ofthe reasons for that is
precisely because Iänguage is a tremendous problem. It's - and what we do as writers,
is every day investigate what you just brought up, the relationship ofthe signifier to
the signified and reälize just how complex and always changing and always difficult
that relationship is. And so rather than being able to provide an answer to that
question, I think it's the question itselfthat interests me. I remember Roland Barthes
once said that literature is the writing that provides the question not the answer and I
think that's precisely what I'm sort of struggling with every moming when I get up.

I l:,19

C:

Berlin already 2013 as a guest of the American Academy, two boola
were the result ofthat stoy, one of them is "There". lt's a kind oftrash diary of Berlin
What kind ofprojects are you working on now in Berlin?
You stayed in

1204

Ant$'ort cr.

2:-30

Minuten

O: So two actually right now. First is a novel called "Dreamlifes ofDebris" and it's a
retelling ofthe zezios and minothaur myth. But this time instead of the minothaur
being a monster with the head ofa bull and the body ofa man, it's a little deformed
girl, who's been hidden by her parents in the lablrinth, out olsight ofthe culture.
And I'm really interested in, how do you say, sort ofgenderizing that myth and
exploring the... what would you say?... resonances associated with that
transformation ofthe myth. The other... and I'm structuring that book by the way, so
that every page in the book is a room in the labyinth, so no two pages will look the
same. And the book wont have any page numbers, so you can open it at any point and
enter the labyrinth and read backwards, forwards, jump around and so on. The other
project that I'm working on right now is a collaboration with my wife Andie Olsen,
and that's called "There's no place like time" and it grew out ofmy novel "Theories
offorgetting". There's is a character in that novel who is a documentary filmmaker,
who's obsessed with a large earthwork by Robert Smithson, anyrvay she dies in the
novel what we're doing is putting togetler a retrospective ofher films in a gallery
space. So Andie is working on the films we're collaborating on some of the films, I'm
creating a catalogue all around a character who never existed in the world, so it will
be a retospective ofa character who doesn't exist. And I like to think of it as a kind
ofnovel that you walk trough. So you enter the gallery space and actually leam about
her developement, leam about w\at she thinls, leam about who she was as a person
by inlabiting a three dimensional space. And ifI get both ofthose done I will be a
very happy person.

l4:32

Olsen/Video

I

l:31ff
for me, what fiction is, is a kind ofpossibility space where every.thing can and should be tried
and challenged and investigated. And so it«s tremendously exiting for me to launge inlo a
new work and male sure it has nothing to do with the work that I just completed. I«m very
intercsted for instance in how rhe page has developed. The page is becoming invisible to us as
readers and we sort offall through the words into a world. l«m really interested in
reinvestigating the space of the page, the materiality of page, how the page functions as a part
of the reading process. And so my last novel "Theories of Forgctting" has one narrative thal
runs across the top ofall the pages and one Darrative that runs across, upside down across, the
bottom of all the pages, so you become very awa.re of thc act of reading aa+k*rcdly

ü

ingäe".r4

-,rd hew readisg iB€r.s. S6
täints{f,dldesys-§ay one other thing that
really really interests me is the idea ofhistory. The idea ofhistory as a subside/subset of
fictiotr and how we tell history. uho tells history, \1hy we rell history. from what perspective
we tell history. So a novel I wrote callcd "Nieuschgs Kisses" is all about the hisrorical
problem called Friedrich Nietzsche rather than about Friedrisch Nietzsche. How to we tell
Nietzsche, what is Nietzsche, what are the stories or how can lhose stories be told.

2 (könnte auch entfallen)

4.19 ff:
... a mode ofwriting that actually slows us down and impceds perception in vadous ways,
whether it be tluough the page or whether it be through bringing up questions, having to do
with history or reading or whatever, in a way that rukes it so that we can«t quickly move
through a page, we can«t quickly move through the world, we can«t quickly move through
oulselves.

3

6.2t

lf

For me what writing is about is exploring notions ofcuriosity, of what it means to be, you
know, human at a certain time in a cetain place, but then also to help - how to say this? - to
really get us to chang€ the way we think about the world. People talk about - you know,
literature can(d change anlthing, and I think that is true at a large cullural level, but from
peison to person to person litemtwe is always changing us. We all remember reading books,
that completely altered who we were.

4

8.t2ff
one, the very very first actually, was Kafkas Metamorphosis. I remember I was

l3

years old

and I picked it up and had no idea that literature could do that. Right? You pick it up and, you
know, Gregor Sarnsa awoke ofle moming to find he been transformed into a giganric
cockoach in his bed, and L.. that changed ever,4hing for me. .... . Nabokovs Lolita was
another book that completely tansformed me, simply because ofhow every sentence was a
poem. You know Nabokov wrote Lolita on little cards and each sentence got its own card.
And he went though each sentence and oorrected it and reurote it and restructured it and then
when that sentence was done he«d put it on.

5
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Thomas Mann once said that writing is more difücult for w'rirers than for other pcoplc, and I
think one ofthe reasons foi that is precisely because language is a tremendous problem. It«s and what \le do as writers, is every day investigate $'hat youjust brought up. the rclationship
ofthe signifier to the signified and realizejust how complex and always changing and always
difficult that relatio$hip is. And so rather than being able to provide ao alrs\ler to that
question, I think it«s the question itselfthat ilterests me. I remember Roland Barthes once
said thal literature is the \rriting that provides the question not the ans$'er and I think that«s
precisely what I«m sort ofstruggling with every moming when I get up.

rrinh rhi, Nguyen
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Bettina: Joumalism, studies, ..
Nguyen: Yes, so i gu.r, LLrrt.
lmmaking and in particular documentar). filnrs after I had t
ence of working and studying journalism photography an
tn ally when I came to ethrographic film I felt that I really found
of the work that i fell like reallr.'in love with. and I decided
uoulcl be somL'th;nr lirai I '.i lr.; ld r:i,",". tirr lull f,r)nlnlitllcltl a(r. And
sometimes I thought that because of my interest in pursuing
filmmaking but more in kind of experimental and artistic way, I
thought that maybe you - it would have been better ifl studied
something else before like more in the kind of afi field. But I then also
realized that actually like all ofmy previous experience in studying
different fields like you know intemational politics or working in
joumalism and ethnographic film all ofthese things actually really
kind of integrated into my practice now. So in my filmmaking and
video installation rvork I use all ofthese experiences and topically I
have been very interested in exploring and reconnecting to the history
and the past in Vietnam in general and sometimes with the region. But
I found that the content olthe topic what I am interested in exploring
ahvays goed hand in hand rvith the fbrm that I want to explore. And I
feel like I like to try and use I am not like limited myself in terms of
form. But trying to use anything I can. §o likc in V icttrant I atn veLv
to thc isual al.ts scc i1 and
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t'eel like I have the most freedom
I can spend a lot oi'tinre bcing aione.uid deaiing \\itit loota.se. So I
use a lot like found footage, and my work is using a lot ofkind of like
lo1

.

material in the found footage way.
5.5

B: recent work Vietnam movie ... which was an example how you
approached the definition of the nation in this film through the found
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lbotage .. . popular lilms ... how is what was the result of thc vicu'
the external view on Vietnam your country.
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6.3

N: Yes,
d studying outside of Vietnam I staüed to observe how there w
ifferent perspectives and l cah ofdillerent perspec tive ofthe histon
f Vietnam and especially ofthe rvar, the Vietnam war. because it i
h a important war like lbr the west, so I have the opportunity

And like .vou think
in the US I found it was quite interesting that a lot ofpeople actually
wasn't vcry informed by this rvar in the process. And it is not I think
it isjust like a similar to other wars as rvell to other events, other
inlemational events that maybe the US have had to deal with. And the
ongoing wars till nou,. And I think it is - it is not just with tho
Vietnam u ar. r I had this long interest, and an,vthing that in Vi
l'cat I1
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line archives and you can even lind many things maybe on Ebal
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o{'materials
dc
nou l.r.c;trnt ,, r , , I , i r r.. . So I just like started to collect many things
anything that I can collect, and I do really have no idea at the
beginning what exactly I would do with all this material. So I just
have them and then when something kind of like speak to me then I
start to do something. Like in Vietnam you know when they make a
series of classic films feature films that were made during the war
available, and I got hold the film and start to reuse them and recut and
kind of appropriate and to make my own film so I already started to
collect these materials for some years and I always thought that this ..
I thought that like the Vietnam has been always like the symbol or the
kind ofjust the keywords and that try for something like ideology of
different size especially during the cold war, but even now, people
1

r

i

outside of Vietnam most of the timc they just think of the words of the
coun
ASS
for so
like a child. (?)

notfalls

I came up with the idea that I would look through the
different materials and see how Vietnam was mentioned and I think
like maybe it is a interesting way to look at the popular culture
So I wanted to

because like we actually like our collective memory relative
perspective has been formed largely by popular culture and war
movies or movies that kind of deal with the Vietnam war with a very
important part of maybe how public opinion war formed and
television the Vietnam war was called the first television war, that the
public opinion was really changed because of the television reportage.
The war became like to be reported in the living room of everyone. So
I first I look tfuough a lot of different kind of materials inctuding
fiction films but also television and other kind of films like
educational and army films and home movies. Yeah. But finally I kind
ofreduce it more to I keep mostly fiction hlm because I think that the
fiction films can express all these ideas in a more indirect way but also
iniluence a lot of people.
13.8
B: In 2009 you opened a place called the Hanoi Doc area wich is
linked to the Hanoi Goethe was it the idea also to share a part of this
archive ... or teaching research also screening .. .
14.4

N:

Änd on the
other hand . .. we need to have other activities likc regular very regular
screenings of documentary films and experimental lllms to create this
kind of filmaudience in Hanoi. Because there rvas not such a kind of
understanding of all accessibility to this kind of film before. So u,e
kind of do this two things hand in hand. So we kind oltry to do
everything in this space we also have the library of cinema books
and films lor people and it is really it is different compared to other
places in Hanoi, that it u,as really open to the public. It is veq, easy to
come to either use the library or become apafi of it to lind help liom
other people.
18.1

B: In many ofyour works you addrcss also questions on the role
artists on Vietnamese side and queslions on censorship . .. ongoing
projcct wherc you speak 1950ies get some background to this.
18.7

N:

So I was very interested in this moretnent and I i,vanted to document
the artists who still survive liom that period, and that research really
influenced me and fbr other proiects rhat I continue until now
censorship arrd frecdom olexpression al*ays kind ofemerge as the
main issue. Ma), tilxcs t didn't plan at the beginning for that issue to
become significant but the reality in Vietnam is still in that rvay and
also working as an anist in the that kind of situation kind olforce me
to have to deal u'ith that myself. So I lound a lot of connection and
similar kind of issues rvith the artists ei,en from more than half a
century ago.

22.7

B: Also confronted with censorship yourself ...
N: Yes yes - with censorship I have experience the restrictions in
dillerent ways.

Maybe once
or twice I can't remember, but maybe for works that is like either
works that I made in another country and has nothing to do with
Vietnam or works that is like so abstract that is that it doesn't show no
sensitive content but otherrvise I would never apply for pcrmission.
And in that way of operating it is you can say that is quite risky in
because youjust never know when you would have the problem. But I
can so far I managed to avoid the problem, because the way I talk
about issues and not so straight forward. Maybe even the whole work
ifyou watch very closely may be in a couple ofplaces you can kind of
point to it and say something. But usually I don't make it in a kind of
a like activist way. Or something that people can say that all this work
you have to ban it or something likc that. But it is usually it is quite
ambiguous. And you kind ofhave to look closely and you maybe you
have to watch in all dilferent layers maybejust onc ofthe layer can
kind of be critical but I usually for my work I want the audience who
to understand it or to enjoy it in a difI-erent way. So it is so maybe in

that way I still avoid to manage to avoid the problems with authorities.
Yeah. ,ike for example like one work that I was very very frusl
the censorship and the control of the police with a art space
work with and they banned the exhibitions there, and I was verl
at tI ra1 p( ) nt 1 d n I ade t h S ( ) rk ( I d c( ) Irst :l I at I Oll and
nvited all the a(ist each one to choose a piece of food andj ust eat i
ort he rvhole time and I ülm them, and then in the installation I pu
all together and everyone \\,as eating something very quietly a
fter they eat the food, they say their name and they say what they ju
. Kind of like stating the obvious. So tbr example that kind of wo
ike actually the police did cornc but thcy didn't find any pro blem rvit
t, and on the surface it looks very quiet and it didn't really sa1
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28.5
B: And the fact that you are showing a lot intemationally ... does that
help you to ... intemational institutions and so . ..
28.8
N: I don't think that help. If I If the way I made the work it is different
it is more obvious. And the authority would find it very critical and
you know all the press in or outside of Vietnam ifthey cover and kind
ofaffects the local the domestic public, then they would then they
would care how famous I am. I think the thinks that help me the most,
is that my work is more quiet. And ...
29.9
B: ... and I mean a lot of your work is based on a specific situation in
the history of Vietnam I was wondering now coming to Berlin and do
you have many specific projects to Europe. React to what ... the
perspective . . .
30.6
N: I think the time I would have in Berlin would be very nice for me, I
think I would enjoy the having some distance. I think living in
Vietnam you know even if you go once you still have to face the
situation every day and all this kind of particular social political
situation would affect your work, and would kind of I think in some
way I don't want to make a work that deal with the everyday situation
I want to have a kind of distance somehow so that is why I like to
make work that look at that have the have the time frame kind of
1',)

L

leisure you know maybe something that cover fifty or hundred years
or something. Even like in Vietnam so that is the dimension of time it
is longer or even when I deal with the Vietnam questions usually I try
to connect it with other kind ofexperiences so people who don't have
any particular interest in Vietnam they seem to connect with it. Like I
just did a work with about indigenous group of indigenous in Vietnam
in this area that now the govemment is trying to build a new nuclear
power plants and is threatening their survival. And there is a kind of
particular issue and connection between the majority and the minority
in this story but I try to look at it more fiom a more kind of
generalized way. So ifyou are an artist living in another country and
you still have to deal with the same problem like you see if maybe like
the way of colonialism the relationship of majority and minority the
experience of artist working in this situation what methodology you
can use in approaching another culture that kind ofissue I think it is
not particular to geography. So I would be very curious to see this
time being in Berlin and this kind of distance that I would gain from
Vietnam and I am not shure, but I am very excited, and I also have a
project that I am working on now, collaborating with a dancer
choreographer based in Berlin, so I think that would be nice and I
really like to explore the area ofkind of walking in the performance
dance theatre music - so I think this program is so perfect I would
love to and so see different kind of artists in this program as well.

U: Wonderful. ...
35.I
N: My answers are

..

.. Difficult to cut

...

?ßos+

vening School, your literary debut, is a kind of primar (?)
C: ZsöJia,
for adults. It ß an encyclopedic textbook, that lums its subject uside down, re-tells
the history in unexpected ways . Wat was at the beginning of this quite unusual
book?

1:27

Antwort ca. lt45 Minuten

Z: Well it came together gradually as I started writing the stories, I didn't have this
idea in the beginning, but then when I already had 3 stories, I thought, and since they
connected very easily to one specific school subject, I thought why not wfite the other
ones according 1o this idea and try to write a story around each subject. And so to
make it into a kind ofindirect reflection on how knowledge is acquired, not in school,
but under normal circumstances and how we acquire knowledge in life, how we
acquire experience and how that relates to what you leamed in school, because as it
tums out sometimes what you leam in school, doesn't really help you in certain
situations in life, so you need to kind of improvise and try to tap into other forms of
knowledge, which means improvising basically. Yeah, so that was the basic idea to
sort ofmake it into a concept book, which would be about scholling, but not in the
traditional sense ofthe word.
3:15
C: First story ofthe book is entitled "Wo ist Mama? ". The story could be read as a
kind of memory of the deported Jews . You are the daughter of Holocaust survivors ,
hotr far and inwhichway this special aspect ofyour biography does influence your
way of storytelling, your y)ay as a writer

3:40
Z:

Antwort ca.3:40 Minuten

well, there was, you could say a culture of silence in our family, which is
something that influences me in my writing to a great extense, because I usually like
to look into these little gaps and fissures to look at what is behind what is actually
being communicated, because as it often tums out you only scratch the surface and
what would really need to be communicated is not. And so... that was actually the
very first story I wrote, so it's not just the first story in the book, but it was the very
first, it was the beginning ofthis whole series, which is of cor.rse partly about the
dissappereance ofthe mother. And the dissappereance or in other words the death, the
death ofthe mother and the death olall the experiences that she carried, she and her
generation, because this is more like an allegorical kind ofa story, but also specific.
So you could read it both ways I guess. So it's the dissappereance ofa whole
generation, besides the dissappereance ofa specific mother, who carried their
experiences with them and either they talked about it or they didn't, as it happened in
my family, they didn't, and that became kind of like a black hole, that everybody was
always sort of walking around and it was very obvious that you couldn't ask
questions. At least that's how it was in our family. Or ifyou could then very little
answers were coming. So in this story in my whole book, I kind oftry to go around
this topic of how to pass on knowledge from one generation to the next, which of
course is the basic idea ofschooling, right? School is suppose to be about, well,
Ja

partly ideology ofcourse, which is something that we don't like to acknowledge, but
education is always also about ideology and it's also about passing on experience and
knowledge from one generation to the next. And how that's done depends on the
different circles ofsociety. The smaller cirlce within th efamily, then the larger circle
within the school, and the of course within the whole of culture and how memory
either communicative memory or any other type ofhistorical memory gets to... get
sort ofinscribed in a countries culture or history. Ja.
7:18
C: Ifnearly awhole generation is dead or deported it's like a disruption of memory,
ofthe order that was there, common to people. I would say that both your models are
following what I would like to call an order of disorder or order of non-order Otlik
(?) brought it to prominence in his book. How did he inJluence your y,riting and is it
something that you would agree? The term of order of disorder? How is thß
connected with the experience of Holocaust?

8:00

Antwort

Minuten
Z: Well, the Holocaust itself, I mean the concept or the experience ofthe Holocaust,
as it has been communicated to us at least, through either testimonies or works of art
or whatever, is a disruption in history Which on the other hand doesn't mean that I
would agree with certain historians and philosophers who say that it's an illogical and
unique developement in history. That it's a point of discontinuity. And I wouldn't
agree with that kind of interpretation, because I do think it is a very logical
consequence ofa lot of things that happened previously. Ard I think it's very
important to actually look at what it was, what were those steps, that actually led to
this moment in history, when finally this eruption came about. So the disorder I think
is very inherent to this experience and notjust to this experience, but I think also...
and I think both my books also deal with the experience of, for instance, living in a
ca. 3

communist country, which is also a lot about different kinds ofdisruptions or in the
tradition ofa country, in the tradition of a culture, and so yeah I take your point,
disruption or disorder, to use your word, is actually quite important for me, because I
think that it would be very difftcult to actually build a puzzle out ofall these
fragments, bits and pieces, and to actually make it into a whole, which I think is
impossible, because you really only could tap into fragments, I think, and... And this
is what I'm trying to do in both my books with the structure not being actually
traditional narative structure, but more like pieces ofa collar, you know, individual
pieces ofa collar, which are individual, but at the same time they're also comected in
some way or another,
10:57

C:

in 1957. One year after the revolution, a historical mark in
HungarT, inwhichway is this q specific yeat a specifrc generation?
You were born

1l:15

Antwort ca. 1:15 Minuten

Z: Well for us, I mean as a family, we were not in Hungary at the time, I was bom in
Brasil, and we were not a part of this moment in Hungarian history. So I don't have
any sort of familial memories past on to me like alot of other people whose families
experienced the actual events. So it was of course always a question of whether a
family thought of it, or referred to it, as revolution or counterrevolution. And in our
family it was reflected or or mentioned as revolution, but that... that it had no direct
impact on our lives, thatß's what I'm trying to say.

12:26
C: ß thß kind ofdisordered structure you like to give to your books, the storytelling
infragments, could one say this is also an answer to the quite nationalistic tendence,
which is dominant, in Hwtgary?

12:44

Antwort

ca. 3

Minuten

Z: Are you referring to this altemative or mythological history or narrative that is
being conslructed, then yes in a way... In a way it is against that kind ofnarrative,
which is fake in many ways. But I think it's also a part ofthinking about the
possibilities ofnarrative as such in present day literature. And ofcourse I'm not
saying that traditional type of narrative doesn't have a place or a role and a lot ofvery
excellent w ters are producing that kind of literatue, but at t]e same time I think it
also necessarily comes up as a problem, Because our lives have become so
fragrnented, which is well thanks to a lot ofdifferent factors, including the intemet,
for instance, which I guess is something that you can't really not take into
consideration, the way our lives are sort ofdominated by that kind of fragmentary
aspect or nature, both as far as time and as far as space is concemed. Ald I think it's
very difficult not to reflect on that in some way in your art, in writing in this case. So
I think it's also partly because ofpresent day culture ard a reflection on this present
day culture, but yes I would agree that it's also a kind of implied protest ifyou will,
against this kind ofgrand narative, as it's usually referred to, that is being
constructed on an ideological basis, a kind of fake re-writing of national history.
Which I think that literature as well as all kinds of art needs to reflect on in some
way.

I5:42
C: In your second novel "Als die Tiere lebten", you're referring to the medium of
pictures, ofphotograplry. The opening story is a kind of capricio and there's one
wonderful sentence: The picture is the emperor. How would you explain thß kind of
reference to thefilmique, or pictorial asthetic?

16:08

Antwort

ca, 2 Minuten
Z: Well, you know another commonplace saying nowadays our lives are dominated
by images much more than in any other, period I guess, in history. And it's also a
commonplace, but also a misunderstanding, that images are much easier to

understand than writing, that images are something direct, that communcate directly.
That ifyou look at the image ofan advertisement or a photograph or whatever, that
you car decode it immediately because you recognize possibly what is in the picture.
But at the same time it's usually not acknowledged that recognizing what's in the
picture is not equal to understanding what is in the picture. And I think it's true for
other types of information as well. So in that sense what I'm trying to say about
images is also true about all kinds ofother bits and pieces of information that you
need to place in context in order to really be able to urderstand it, to decode it. And
ofcourse when I say context, I mean historical context, cultural context, familial
context ard so on and so forth. So I use image here actually as an icon for this qpe of
process ofnot being duped by the idea of immidiate understanding.
8:10
Uli richtet Mikrophon
C: Last question. Which project did you bring to Berlin to work on?
1

18:29

Antwort ca. 2:20 Minuten

Z: I brought several projects, the main one is... well, it's supposed to develope into a
novel, i think. But it's very difücult for a short story writer to say that, because you
never know, at least I never know, into what form it's going to develope into in the
end, but what I have in mind is a longer piece that is a kind ofhistorical metafiction.
It has historical figures also as well as fictional characters and they are a sort of
mixed in a ficticious context. So yeah, actually, E. L. Dogtarow (?) has recently died
and he I think was the father ofthat kind ofgenre and yeah I think that anyone who
writes that kind of fiction nowadays is done in a kind of celebratory gestue to him.
Along with others who have also worked in that field. I'm also experimenting with
writing plays, actually I'm working on two at the sarne time, I'm very interested in
theatrical performance and so we'll see how it goes. I'm also finishing, sending off, a
manuscript, not... well very soon, a book ofessays, that is to be published in
Hungarian by mongvetö (?), my publisher, and it's focused on visual topics either
from the point ofview ofliterah:re or the point ofview ofvisual arts. So, you know,
it all connects in my writing, the essays and tlre fiction writing, somehow all blend
into oneanother.
20:59
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Zi fa yr€lt There was, you could say, a culture of silence in our family, which is
something that influences me in my writing to a great extense, because I usually
like to look into these little gaps and fissures: to look at what is behind, what is

actually being communicated. Because as it often turns out you only scratch the
surface and what would really need to be communicated is not. And so... that
was actually the very first story
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an allegorical kind of a storv, but also specific. So you could read it both ways I
guess. So

it's the

dissappereance of a whole generation, besides the

dissappereance of a specific mother, who carried their experiences with them
and either they talked about it or they didn't, as it happened in my family, they

didn't, and that became kind of like a black hole, that everybody was always
soft of walking around and it was very obvious that you couldn't ask questions.
At least that's how it was in our family, Or if you could then very little answers
were coming. So in this story, in my whole book,

I

kind of try to 90 around this
topic of how to pass on knowledge from one generation to the next, which of
course is the basic idea of schooling, right?

),
8.00

Zi-Welt The Holocaust itself, I mean the concept or the experience of the
Holocaust, as it has been communicated to us at least, through either
testimonies or works of art or whatever, ls a disruption in history, Which on the
other hand doesn't mean that I would agree with ceftain historians and
philosophers who say that it's an illogical and unique developement in history.
That it's a point of diseontinuityi And I vvouldn't agree ryith that kind ef
1

interpretatien, beeause I de think it is a yery logi€al €enseqHenee of a let ef

@

I think it's very important to actually look
at what it r.^/as, what were those steps, that actually led to this moment in
history, when flnally this eruption came about. So the disorder I think is very
inherent to this experience and not just to this experience. l}t,*ffise-i?Fd
I think both my books also deal with the experience of, for instance, living in

a

communist country, which is also a lot about different kinds of disruptions or in

the tradition of a country, in the tradition of a culture, and so yeah I take your
point, disruption or disorder, to use your word, is actually qulte important for
me, because I think that it would be very difficult to actually build a puzzle out of
all these fragments, bits and pieces. and to aetHally make it into a whole, whieh I

think is impossiblei be€aHse you really only €oHld tap inte fragments, I think,
af,d-... And this is what I'm trying to do in both my books with the structure not
being actually traditional narrative structure, but more like pieces of a collar, you

know, individual pieces of a collar.
3a: (Spielmasse für Kürzung)
72.44
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And of course I

'm not saying that traditional type of narrative

doesn

't

have a

place or a role and a lot of very excellent writers are producing that kind of

literature, but at the same time I think it also necessärily comes up as a
problem. Because our lives have become so fragmented, which is well thanks to
a lot of different factors, including the internet, for instance, which I guess is
something that you can't reälly not take into consideration, the way our lives are

sort of dominated by that kind of fragmentary aspect or nature, both as far as
time and as far as space is concerned.

3b: (Spielmasse für Kürzung)

t2.44 ff

it's also a kind of implied protest if you will, against this kind of grand narrative,
as it's usually referred to, that is being constructed on an ideological basis, a
kind of fake re-writing of national history. Which I think that literature as well as

all kinds of a+ needs to reflect on in some way.
I.
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Karen (K): When you say beside the camera do you actually want me looking
into this corner over here?
Uli (U): Yeah, Ja in this corner,yeah
K: Like right at the lense or... behind it.
U: Right at the lense yes
K: Ok. That's weird.

Julia (J): Not look at me
K: Ok. Go away!
J: And äh we cut out all questions. So please

don't answer with: Yes you're

right.
K: Ok...Ok.

J: But full sentences as if I had not said anything.
K: Ok. Nooo problem.

J: So when I ask you äh äh...what do you think about art, what is art for, why
do we need that. Ah and what is the power of art, then ...
K: Ok.
U: Yeah, let's go.

lt's already ...

K: Oh.

U: lt's running.
J: Can we start with this big question?
K: Ahm...

J: Or do you feel more comfortable...
K: I think maybe a run in?
J: You feel more comfortable about...

K: Yeah, so maybe a like a run in question

J: Ahhh, last week we heard your new projects "lnstruments of lce".And äh
it's a larger project, that has to do with research you did in the arctic. Two
years ago. Ahm ... what were the experiences, what did you do in the arctic,
and what äh what came out of it. And what was the process to work with this
material afterwards, until you showed the concert last week?
K: So lwas äh in the arctic in two thousand and thirteen ähm ..- the end
ofoctober to the beginning of november. So we would have been the last ship
to ähm travel up ähm alongside Svallbard (?). And ähm this was a
resindency, a cross-arts residency, ähm for twenty eight artists. And ähm I
was there specifically to record ähm the ice. Soooo... the arctic in particular
for me was about finding the largest possible blocks of ice that I could. Ahm
so that I could then use this material for different works. Yeah.
J: And äh recording äh is something that you have done, yeah, at many
places. And what are recordings, how are they referred to instrumental works,
that you have also composed? And äh what experiences concretely did you
have in the arctic with recordings?

K: 1 Sooo ähm recording for me lsuppose is ähm it's something that I got
into through composition and is very much at this stage part, a core part of my
composition process. So ähm I suppose if I was to think about were it fits in
terms of what I do ähm then it's a bit like sitting down and deciding ähm
sitting down with a piece of ähm manuscnpt. And deciding what materials
you're going to use. The only difference is, that I do it äh in location, or I
choose a location ähm to find particular sounds. So ähm recording is the
starting place. Ahm... and obviously as a field recordist ähm ... my choices
around what i record, how I choose to record them, what it is I am looking for
differs ähm depending on why l'm there. Ahm ... as a composer this is source
material. So unlike field recordists, who are maybe interested in ähm
soundscape ähm as from the sort of Schaeffer tradition were ähm a field
recording remains intact. So the location itself remains intact and your job as
a field recordist is capture the whole locatjon and to be able to identify that
whole location, 2 for me it's more about hearing the way particular sounds in
an environment behave. And what it is about the way these sounds behave,
that I'm attracted to and that I feel I can enhance somehow through
instruments, through vjsual work, through a place ähm and through
technology. So really l'm listening for ähm particular äh aspects of a sound,
that lfeel I can work with. And ähm altered to a certain degree but also
remain äh true to their original ähm characteristics.

J: And in the arctic, what did you do concretely? You put a microphones
underwater and what was your experience there? You told me that äh outside
it was very quiet and then when you sticked in the mlcrophones under, under
water, under the ice, there was a äh huge ja... it was very ja loud or intense
and different äh can you ... but, describe this change of over water and äh

under, underground?

I

So the arc'tic ähm trip came at a time when I was particularly interested
in, I suppose expanding the field of ähm of field recordings. So not just äh
focusing on the sound that are all around us on our level, but actually trying to
get to harder to reach sounds, harder to hear sounds. So specifically in the
arctic I want to ähm get underneath the ice and ähm I think everybody who
thinks about the arctic äh and me included before I went, thinks about these
vast open spaces and silence ähm. frAnd so one ofthe most striking things
about this place ähm for me was that yes, there is this äh silence and these
vast äh spa open spaces, but undemeath things are constantly changing and
constantly moving. Ahm and it's loud down there! I mean there is ähm they're
entire sonic conversations happening between these huuuge huuuge lumps
ähm of ice and these galciers that span twenty five, thirty kilometers across!
Ahm and if you can imagine, you know, each little bit of this place here is
probably moving at some, in some way. Ahm and so once the microphones
go underneath, so thes are ähm hydrophones and they record from all around
ähm and in water sound will travel much further, fi so if you manage to get in
the middle of all of these huge icebergs and stick your hydrophones all the
way down there, then what you're getting is ähm it's, you know this huge ääh
symphony of sound ähm with ice cracking, gases escaping ähm äh air
escaping ice äh compacting, ähm a full full äh range of many many different
äh different sounds.
K:

J: And äh then you make all this recordings and now this has been come to
composition, that you presented äh "The lnstruments of lce" and you had four
musicians and yourself performing. And how was the relation, what did the
musicians do, how was the relation between instruments and recordings and
ähm do you differentiate between the two source of sounds, of music or what
is it?
K: 6 So "lnstruments of lce" was finally two years later the first ähm purely
musical exploration with these arctic ice sounds. Ahm up to this point l've
been doing a lot of cross arts collaborations with some of the other people
who were in the arctic with me. Ahm so these have been videos, painting
work äh different installations. But they've all had ähm another artform ähm in
most cases leading were... orthe way you experience ähm the art. Ahm so
"lnstruments of lce" was a very important work for me, because it places
sound at the center, which was the ultimate aim.

Ahm and in this äh piece, which is written for (Name?) music ensemble (?)
ähm because of the kind of musicians and the kind of ensemble, that that
ähm that they are ähm they... a lot of the music, that they choose to play ähm
and choose to explore ähm ... attemps to open or to invite the audience, to
ähm enter different soundspaces. Ahm and this can be ähm in very äh subtle
äh ... ways. I Soin my piece the musicians are given an oral score, which is
the quadrophonic ähm soundscape ofthe arctic and the ice, which is fully
composed, ähm and this is a fourty minute oral score, ähm they're also given
ähm text, that I wrote about the arctic ähm and they're asked to watch ähm a
sort of reflective documentary Ahm and then they're finally, they're given
photographs, that I took while in the arctic. And the idea here is, that each of
these difrerent sort of layers, or difierent ways of experiencing this place
might inform their musical approach to the piece. Ahm it is a, what I would like
to call it, a guided improvisation, so ähm no notes are written on on the page,
there is no score, ähm in a paper sense. As I said there is an oral score. Ahm
and we ... ähm once they had done this preperation we then spend sort of
two days playing through, listening and basically responding to this oral
score. Ahm and over the two days we put a very large sort of canvas shape
to the piece. Ahm about the kinds of materials that might emerge at particular
times. Ahm but this is not set and this as the kind of piece that will ähm evolve
over time. Just like the space itself. So each time the ensemble approaches it
ähm their context will change! Their memory of having played it before will
change ähm and this is the way the piece is designed. So that each time we
loosley know and trust that these musicians will respond to whats been
composed. But equally there is a very strong onus (?) on them to bring their
individual expertise and their ensembles expertise to bear on the music itself.
J: And now in Berlin you are planning to do, continue with the underground
topic, but in a completely different way, because I mean we are now in an
urban space and not in a...

Uli schaltet irgendwas wieder an

J: ...and not a nature. And underground in an urban space also means
history. And what are your plans there? And ähm what what ja, what is your
interest in the underground of Berlin?
K: So while l'm here in Berlin ähm troughout the year ähm, what L.. äh, what
I hope to do is to explore ähm I suppose a little bit of Berlins context ähm but
through, again through sound. So the aim is to ähm get underneath Berlin in
a variety of ways ähm I guess maybe the most obvious one will be o try to get
into some ofthe underground bunkers ähm and make ähm recordings ähm
now a lot ofthe sound that I hope to hear down there are going to be ähm
sounds that ähm that are ähm that is äh are .. can't be heard above the
ground.

Ahm it's not that they're totally hidden sounds but the context of hearing them
underground would be very very different from hearing them above ground.
And this is maybe were the, some of Berlins ähm history would come back
into these pieces. So ähm a lot of my work with recorded material has begun
to really focus on the memory ähm that äh we all have when we hear
everyday sounds, so when we hear sound sthat we remgnize as being
particular things ähm so ... the context of how these sounds would have been
heard by someone äh in a particular time of a particular place ähm are
important ähm and äh that feeling of being underground, being isolated, being
seperated ähm from your life, which is overground ähm and I suppose in
those kinds of situations then the power ofthe sound itself becomes ähm well
thats what comes to the four (?) so experincing a sound while you are
underground in the dark ähm is very very different from experiencing that
same sound while you are above ground in the sunshine. Ahm and so a lot of
the recordings that I hope to make underneath Berlin ähm ... will try to take
this on board ähm and try to consider how those situations might have
shaped ähm the sonic experience. Ahm obviously a lot of these bunkers are,
were built in hainstations or beside trainstations so even being able to hear
trains from underneath rather than above or beside ähm again offers for me
anyway more sonic possibilities. Ahm so I start with the bunkers and then I
also am very interested in getting underneath the river Spree goiven it travels
all the way through Berlin and has ähm so many different parts and in a
sense has obviously helped shape ähm the shape of Berlin. Ahm so I hope
to, again, to stick, to put hydrophnes down and see whats under there ähm.
ln those kinds of contexts again, it's äh even hearing traffic, the trafüc of
Berlin from under the water offers something very different, like an extra layer
to the to the sound that ähm I hope to work with. Ahm now until I actually get
down there and hear these sounds ähm l'm sort of slow to say what exactly
will äh, will äh, will take place. Ahm so the first thing for me is to start
recording and, l've already started listening, but I haven't started recording
yet.
J: And is underground also something like the unconscious for you or äh or
you said a seperation of life from the from the normal life?

K: 9lguess ähm for me recording underground ähm there are many different
reasons to why I have chosen to got this way ähm firstly the interest was in
the notion of ähm such sounds existing and surrounding us ähm all of the
time, but because we can't hear them do they effect the way we behave?
Ahm we don't knowl Ahm äh ... let's take the example ähm so these, these
are not necessarily underground sounds, but they are sounds ähm that lie
outside of our hearing, so ultrasonic sounds ähm which ähm I can use a
batdetector to record. And so these are sounds that are above our frequency
range ähm so we can't hear them.

Ahm and you know you hear off people working in certain spaces ähm were
there are florescent lights going all day and they äh sort of get headaches
and things from the lights and it effects ähm their, their behaviour, their mood.
Ahm now this is an extreme example, but
I'm kind of interested in ... a non
conscion, a non @nsciouss memory ähm so does your memory of a place
change if the sounds that surround you, that you can't hear, are then taken
away. Can you feel sound? Ahm and is this connected to how we ähm how
we behave? Ahm this is also linked to the notion of a place making us behave
in a particular way, so ähm lets take the most, for me obvious example which
would be a church!Ahm because ofthe particular accustics in church and
obviously also because ofthe ähm the ähm ofthe reference ofa church,
when we enter a church ähm we lower our voice, äh we whisper. Ahm and I
know why this is but l'm constantly amazed by it. Ahm or when we speak of
particular things, things that are ähm that hold a sort of ähm a magic, or a
mytery we lower our voice and our behaviour change, our demeniour maybe
changes the way we interact with each other changes. Ahm and so
underground spaces ähm the most obvious äh ... feeling would be this feeling
of ähm being trapped and being underneath something and sort of feeling
maybe the weight of the earth ähm overhead äh. And so in those kinds of
spaces that l'm interested in once you cut out particular things so we can no
longer see the outside world once we're in there. So our senses change ähm
and what l'm hoping is that our hearing becomes enhanced once you're in a
dark space, because you don't need to use your eyes that much so maybe
we begin to think about our ears a little bit more and what we're hearing ähm
and I know that this has certainly happened to me, but what l'm not sure
about is if it's happened to me, because thaat's my inbterest.
So a lot of
these recordings will be sort of testures to see if ähm these kinds of spaces
effect other people ähm the same way that they efrect me and whether this is
interesting sonlc material. Ahm if it's not then I simply won't use it! I mean it
has to be, there has to be musical result for me äh that's why I do what i do
äh these aren't just sort of äh random äh experiments.

ä
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J: Mhhm, what is art for you in general and what do you think makes, from
your point of view makes art powerful?

f

K:
for me I think ... is ähm it's a way of creating (Knacken im Hintergrund)
time and space ähm that allows us ähm a kind of a freedom, that we don't
have in our lives ähm we're always ähm particularly nowadays I think with
ähm we're all incredibly busy and ähm there's always things to do, there's
always practical lists that need to ticked of and and we're always running
somewhere. Ahm for me if I choose to go to an artgallery or choose to go to a
concert or choose to sit and read poetry then this is about creating a space
ähm to äh perceive things differently and to I think about things differently and
to ähm äh possibly even dream, I mean you know, it ähm it doesn't really
matter what happens in that space, for me, ähm it's, it's simply about the act

of creating it. Ahm and allowing other people to temporarilly sharing it. Ahm
that's, that's what's äh important.
U: Danke
J: Ah ich würde gerne soie noch fragen was die Zettel sind und was da ist,
aber das könnten wir ja mit ner beweglichen machen und sie hat da noch
andere, andere Partituren. Da mit ihr ein bißchen zum zwischenschneiden
habt, oder ?
U: Na schau mal das sieht man hier alles wunderbar, das ist ja...
J: Ja aber sehen, aber das sie es zeigt und das man da ein bißchen
ranzoomt und auch sieht was sie aufschreibt?
U: Das machen wir in extra Bildern, aber frag sie mal was man hier sieht.
J: Ok. So Karen what do we see on a on the paper, what a, I mean the paper
looks as if it's there äh...
U: lch muss hier noch ein Stückchen weg.

J: ... always and it's next to the keyboard and the computer äh is that the
usual working space of you as a composer and what do we see?
K: Yeah, so this ähm well the desk is a bit tidier than it usually is ähm but
beyond that this is pretty much äh it. Ahm (läufi kuz herum, rascheln)
because it's rarer that there's only one piece of paper. ... Ok so ähm, yes so
usually there's ähm there's always a piece of paper on the go ähm I never
make notes äh on the, on the computer ähm and the only thing that would
differ between this äh set up would be, if lwas writing an instrumental piece

where I was actually writing the score using sibelius or some notations after
all. But even during that, there is always ähm paper. And this is just äh these
are just notes ähm (sie blättert) so they can be anything. ä Like this would be
a typical ähm map ähm for me äh the first thing that always comes with a
piece is time. Ahm you would have been noticing that time is rather important
äh to me ähm and so often times the first thing I would do is map, map time
on paper. Ahm so that I have some sense of where things need to happen
and and where they need to fish/finish in real time. Ahm and then often times
when l'm working with ähm field recordings, like in "lnstruments of lce", then
a lot of these notes are simply ähm mapping time ähm knowing äähh how
long different segments are ähm what, what needs to happen in those
segments ähm and then moving through the piece. Ahm just like a listener
would move through the piece. So once, once a piece is in place, then most
of my time afterwards is spend ähm listening back and moving through and

notes about what l've heard ähm at
ähm what l've
personal
what I haven't
ähm so there's a lot of
notes äh in here
plus
like
"look
that say things
ähm
up sequence four
five add substract
silence" ähm "ten seconds too much" ähm "fade out way too quick" äh they're
all just simply ähm notes to äh to myself, ähm that äh ja so unfortunately to a
musicologist they mean nothing.
J: You never know

U: Ok.

WFs
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K: I didn't get completely your interest in the connection between time and space,
and the Hiroshima thing and Bagdad. What would be more than just the typical
setting ofa catastrophy, when something is inevitable and people can't run away.
3:07
J: What I was trying to explain by that... I think what I was trying to say was, that the
technology we have now, specifically you tube, makes the past available in a way that
it never was before. And so, and I gave the example ofHiroshima, bring up footage
ofEnola Gay on its way to Hiroshima, still bouncing across the Pacihc skies, and
when you're looking at that piece of film, you're going behind history in a sense. It
hasn't yet happened. And that places you as a witness to this event, it places you in an
interesting way, in a whole new way. ln relation to the world around you, in relation
to what has happened in the past. That's what I was talking about. I just shouldn't
have said that right? "That's what I was talking about". Yeah. Do you understand?

4:04

K: Was you starting to reflect about this in "The History ofSilence", when there's the
moment ofthe earthquake on TV, and nobody looks back or tums around? Was this a
starting point?

U: Just a second.
4..29

Ah well, the starting point for "The History ofSilence", which is a memoir, is an
earthquake. A catastrophic event that happened in Christchurch, New Zealand, in
2011. A place where nobody expected an earthquake to happen. l'm from Wellington,
which is considered the earthquake capital ofNew Zealand and we are the ones
supposed to be facing a apocal)ptic event. Arrd as a small child in fact we had
earthquake draw, you would role under a desk and so on. So when it happened in
Christchurch it was a great shock to everybody. But what was interesting was that it
has always been a seismic landscape, it has alway been prying to really quite
signihcant earthquakes, but 300 years ago. And it had forgaotten this piece of history.
Aad so when I went down to Christchurch and started to walk through this
completely broken up landscape, a broken ci§ actually, you could smell history
because ofthe liquifaction rising from the ground., when you smell Iiquifaction time
suddenly has a smell. It's the soil, the substrat that sits beneath the city. And in that
city people had forgotten their own history. They knew, back in the mid lfth century
that they couldn't build in this particular area, because it was swampy. But they
forgot. And they forgot, because with modern draining techniques they were able to
drain the swamps and build over this particular area. And so it became convinient to

J:
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forget history it was no longer apparently applicable, because ofthis draining
technique that enabled them to build where they couldn't before. So they forgot, they
forgot this history of earthquakes, until 2011. And it was a severe earthquake. There
was one in September 2010, I think it was September, was September20l0, it was 7.
l, that's a very very big earthquake, but the center was towards the foothills, towards
the hills ofthis city, where it's an rural area, and everybody, it happened at 4 o'clock
in the moming, which was good, and everybody speculated and said "Thank God
such a event hadn't happened in Christchurch in the middle ofthe day". Well
February 20. 2011 guess what. A huge earthquake happens in the middle ofthe day in
the middle of the ciff. And so I 87 people were killed and the city that we know as
Ckistchurch doesn't exist anymore. I went down there looking for something else,
but the more I understood that it was a story about people forgetting their
foundations, I'd slarted to look at my own foundations, my own families foundations,
and realized we had been involved in this exercise ofconvenient forgetting. That
there was a history of lence in relation to my own families history but there was
also a cultural silence.
I
was no
we came
from, that story wasn'
e
sehold, within my famlies story
there were no photo
my children äh äh there were no photographs ofmy
parentses
never ever mention their parents, cause their parents didn't
exist. To some extend thev didn't exist.
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K: It is a double memoir, on one hand New Zealands unspoken past, then your fam 1y
memoir and I wondered how you put it together, when W Seebald might have had an
inspiration in the way how he treated Austerlitz. It was an event out ofthe blue, when
he stafied to remember. And you're also using the metaphor ofthe bricks. The bricks
ofthe war that have been constructed around, so Seebalds thinking of memory and
delibarate forgetting was this an inspiration for you in writing?
9:23
J: His writing generally is an inspiration to me. And the whole place ofmemory and
narrative is ofgreat importance to me, increasing importance to me actually. Yes, why
do we remember the thhgs that we do, when we do? It's things... it's already there,
these events are already swimming around in our subconscious and they need another

eventtobdngthemtothesurface.Andinthecaseof"TheHistoryofSilence"itwas,,l,'
an earthquake. I'm, you know, as writers more generally we're always trying to make

A

connections, we're always trying to find conaections between disperate events.
Bringing the two into proximity that üeates something. Sparks. Creates a third
reality, some other reality, that wouldn't be apparent ifyou pull tlose two events
apart. So in a way that "History of Silence" is put together, yes. The earthquake and
the seismic event in my own family history, which had gone unspoken. And so then
the book is an exercise in retrieval. \Vhat happened in the past, so what sits behind
me, was never declared to me as a child. that becomes an interesting

quest.
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K: Were you aware

yourselfwould also undergo this earthquake?
There is this moment when you describe that from time to time you have to look at it,
like in the toilet, to look at your own excrements, to face what is lieing behind. You
use the te1m that one is usually not aware ofthe performance that he's doing.
I

at the stafi that you

l:33

J: Oh yes. Well no, I think the contxt ofthat is I had never realized that life is a
performance. I had never realized that... I had never realized the place a personality,
that personality actually comes from somewhere else, that to some extend we're
being groomed to become the person who we are, in my case those thi.ngs that
apparently were grooming me were never apparent in a way they might be in another
family. Another family that speaks ofheritage. So somebody who grows up with a
strong sense ofheritage, is being groomed to be in the world in a particular way. And
they behave in the world accordingly. Now ifyou come from a bastard civilization,
something that's thrown together and were the past simply does not exist, you're free
to become whatever you will. And you're not so conscious ofthe performative
element ofbeing somebody. Does that make sense? I... it's a bit...

l2:3 8

K: Yeah it does. ... As both your parents made this long crossing over tle ocean, and
you use the beautiful metaphor ofthe erasing force ofthe ocean, could you tell us
something about this?
13:09
J: Well, in New Zealand the Europeans are called Pakia (?). A merry term to describe
us. And all our stock ofcourse, you know, ifthey're arriving in the 19th century,
came on sailing ships and it was a tremendously long joumey. 6 weeks at sea. And
usually it was a one way joumey. So the whole business of forgetting begins the
moment they board a ship, the whole erasure begins at that particular moment.
Because ifyou can not go back to a place, it's easier not to think to much about it,
even though they, as soon as they arrive, they're in the business ofbuilding a replica.
Of what they remember From the old country from the source, from the source
culture, they're replicating, but it's been replicated according 10 all the speculative
and nature of memory. Memory never... we never remember things quite the way
things were and so a whole new culture sort ofarises from a floor, a floor in the
memory. So I think it became a survival tool, you have to forget, because otherwise
your pining for what you forg... what you've left behind. And so all the emphasis
goes into progress, ofbuilding something, of looking to the future, never looking
behind. So that's what the Parkia culture is build on. A culture of forgetting. Ard my
family story is caught up in that same kind ofdynamic. But it wasn't my parents who

came from Europe, from the Uk, it was their parents, my grandparents. Whom I never
saw, never met. Yeah. Exept on film, funnily enough. He.

l5:09

K: But what I ask myselfthen, when imposing after you arrived what you remember,
erasing the countries culture, cutting forests... erasure ofnames ofplaces... forcing
the country into a state ofsilence as weell, now the earthquake. Being forced to look
into a abyss, to face what was done to the country, I think this has also a lot to do
with what we have to face, what happened with coloniazation. In Australia, Africa, ...
when the elementary knowledge ofthe native inhabitants is gone, how to sense a
taifun.... Have you been thinking of this as well?

l6:36
in all ofthis is: Nothing is forgotten. it'sjust parked, it's put in a
place. In the first instance, when the settlers a;rive in New Zealand, it's this
emasculation ofthe landscape, to make it over into something, from the memory. So
the indigenous culture is pushed aside and the original place names are completely
sealed over, new names arre slept over the top ofthe indigenous names, but this is just
a moment in time. It's waiting, you know, we get into a post colonial situation in the
case ofNew Zealand in the l970ies, l980ies, when was surpressed and pushed down
arises again. It has its own seismic arival into our consciousness. And so the names
J: Yeah. The lesson

get changed again, the indigenous names come and replace the European names and
so on. And Tureau (?), the indigenous language, is resurrected and encouraged. And
the forests are growing back, the great lesson in soil is, soil is ... soil contains all the
seeds of what used to be there. So all the hdigenous forests, even though you may
look at a sheep farm and you think what has happened to those trees, ifyou left that
sheep farm, just let it alone for 20 years, the original forest would begin to push up
through the ground. So what we're talking about are just moments in time, I don't
thfurk anlthing is ever lost, it's just surpressed, buried for the moment and then it's
waiting. it's waiting for the right condition to float to the surface and flourish again.
Yeah.

l8:29

something nicer, I was wondering, when you are out on your farm, can you sense the
icebergs ofthe Arctis, like they were in the cultural-genetic code ofthe landscape?
Can you sense tlle forests still being there?

J: Definetely, yeah. So were I live, were we live, is in a place called

'
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K: You started with a picture of an artist, a member of James Cooks crew, with
icebergs, which can now only be seen with X-ray, because he tumed the picture into

l9:13

'

Ruacockapatoona. And that's a merry word, that describes the physical attributes of
this place, it literdly means where two eels meet. So an eel, you think about the kind
of landscape that an eel is, it's a casum (?). So it's were two casums, two river, two
river valleys meet. A very accurate way ofdescribing the landscape. Once upon a
time the hills were covered in Kanuka and
(?) forest, now these,
there were pockets, so this
a river valley and it's largely
sheepfarm territory but there are
inaccesible pockets, where the Beech still
flourish and the Manuka
flourish. And occasionally you will see
something sel
startrng up in a padock somewhere. so yes. one is
conscious that
past is waiting, it's there, and in case of farming ofcourse it has to
be hid. anything that pushes up tkough the ground, because the past sure is lost, you
know. I1's like, it's like managing a stage shift in a piece oltheater, you know? That
other scene isn't yet ready to surface... actually I'm being a wee bit obscure, there are
better examples of hill country in New Zealand that has reverted back to the
indigenous forests. And that's happening more and more, because it's not
economically sustainable to have farms in some ofthese places, so the I
Just
revefis back. Another example... to get to Ruacockapatoona you
go over a
range called the Rumatakis. When I was a child, when you
over the Rumatakis,
it was covered in Gorse, the yellow flower ofGorse,
is an introduced plant
from Scotland, in Scotland Gorse is used for
purposes, it creates fences to
keep stock in, but in New Zealand when
t Gorse there, it found a climate
it just absolutely flourished and
It was rampant, took over hillsides. But it's
very good for the soil, very
the nitrogen irxing in the soil, and over time the
undercarriage had
the Gorse and now, you know 30, 40 years later,
you have pockets
you know, it looks rather magnificent and yet within my
memory I
it as Gorse. So things, as I said, yeah, "as I said" (lacht)
moments in time. Nothing is lost, nothing is surrendered.
these are
22:32

K: The crossing ofthe ocean, your grandparents situation, you described it beautifully
as the moment of arrival ofilliteral people, not having diaries... That made me think
ofwhats happening in the mediterranian sea right now, the migrant boats coming
over, somehow in the same process...
23:08
J: Exept that's different. Yes, ok, so my ancestors don't have the means to record the
joumey, don't have the means to take down descriptions and feelings and record their
arival in the new country, because they are illiterate. with the migrants, refugees,
streaming across from Africa, it's an entirely different thing. They're not made
welcome. In the l9th century the Europeans going ot the new world were in a
dominant position. they were the colonizer. in the case of Afüca it's the colonized
coming to the colonizer, or the original colonizer. And they're arriving in the worst
possible way. Like Lemmings swimming across water. It's the... the two situation are

simply not compaxable. They're coming to a place that is highly speculative, one that
got to get across the mediterranian, there's no guaxartee that they will do that, then
once they anive what happens next? they don't know. My ancestors had a fair idea of
what to expect at tle other end. So in a way Europe has had 500 years of its
diasporah, spreading through the New World, Africa hasn't... hasn't been allowed to
have the spirit ofpeople going around the world, but it's an entirely natural cause.
Exept a long time ago they were able to walk to Europe, because there was a
landbridge between Africa and Europe, so I suppose that was the first diasporah, but
this contemporaxy one is surpressed. And repressed,
25:16

K: Just this term illiterate (it's not the elite who is taking the boats to come over), if
they manage to arrive, it would be the same moment of arriving without having the
capabil§ to write it down in a diary to put it on canvas, so what will they have to
do? They won't have this naked land where they could come up with their habits.
25:59

it's different again, because ofthe age that we live in, and Africa is not
excluded lrom us, just we wash images, I mean what has prompted them to begin this
J: I think

joumey in the hrst place, is that their imagination. What has fed the imagination?
Television. They've seen Europe, they've seen pictures, they've seen films. Which is
diferent from the 19th century there were letters, there was hearsay, but nothing
concrete, such as film or images like this. So they are going to a known place, in the
19th century it wasn't really. But yes there's a even greater handicap in terms of
language, you know, the l9th century the European settler was going to a place where
English was spoken, in the 20th century 2lrst century the African refugee is washing
up on a beach and who knows where it is? Italy, Spain, people probably unlikely to
be able to speak their language. Everything is a mystery. Do they have maps, do they
know where they're going? Do they have contacts? It's more a kind ofRobinson
Crusoe washing up on an island and trying to make your way from there. Without
having any knowledge ofthe landscape, or the island or who lives there and how you
go about fashioning a life. Much more diffrcult.

K: I

was just thinking that they too

will

be silenced. Silenced about their memory,

but...

27:57
J: Ah yes. Yeah. Well probably not, because the moment they process the photograph,
this documentation accompaning their joumey, and I'm not sure the problem of
illiteracy would apply to these people. I suspect they're already in a position where

they've had access to television and film and they know about Europe, they know
what's possible, they know what's available here. Plus they've had the means to save
up the money to make that ardious (?) joumey. Even though, as I'm given to
understand, a lot are from, you know, failing agrarian economies and fisherman
whose waters are being fished out and so on. They still know how to get from the
hom ofAfrica to places like Tunesia and Libia, these places of departure. So they
may be better equipped, more adaptable, better educated than the European migrant
in the l9th century. Not all, but some.
29:19

K: Coming back to literature. (Kurze Klärung über welchen Begriffbeim
gemeinsamen essen gesprochen wurde. Truthfulness? Sincerity? Responsibilty!) I
didn't remember the term, but I wondered how you would put that in relation to what
the Russian novelist Andre Bitov (?) does, who goes in lavour of mystifrcation or
sometimes disorientation or slight untruthfulnesess, if it is necessary. How do you see
the responsibility as a writer compared to his idea ofmystification or disorientation?

31:00
J: Mh. I don't know this writer... but how to respond? God. Well, I like the idea ofthe
target being a bit moving, the way you described this writer.. Disorientation? Thats a
good subject. That's probably how we live our lives, you know. Language always
tries to make things still, tries to pin things down to some sort ofknowable quality,
but in iact our lives aren't lived that way. Most of the time lives are lived in obscur§
and confusion and so on. BUT traditional narrative, traditional modes of nanative are
very secure. It's like a train track lieing down the track. It creates order. That's how
narrative works, it creates order in the chaos. And things are connected ard joined up
in a way that they're not when we're living our lives. Our lives are chaos. There's no
such thing as time really, it's a human construct, but again the narrative imposes this
notion of time, that's what a novelist has a disposal, you know, that's the writers main
taw (?) for making scenes ofsomething, and the biggest question. How do you
manage time? But again it's an artifice when it appears in a work, in a literary work,
it's a complete artihce, so a writer then is seeking to destabilize or question the
rigidity ofthis modes ofnarrative delivery is interesting. I would like to be that
writer. But I'm not operating from the same thing really. I'm trying to do something

different.
33:05

K: Wlich is what2
33:08
J: Well,

I'm not really interested too much in writing being documentary. I'm not

so '''' ' 5s

interested in documenting the visible world. I mean a camera and film does it
much better, I'm no longer particularly interested in wriling stories, because TV does
that so much better. So what can the writer do? A writer can bring to the surface the
madmaking (?) that's going on in the subconscious, making connections, which is a
highly individual act, how we think, the place that we create in our head is not
necessarily the place, the physical place, we inhabit. It's not the documented place in
which we live. The place we construct in our head is made up ofall sorts ofthings,
that are forced to live together, and we... everybody, we're completely different, every
individual have this interior space, which would be unrecognizable to the next
person. Exept through language. language brings it to the surface. that's what I'm
interested in doing. In bringing these maps ofconaected places, but such geography
that wouldn't normally suit together in the real world, bringing that to the surface.
That's what's fun.
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U: What are you doing? Why is music so important to you? (Short introduction to
what is imponant for your compositions)
F: So mainly for me it's not a question ofsound, it's not a question of harmony or
whatever, the important thhg and why I...

Bei 1:49 nochmal Abbruch, weiter ab
2:5 8

U: Once again... What is so important for you about music?
3:10
F: Ok... For me music is not a question ofsound or harmony or whatever, it's really
the best possibili§ I've found in my life to try to understand what I am. And you
know there are people that do it with philosophy or math or physics or whatever, I've
found in music my opportunity, because the music is something that work in the time
and give you the possibility to feel the time going on while you can't perceive
yourselfat the time that you are living, because you are living, and also it's to long to
understand it. So the solution ofhaving a piece of time cutted from one side to the
other in a musical piece was the opportun§ to have a model of something living and
to try to underständ better the beginning and the end of myself with the beginning ard
the end ofthe musical piece. That's something that you can have not only with
sounds, you can color the time, with also gesture, wilh smells, with visual things that
go one after the other, but the only difference between theater or other things and
what I feel is music, is composition, isjust that in composition you work with few
things, few materials. in a sort oicontrapunctic way. So you can have a few gesture,
that have always the same possibflity, like in a chess gäme, to move, so there are
other gestures that go into one sense and the other arid so orr- And then you can write
with them music. I mean music of a gesture, music of a sounds or music of smells or
whatever. That's all. The thing is just to have them in a relation that is physiological,
in a son ofshape that you can perceive. Something rhal is glowing. and I always have
in my pieces a moment that is the'climax olthe piece, that.i§ there to cut really the
time, beiause this form that give 4 sort oftriangte closbd,. is something pally closed.
While if you häve several, I mean mountains, in the rtructure.ofintensity or whatever,
and also a lorm of blocks for example. You can add blocks ftom'the lefl or the right.
in the tihe I mean, and will bepossible to do it. Andthat's something that goes
my
ng
sound

begin, the cut I mean, you will always can go inside and find

really prpcise, completely precise, and you can go again inside

this cutting is not
find again

I

direction by the material you are using or to decide that you need another material to
do what you want in this.

l2:05
U: In your earlier pieces you used to use a lot of gestures and unusual sounds, could
you tell me something about the intention/reason why you used these materials?
12:.28

F: Yeah, I think actually the beginning ofmy composition is this really physical
gesture that came from really the first pieces till now in another way. And this is like
this one (Geräusch: F. haut aufTisch). I mean you have from one side the shell, I
mean the meat, the Fleisch, ok, something living, and from the other side something
that is not living, I mean wood..., and in this connection it's all the thing. And then I
really tried to, in the beginning, avoid my mind and just have an erotic feeling with
the instrument, really like a, I mean just caressing a big animal, a sea whale, and to do
this kind ofmovements (Geräusche: F. zieht Handfläche über Tisch o.ä.) that, you
know, i didnl think about the sound I just was doing the movements. Just touching,
having this feeling without any thinking, and then I discovered the sound. Ald this
sound was not something that I wanted. So il was not me who asked to have this
sound, maybe was the instrument, this thing that was not living, that had his life in
fact. So I was scared in a way that, if it was not me that want it, is it trying to speak
with me, saying something? And that was all, i mean after that you can construct on it
and sort ofpoetry binded with a sort ofnatura morta, still life. Because then you have
inanimated objects and you try to give life to them only with gesture that are with
sounds that finally are all the time there but are hidden by the sound that we give
them, because ifyou stroke the keys, you know, if you want to get a sound you will
have always (F. trommelt mit Fingem) the keys that are touched by the finger, but
really you don't hear that, because they are covered by the sound ofthe instrument.
you get away the sound ofthe instrument and then you have only this (trommelt
wieder mit Fingem), it's life to have the bones of the sound, the skeleton. And this is
something that you can work on to have something m&eabstract, because you work
really on the structure. The sound came after, you know? That's why.

If

l5:34
U: So why is the structwe, the bones, so important for you?
l5:41
F: The problem is always the same, to give life, to try to understand life. So of course
from one side you can see more precisely the cutting with just a single strokes, black
and white, like a drawing, because really you seethe structure, and then liom the
other side you have this sort ofbones of music that try to live while they are son of

!
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dead, I mean. And that's something that really interests me, because
of give a sort of simular of (?) life to things.

ofthis necessity

16:26

U: Not as a but, but some ofyour pieces are still quite humorous. Is this intentional?
Make ajoke on stage, clownesque pieces? What is the background ofthis humorous
side?
17:.41

F: That's difficult to say now. I think I have to start with memory. with the memory of
the past. And to be a composer it's also sort of, ifyou want, a way offinding a
solution to your death (?), behg inside a sort ofstory ofthe human being. And that
you can do trying to evokate with your writing what have been before you. So other
composers. Others music ofthe past. And this is a sort ofrespect you have to the past
and a way to have them living now. But the point is that they are dead and this music
really comes from the past. And to address it in a humouristic way is not so to put a
mask - to emphasize some aspects that are really agahst the material, that are
something that you can't really feel in a direct way - is trying to give them this life
again. So it's like I rry to give an electroshock with music ofthe past. So usually I
take some quotes ofthe past and then I let them live in a different way, a different
aspect, and this mask of, sort ofsarcasm, is possibility to do it. And let's say for
example ifyou take a quote of Vivaldi Four Season, and they speak about drunk
people, I can do the harmony with bottles, with galsses, and let play the players in a
contrary way or things like that. Then it's also a sort ofmask, I'd say, that come at the
same time from our culture in Toskana again, again a study ofthe origin that is, I
mean, binded with the problem ofthe beginning that we were discussing befole, I
mean, where you come from is you you are, no? Ald really to try to understand it I
was speaking about Pinocchio and also I could speak about Püccini and in fact you
find all this kind ofsolution in Puccini, from one side the erqtic wa, with
"Butterfly", with "La ... ?" , "Boheme" and so on, and from the other side this sort of
sarcasm that is really historical and come from Dante too, of"Janiskifti" (?) for
example.
21:00

U: So it is not to critisize
joyful, to do something...

a serious

tardition of music performance to make something

2l:15
it's always the sahe problem to cut the'time from onb side to the other.
The problem is to create a magic place where to put the thhgs in order to be visible,
something special. And there was a moment were for example the possibility olusing
F. No no, ok,

noise inside only with noise, and the flute was doing only this kind ofnoise while you
were used to the normal sound, was a good possibility to really create this kind of
magic moment. To address the material in this way is another possibility. because
really see the thing in another way and suddenly you are in another plane and this
help you to really feel the time closed. That's why I think.
22:17

U: In the opera "Force" you use a lot oftext. And in other pieces you work with
literaturg. What function does literature have for you? Are there writers thar you
especially like? You can talk about the opera project to cover this question.
Kurze Klärung, dass er nicht ohle am Klavier zu sitzen gut erklären kann worum es
in der oper geht, dann weiter bei
23:27

F: So lets say that I had a first period working really in a direct way with gesture, I
say, and was a gestural notation too, because this kind ofsounds (macht ein
Geräusch) you really can't fix exactly the moment where the sound start, and that's
something beauty too, but you can fix only the movement that you do. And so I had
to use this kind ofgestural notation, in order also to see what was interesting for me,
the beginning ofthe sound. i had also another kind ofexperience where I understood
that you can also have, let's say sound, without movement, or music without
movement or without sound. I mean it asjust the idea t0 put ear plugs and to build a
music inside yourself, writing really a score that is real$ closed form, musical form,
A B A, whatever, but with all the sound ofthe saliva or'with the breath and alos with
the experiencing during the time the... your pressure ofthe heart... I mean ofthe
blood. Orjust with movements ofthe eyes and movements the pupil, I mean
everything written, and sort of music also that... tiere is no movement sometimes it's
just a question of mind I mean, but you have to find.irlside yourselfthis duality and
also a sort ofsociety inside. tou are a theater inside yourselfand in this.case it's
interesting also of conceming this problem that we havF, that we know we will be not
here flor etemity. And to feel that you are not only oho thing, but inside yourselfyou
will find several thing, it help you elso to understand, to accept it. I mean for me that
was this kind ofexperience. After that I was reaching really the deepest point ofthis
poetry binded with still life or with this kind ofgesture, and then the gesture became
something abstract and it became part ofthe title for example ofthe piece. Like only
"Gesture d'amore" or "Finito ni gesto", and ofevery geSture, every gesture oflove,
title ofpieces that I wrote,that are made on, finally, sounds. And the solution for me
to get again inside real sound was, was the scale. A C.major scale or whatever, really
that most is the thing, but using only it fror4 the beginning to the end ofShe piece, in
order to have.a closed form. So you can have Adoremifasolasifasiladoremifadore... all
the time, but for example each note, like in the serial rirusic you come after the otheq
but in different octaves. So you have a different spectre and you can work on that
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really in a interesting way. I mean I think. And so I started write these kind ofpieces
that are sort oFmonochrome, while before with the noises for me was just working on
black and white, or drawing, I mean like a artist do. This second step inside the sound
was to have a seria ofmonochrome, so first a scale then another and so on. And in
this case i wrote pieces that were made on a chromatic scale. All, the form and also
the microform inside, so we have a big section in C for example in the second a
section in B and then we go down b-flat and the last and so on. We go down till the C
at the and and we ha.r'e all the colour ofthe scale, I mean;and also something closed.
That was interest for me. After this moment, that was realty something deeper inside
myself, I had to go out and find other solution and I found a different solution in other
composer. Also a way to try and to understand different way ofthinking, of
composing, and to go on. Also a way to be free ofmy self, I mean. And the solution
also was to wdte 5 pieces for orchestra, that are a evocation ofdifferent oryans. Why?
Because I've been a organist all my life and an organ is sornething that really
represents at best our sicidty, because there are m'any many thingf that entei inside,
not only the sound ofthe quality ofthe pipes, but also the visual aspect where it is
and people that have written for it and, you know, you have an Italian organ ofthe
same century I mean youjust have a few pipes an they are sounding very high, very
beautiful in a way, and you have at the same time in Germany Silbermann (?) and
other things that are really with mixed things, that are really louder or il France
Cavalle (?), all totally different kinds ofconception. And so to evocate these organ is
to evocate all the place, all the socie§, all the different, you know, and I concieved 5
different pieces for orchestra, one at the beginning was about Italy, because I know
better ofcourse, and it was "Fresbo Baldi" (?), the organ ofthe Latran (?) sort of
piece that evocate Fresco Baldi playing this organ and also this foreign (?) kind of
listen that you can have, because the organ player is inside usually his instrument and
really he feel before everything the bones ofthe instrument, the sound ofthe
mechanic. And also all the sounds are from around him and the e)<perience ofthe
Iistening is totally different from tlle one you get in public situatibn. And also is a sort
ofpremature experience, like to be in the body ofyour mother and feel all this sound
ofthe body around you. This kind'of listening I want wanted to put out from this. I
mean not everyone can go to an orgen and listen to it from inside as an organist do, so
with the orchestra I had also this possibilty to show this kind of listening. And so the
second one was about bach, "Killing Bach", I wrote it now, then there will be other
pieces about Bruckner, that was a great organist, even ifhe wrote very few pieces,
and about Spain and about France. The piece about bach, "Killing Bach", is
something that again can be listened or like a sarcastic piece or humouristic at the
beginning but realty is a way to deal with someone. tliat I can say, that lot offthe
composet I can't imagine something more, more perfect and beautiful than Bach. So
the only way to deal with it was to kill him. Otherwisel couldn't compare myself
with, ofcourse not, who can? None olus, certainly not me. But so in this way sort of
piece that is made with a lot of blasphemy, sot take the most beautiful moment of
Bach and just kill'him with the, with everything. Wth guns. real guns, with tazor,
with a pet corrector, animal corrector, or with fork, with Mambo, with Wagner, with
everything, I mean several several possibilities. But tnally at the end, the solution of

all the piece, is really sad, because then you have 4 or 5 counts that are just killing the
music and the director leaves the scene and it stay only a metronom instead of
himselfand the orchestra leave and the metronom stay there alone. That's the way it
ends, so I don't if it's humouristic. It's a way also to, you know, at the beginning it's
humouristic, but then you feel that it's really not. And then you laughed and then you
just give something like this experience I think you're even more stronger.

33:04

U: So you just kill Bach, but by killing Bach you would also kill the whole European
music culture...
33:16

F: Yeah, but to kill is also a way to let it live. I mean why we uses... there is in [taly a
lot ofblasphemy, or what€ver, it's just a way to have something again to find again
the sense ofsacre that you don't have anymore in our society. That's something that I
feel really important that come from the past, but who go to church... now the church
is not, mean this kind ofthings is not anymore there. Ald so this is a way to find
again it, to try to find at least, to show that we are trying to find.
33:56

U: So the first idea I had, because once I made an interview with Wofgang Rihm and
we talked about that our culture, especially in Germany, is obviously not able, or does
not allow, to forget. So when Bach wrote his pieces il 1700 till 1750, well he knew
about some otier composers that lived 100 years before him, so he studied Mvaldi ...
and first Gobaldi, but most ofhis audience knew just the music ofthe living
composers who are in the town. Other composers were forgotten. And shce Bach we
have this sort of damned culture to remember everything. ... Thus the space you need
to grow, as the archives gqt bigger and bigger we somehow have not that much space.
So a living composer like you has to something that is different COMPARED to
10000 or 100000 compositions made by other composers.
35:55

F: But that's a problem ofEuropean composers actua!ly, and you know I can't do in
other than that. I'm not Canadian and I'm not coming froma culture that is totally
new, where you are free, I'm not free at all. I have too this resplFt about the past that
I need to have. I'm a composer also because of them, because i lryant them here. You
know? It's a sort ofway to keep alive something thdt is dead. It"s the saine as what I
do as a composer. I think it's why l'm doing it, otherwise I would probably be not
interested iri this syitem o1... sort ofreligion, ifyou want.

't

36:47

Kurze Klärung ob noch Beispiele folgen, weiter bei
37:33

U: So what about the opera? How do you integrate litera texts into your concept of
music?
37 46

F: So the opera came after the period with pieces that were sort ofcontinuing
monockome one after the other in a chromatic sphere that was descending. The
problem with the opera was to find a solution that, for the form, to have something
closed really. So the idea was to have a two-chromatic scale that was altemating
scene after scene, so you have the first scene with a note and the second one that go
up and then another that go down, so the chromatic scale there is one that go up, one
that go down, and they are altemating them. Ok? So lmally you will find them again
together. That was the solution for the form. But for the text... so I was controlling of
course that, and the idea was to go on wittr a philosopher, Giordano Bruno, that was
perfect for my point of view.tWe were discussing about gesturo (haut aufTisch),
again this, so from one side,.Bruno is burned by the church, so you have the flesh and
you have the wood ofthe bushd (?), the hor de la fe (?) and then the moment when
they just find them together in hushes, in ashes. That is the idea ofthe opera and it's
something that I have from the beginning of my works. from the other side you have
also the macroform, as I told you, so it's a sort ofreally synthesis of what I've done
till now, it's huge piece, a lot ofwork. And every scene stay 6 minutes, 7 minutes till
I I minutes on one note around it. And then you go down or you go back. The
philosophy ofGiordano Bruno go up while the sirtuation ofthe process, scene by
scene, go down. They are altemating and then at the end they found them in the bushd
..., where it's bumed, ald there you undestand everything, because till there it's to far
from one note to the other to understand it. But there, you go back, you have a rewind
ofall the opera in a few seconds, I mean 3 seconds for each scene, or 6 seconds, and
so you can feel all the movement back, going note by note and then you feel really
the intervals that are going like that and you come back to the beginning. The
problem was that I wanted to construct but also to destroy it, so tle solution, because
there is no resurrection after the death, that's something that i understood, of
composing... because after I put something that go till the noise totally in/totalian.
Then to go back to the sound it's impossible. I mean you need someihing that's still
alive to get it. Otherwise you feel a sort ofconnection that is not part ofthis idea of
closed form, you need to bind something, ok? But in this case I had, the solution was
that the piece start with a bell, a sharp bell. because the piece is start wilh f-sharp, and
at the end were till there you had colours, lhen Bruno is buming and there we can
ashes, ydu have ashes, lilg noisg* While till there you had colours. Monochrome ok?
Now you have only noisei. but the problem is that I had last scene, were there is a sort
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of life that came again, with a lemale voice behind. The solution was to have these
bell from the beginning that stay there, that is the only harmonic... inlarmonic sound,
while everything become, because they are starting clapping (haut wieder auf
irgendwas rum) and everything is becoming noise. And... but this is also a gesture of
that, because it's dead, you kaoq dead bell, dooong, you know. Like that. The same
time something living and something dead. And flom that you have female voice that
are used for the philosophy while normally for the scene ofthe process you have
male voices, that come from behind singing one ofthe most beautiful texts of
Giordano Bruno about God.
42:56
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Lieber Uli,
Sriwhanas erster link zu Beach study ist schon eingetroffen. Settina meint, Fourth Notebook
ist der wichügere. Aber wahrscheinlich spricht nichts dagegen beide Filme in Ausschnitten
zu zeigen.

Hier Sriwhanas Anmerkung:
I think there might be a bit of confusion as the text you've included does not refer to the
video extract that was iniüally discussed. Also this text relates to a two channel work, which
makes it too difficult to send a video extract of this work for this particular situation.

two we transfer files of the films we discussed using extracts from,
and l'm sure that they will work well within the context of the interview.
I am sending you and Uli

These fi lms are:

The Fourth Notebook 2014-2015
credit if needed:
Dancer: Benjamin Ord
courtesy the artist and Michael Lett
and
Beach Study 2012
Camera: Louise Menzies
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Questions Francesco Filidei, Video Portrait

Dear Francesco, to start,

introduction to u/hat is important for you in your compositions
and what is your musicalaim?
In the earlier pieces you invent a lot ofgestures and unusual sound production, you kind
ofstrip ofthe music of the bones and make audible rhythm and the pureness of physical
movements and Geräusch /noise.
What is your interest? What do you like? What is the reality ofsound?
can you give us a short

the piano some examples of these unusual gestures and the sounds that
thäse gestures produce.
Can you show at

Some ofthese works for ensemble in which no normal instruments are played are very
humorous. As you probably know we have the German term: ernste Musik [serious
music). What is the background for the humor: Is it playfulness or did you want to

oppose to the serious music concept?
In Opera (forse) there is a text. And also in other pieces you work with literature or
texts. Which function does literature have for you? And are there writers that you
especially Iike? How about the new opera that will be premiered in Porto this
September: Who wrote the libretto and what is the opera about? Are there many
gestures in the oDera? What is opera for you and wha§is the relation to your earlier
pieces which have theatrical/performative aspects?
How would you describe your second compositional phase? Can you tell us something
about the series ofballatas in this context?

Tell us something aboutyour relation to musical history and in this connection you can
maybe talk a little bit about the Donaueschingen orchestra piece and the weapons that
will be on stage in order to kill Bach. But there are also some other pieces which refer to
historical pieces or - very important - to special organs.
Do you have some ofthe guns here? what is your next step after Bach being killed?
What is art foryou? Why is art important? What is the importance ofart?
And music?
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Uli, die blaue Markierung wäre eine weitere Option, aber die Stelle scheint mir etwas
konfus in der Beschreibung, vielleicht konzentrieren wir uns besser aufden Rest. ...
(Nicht wortwörtlich, das heißt Ahs etc und Doppelungen usw nicht mitgeschrieben)
B: Your practice is between a lot öfdifferent genres. like dance, sculpture, film,
writing and so on, so in a way can this multi talent be also difücult when it comes to
decisions in the beginning ofan artistic work. You have to choose for a direction. Was
that for you a problem in the beginning?

1:16
I mean I've always worked, I guess, it would.be across mediums. So I
started painting when I was- my'first medium was painting and then I moved into
film, performance, sound and then sculpture and then, I had this history ofdance. So I
guess they're all being tools for me and to kind ofnavigate ttirough, it was - but it's
like, often I have an idea and the medium wil[, it's about finding the right medium for
that idea. And often it presents itselfquite clearly. and then I have this kind of- it's
about leamhg the medium I'm working with as well. That cän be the frustrating part,
it's constantly feeling like I'm also grabbling, as well as grabbling with an idea, I'm
also grabbling with a medium. Often feeling like, you know, this is saying kind of
likejackable trades in a master ofnone. Sometimes I feel like that, but then I think
I'm very anti idea ofbeing a master So I feel for me it's much more interesting to be
able to be fluid between different mediums and ways ofmaking and to be willing to
try things out and maybe {ail, but not necessarily to kind ofyeah become a master of
S: Yeah,

one medium or one thing.
3-.21
)

B: And in a way this might also help your work with others because you have a
deeper understanding ofpractices. For people your collaboratlng with.
1

3:46
it does, I mean it is important for me that the people I work with, they're is a
conversation, and it's always amazing what you can leam from somebody coming
ffom a different discipline. So I work a lot with this dancer Benjamin Ort (?) who I
S: Yeah

met when we were teenagers in Auckland and he since been often pursuid dancing
and yeah I kind of see our collaborations as more as this kind ofconversation around
friendship, around life and aroürd the 2 disciplines that we're involved in. And it'syeah i feel like it's a conversation, werq as this - we've been working together
probably for the last 5 years - and we're... he has become much more interested in art
or the gallery or the dxhibition space, or kind ofperforrning inpldces outside ofthe
theater. And maybe the framework ofthe gallery enables him.ö presume his ideas
t
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more clearly and I've become... I've leamed a lot about yeah dance. Different ways
ofapproaching dance, the history ofdance. my history was classical ballett and with
him I've kind of leamed so much about contemporaxy dance and he's, like I really
also love working with him, because he knows his body. Like he knows all the names
ofthe muscles and it's like this constant reminder that he has this incredible
knowledge ofthis machine that I carry with myself everyday, but have like really
minimal, very minimal knowledge of. 5:39 So yeah it's I guess me having been a
dancer myself it makes our conversation perhaps yeah there is an understanding of
where he's coming from. And i gues it's acknowledging that these practises have
really you know, histories oftheir own. And languages oftheir own and ways of
thinking about the body and time urd I mean, yeah that are great bring in to think in
terms about ofa sculptural practice or image making or film making.

B: This collaborative part is quite present in your work, also when ithink ofthe table
work, that you dedicated to friends, so can you explain the idea behind that and the
idea ofproviding a space through the table?
S: So I recently made a work, which was... I was thinking more about collaboration in
terms ofconversation and ofthe hommage and the muse, and so I made 3 sculptures
that are tables, so not quite sure, I think, I mean they're are presented in a exhibition
context which frames them as sculptures, but for me they are simply tables and I
designed them using the iitials of3 people. So the first, so Vaselike Zifrostalidake,
Michael Fitzgerald and Tuffren Bran and each ofthat, I designed one table for each of
them, they incorporated their initials. There's this really great painting, a Florence D.
Heimer painting, which is this hommage to Marcel Duchamp andshe has this frame,
that just has MD MD MD MD \aritten, kind of cut out in word, all the way around
and I was, yeah I really really love that work and so I was thinking ofthese tables as
like a stage or a platform on which each ofthese 3 people would then use in their
lifes to make their own work. So in some way my work would support the potential
future. Makings and thinkings and writings, drinkings and eatings ofthese 3 people.
And so the tables get given to them after the show. But it's also, I mean, (Stift f:illt
aufden Boden) there's a part in it that is... you know it's not like a, it's also, you
know they're like quite cumbersome (?) things to then kind of lorce these friends to
have and take on in their lifes. So at the same time even though it's a gift, they kind
ofhas to be accepted. And so there is this kind of shouldering of myself into their
lifes as well. So it's like not a 100% kind of lriendly innocent gesture, it also kind of
yeah it operates in two ways I think.

(Uli

sagt, der fragenzettel muss noch ein Stück zurück aus dem

Bild)

B: In this work, but also many others, you use a lot of modemist abstraction
references, but most ofthe time it's linked to a quite strong nairative. Also a lot of
references to mlths or legends. This tension is quite interesting in your work,
between the modernist abstraction but loaded with a quite strong narative, connected
to mth and legend. Can you explain how these come together for you?

I
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S: Ok, yeah. Yeah so i thhk my work incorporates narrative, frCiion and
autobiography, and often historical references. For me it's always about the space of
being between things, my own kind ofexperience or upringing has beenb6ing
between two different places, so between New Zealand and Bali and-riaybe not
feeling a l00% at home in eithe rplaces, I think I've always begainterested in this. I
get between, which for me is always, has to be or involvelofis a kiad ofa space of
the imagination and fiction. And so I've often used inJaf work kind ofreferences
from modernist periods, particularly modemist dang6 with the Ballett Russ (?). And
these documents that were Ieft over, what you/ould call kind oflike ofücial westem
histories, and then taken on those archives in-rechoreographed dances. Or remade
stories around these ollcial documents So it's kind ofbringing in your imagination
and autobiography and fiction to kind of subvert any idea of kind of a singular
offrcial hislory. I also think a lot about how yeah my upbringing, my education and

that, is part of westem history. 13:03 ,A.na it's, which is a very male dominated, so I
did.a work for a gallery in Australia and I was working... actually this is going to be a
very long story, maybe I should just stop (lacht).

B: That's fine, tell your story
S: So yeah and i was working on a performance with a dancer and the performance
fell through and I had a month to make the show. So I was kind ofdealing with this
failed work and not quite knowing, yeah, what to do. And then I was looking at this,
there is an Ausffalian painter called sidney Nolen, Australien modemist painter, and
he had done a design for the Ballett Russ, when I was visiting Australia, for the
production ofa chorus and the director at the time, he had senn the design and was
like " Ach, no no no", he was like, cause Sidney Nolan was interested in creating a set
where the dancer would almost get lost in the set, so the backdrop and the costume
were kind ofvery abstract and you would loose the body ofthe dancer in the
backdrop. And so Guy Lafar (?) was like "You can't do that, Iook at those legs, you
don't wanna hide these legs!" So I was kind ofinterested in this backdrop that had
never been made or this failed idea, but also the gallery has this very big collection of
contemporary art, but it's totally male, like I think there is maybe 4 or 5 women in
this collection. And that was the context I was showing the tork. So i then basically
had one ofthe Sidny Nolen drawings ofthis failed backdrop tumed into a kind of 12
meter by 7 meter backdrop. And I gues...and I called the work "The Strangest
House". Ard for me it was like kind ofbreaking and entering into this male painters
practice and stealing something from his archive and pulling it into my own practice.
And yeah makieng this drawing, this failed drawing, into our work, whether it
succeded or failed I don't know, but yeah so that was a particular instance ofusing a
document from a modemist history.

(Uli fragt ob sie mehr in die Kamera blicken könnte, dann kurze Unterhaltung und

Bettina setä sich um)
B: As you mentioned the using of elements of another artiss work, you also did that
for a costume for (Name) and ftom that I got interested in which way you use a
costume. As you said it is a very healy costume and therefore goes against what a
dancer normally uses as a costume. The idea to have as a starting point an object, is
that something that is typical in your practice? Objects that are made by others
already?
S: Yeah I

thik that's like... that's definitifely has been

a reaccuring element, this

taking yeah this being influenced by something that already exists. So for example
the costume that i remade, which was a design by henry matisse for the Ballett Russ,
Russes Ballett "The Chanter ofthe noire" (?), which is a song of "The Nightingale",
and I was interested in the... there is no footage ofa lot ofthese balletts and a lot of
the choreographies being lost, because the director Biagolev (?) didr't want his
performances filmed, because he felt the medium at the time didn't do justice to his
dancers, so I was interested in this kind ofthis loss ofthe art affair (?), this loss of
choreography. And often choreography is passed down from dancer to dancer, kind of
like storytelling, which I really like so, when the, you know as it passes from dancer
to dancer the choreography shifts as it enters different bodies so you have this kind of
each body and each new subjectivity changes the choreography. much like
storytelling. 19:02 And yeah I was really fascinated by this costume that Matisse had
done, because it's like made ofthick felt, it's very heary, it diguises the body and I
was interested in a very much look - and when I actually went to remake it, it's like
putting a body in a drawing, ia this kind ofthis idea ofthe painter having to work
with a live bodies arrd maybe struggling with that or... and it's an interesting ballett as
well, because with designs you can see he is kind of struggling between abstraction
and representation. So these costumes are like very representational, but then you
have the one the irony made, which is this wonderful abstracted design based on, I
think, is a chinese deer. But yeah this is tie costume for "The Moma" (?) so I remade
the costume and had a dancer choreograph the lost piece, or a piece. But it was
mainly about his connection to this heavy costume. So I guess it was like a
choreography maybe ofa sensuasness (?) or something like yeah this kind ofhis
body and this heavy felt costume. 20:26 And yeah i guess I'm interested in like how
in meeting something, but not consuming it. So in some way it's kind ofthis way,
tike bringing me things from the past, like remaking the Nolan drawing or remaking
the costume. It's like a... it's meeting their thing. Maybe outside ofthe history or
yeah.

B: You mentioned your relation 10 Balinese culture and there is a wonderful work of
yours about the way you use offerings, you have hese hybrids ofeveryday objects,
sculkpture and ritual objects. Tell about this work as well?

2t|43
I did when I first went to Bali, I was really, I became
fascinated in the offerings that they make every day, and my father wifes makes
them... you know I've been told and I haven't been able to veri! this, that there is no
word for arts in Bali, it's kind ofthe creative act or something, something that people
do every day. And so yeah, I became fascinated with these offerings that are made
from everyday materials, they were made from flowers that drop ofthe trees and
fruits and cakes and then they're put together in this kind ofvery formal and abstact
compositions. And then they're are other types that are more informal and placed on
the ground. But... And they're not made to last. So they made kind offor...because
they are effimeral materials... And so I was really fascinated in this kind of way of
making, especially because it seemed to be very opposite to what I had..was leaming
about sculpture in my undergrate. And...
S: Yes, "Name" was a work that

23:10
B: ln which way?
S: Welljust you know sculpture is, you know, looking at a kind ofa history of
sculpturewere it is made from materials that are made to last. I'd been making things
out ofpaper, and I'd been told by one ofthe tudors I should make it out of metal. and
when I asked him why he said because then a gallery can collect it and it can last. So
you know just these very I mean very kind ofpedestrian ideas around what it is to

make objects, what it is to be an artist at school, in an institution. 23:55 So these
objects Ifound really fascinating and this way of making or creating which is not
hierarchical, it's not seperated out from life. So when I got back to New Zealand... I
was also interested because I hadn't grown up in Bali, my fathers from Bali, but I was
raised in New Zealand, so I was also very interested in what I owned ofthis culture
that I was genetically part of. And what was mine, what I could play with, ifI play
with it am I stealing it? You know it's a very kind of grey zone. So I was kind of...I
was interested in this kind ofwhat I would, you know, like what I would allow
myself to claim or take or use or meet. Ald so I remade these forms, for "Matinak"
(?), I remade, I used everyday materials that around me in new Zealand. So fruit and
cigarettes and coke bottles and plastic bags. And I remade these forms in my parents I
garden and filmed it. And I was... I guess I was interested in this translation. So in the .t
ianslation their function gets lost. So for me they weren't offerings, they were
I
this images ofeveryday things. Celebratory which I guess in a way is what
I
offering is as well, a celebration oflife. And yeah and then I filmed them on a Super 8 ^-/V''
camera, cause I wanted it to look like found towist footage. Because also I got this
r

just
an

idea that I myself, even though I'm halfBalinese was also very much a tourist. 26:06
And thats like the kind of I guess in-between-space that I rl'as talking about earlier,
where you belong but you're also a tourist and how do you work out what your placen
is. And then...and because that's not clear it's like kind of, it can be very, I think,

I
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powerful place, where your imagination and fiction can enter and create. Your ou,n
place within this placelessness, or so.

B: Speaking about film material, you have been using different material, l6mm,
Super 8, HD, sometimes transferring one to the other without changing the format, so
how are you choosing your material conceming which project you're working on?
21230
S: So, yeah, I've used in my films I've used, i think I've used everything? Well not
everything. But Super 8, l6mm, 35mm, Standard Definition Video aad HD video and
often think of it you know like... I'm really fascinated by the qualaties that each one
of these has and I think they all do different things and me using Super 8 or l6 mm or
35 mm is not about nostalgia, which is something that I have been asked, I recently
shot a film on l6 mm I was going to performing on a speech that I had used to go to,
when I was a kid to some holidays on this beach and on this island called Wahiki,
which is about a 45 minute joumey from Auckland where I'm fiom in New Zealand,
in this beach is public but the land leading to these beaches used to be pulic land and
then in the last 10 to 15 years its being sold, so this land that leads onto these beaches
is now private, which has stopeed the community and the public from accessing these
beaches. so you have these public beaches which are completely cut offto the public.
So the only way to access them is to get a boat around to these beaches. 29:00 So to
enact my public right to use this beach I had to get a boat round and I had ... we were
going with the tides, so we had to go at 4 in the moming and being picked up at 3. So
there was this very short time span to make this film and so ... and I had done these
choreographies that I was gonna do on the beach and when I got to the beach they
completely changed and the choreographies or gestures became much more about

being in short ofto the sighl. But because...29:37 I wanted to do l6 mm because I
felt like you can be really experimental with that medium. Much as i was being on the
beach. Because with l6 mm you can...it's not like digital where you can play it back
and redo something, what you have is what you have ard you don't know what you
have till a week later. And I really love that kind of, like you may not have actually
anlthing at all. And this is really a kind ofwonderful bet that you're having with the
medium in a way. 30:06 And then someway that was appropriate to the idea. And
then ofcourse I'm interested in the way that these technologies have also created the
frame in which we view the past, so 4:3 that's a particular frame, that we kind of, you
krow, it's now an old wa-v, and now we have widescreen, so it's about this landscape
view. So I embedded the l6 mm in the HD wide lrame and left the black bits, because
i was interested injust keeping the fiame ofthe l6 mm, because that is for me part of
its materiality, it's its frame as well as ratio, size.30:54 And then I did.[the one 35
mm piece, that I've done is, 1... when my stepfather came to New Zealand he had a
role of35 mm film, I don't know where he got it from, but anyway, it stayed in our
freezer for years. So my whole life growing up, there was this role of35 mm in the
freezer. So it was this object amongst the frozen vegetables. And I was like, you

krow, (lacht) at first it was like this alien thing, like this round circular steel thing. we
were like "I don't even know what that is'' and then you get told that it's film and
you're like "I don't even know what film is". And then it was kind ofalways in the
back ofmy mind, right, growing up I would really love to do something with this one
day. so I ended up filming a piece using this film again recreating a lost ballett from
the Ballett russ. And this was "The Nightingale", which was this kind ofthis
apparition that the emperor has and then he ignores her and she flies offand he gets
given a mechanical nightingale. So he prefers this mechanical nightingale to the rea
nightingale. And when the real nightingale leaves, the mechanical nightingale breaks
down and the emperor gets really sick. And then the real nightingale comes back.
And the emperor gets better. So this kind of...l was interested in this kind ofI guess
myth ofthe nightingale. So I filmed the solo using the 35 mm filrn not knowing
would get an image, cause it was expired, it was like...it expired like years and years,
like 30 years ago, and I was kind...there was a part ofme that was really hoping that i
wouldn't get an an image, cause I would have loved to show a film with absolutely
no image, in a way. Orjust, like,just the scratches orthe materialtiy ofthe film with
no image. That was kind ofmy hope to go through all ofthis kind of procedure, say
work with a camera man, hire a space and then end up with nothing, that would have
been ideal, but unfortunately I did get an image. And it was (lacht) Ilford film, so
yeah even after like 30 years of being expired it was a beautiful image.

ifI

33:25
(beide lachen) So that's a long way ofsaying work (Unterbrechung da Festplatte voll)

B: There is another story I fmd quite interesting, a sculptural work ofyours, this
curtain dyed with Fanta and the history and how its been destroyed over the years.
The question would be ifthe gallery is the perfect space for you to exhibit or would
you also use other spaces, like outside or somewhere were a work can be effected by
the surroundings? Maybe you can tell the story ofthe cuftain?

35:18
S: So I made a work for. it was called VllaAmerica, and it's a backdrop made of silk
that I dyed in Fanta, which is the drink which is made by Coca Cola, which is nrade
from oranges, and different countries use diflerent dyes for it, but in New Zealand it's
like bright orange. And as soon as you soke the fabric in it the fabric takes on this
really fluoriscent orangc, it's quite tenitying. But I ve often made works, *erc I dyed
läbrics in coffcc and tea, Coca Cola and this evcryday materials, but they also speak
of kind of a I gucs, there is a essay thal I rea)ly like by lan Zwemonias were he talks
about the victors always often drink the drinks oftheir fbes. So you had like the
Americans drinking cofl'ee, thc British drinking tea frorn India, and the Germans
drinkinfFanta, which was apparently rnade tiom the olanges olSpain. so this kind of
vampiric drinking ofyour enernies, which is quite nice I think. lt's a great essay. And
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so hince the dying ofthese silks in these particular drinks. And yes this one I made
for a show, it was in this big kind ol'*,arehouse on top ofan is)and in sydney,
Coockucktoo lsland, and the...so the backdrop it was lluorescent orange ard I didn t
realize but it was this rvarehouse and it rvas Iike, you know, kind ofvery diny lloor
and the wind would kind of blorv through it, and when I came back in 3 month the
whole kind ofbackdrop had kind ofsacked on itself and halfofit was like moving
around the ground and it had holes in it and it rvas fiithy and I was like 2Oh nty god".
And then I kind of grerv to love the täct that this work had really experienced the
space and had taken it on. And had been, you could say', had been kind ofdanraged by
it. but in some rvay it's like this kind ofalchemical thing $'ere it's like...you knorv
this idea ofrust, but instead of like the rust is destroying the iron, rust loves iron. So,
which is a very nice way of kind of, for me. ofthinking about the curtain, or
something. And then I ended up...solesfully (?) fol this kind ofobject that was
completely tattered and filthy. And then I had to send it to this gallery somewhere
else and thcy emailed me "Ah can wc, it docsn't fit the spacc, can we cut it?" And i
was like "No". It's like \\hat is it about this objecl'.' Why, you knorv I spent like 3
weeks sowing, fringe, seeuring and dying this whole thing and its silk and its an
artwork why would you lvant to cut it? And then aliel the show they sent it back to
me and I opened it up and it had like a huge cut made out of the top, it had glue dlips
all over, paint spots all over it. And I was like "What the hell?" And this was like a
group shou I'm not gonna name the place, you knou', but in a good gallery. And I
was, you know...something about this object that because it's like maybe likc a
curlain or it's status is maybe not very clear, they...it just...l don't know. But then I
really loved the rvay that this...I really rvanna show it again, because I love the rvav
that this object has been trcated. And it reminds me of', I did some classes at the Moss
Cunningham school, I think in around 2008 and I was speaking with the dance
educator there and she was saying how up until recently the Rauschenberg costumes
had been kept, and backdrops, had.just been kept in sportsbags, and.just kind of like
kicking around the building. And it had only been rccently the curators head becomc
interested in these objects. That these objects kind of started being retiamed and
being pulled out ofthese sponsbags and I mean they are kind ofmy lävourite uorks
ofRauschenberg, they actually thcsc...the costumes that he did and the backdrops and
I like the status that they had u.hen the]' were just used bl, bodies, rolled up, tossed
into sportsbags, carried alound, there was no hierarchy kind of implicit or in the way
they were treated. So I feel like maybe this backdrop enters this kind ofdiscussion'l
Yeah.

40:37
U:Ok. Fertig?

B:Vielleicht noch eine Frage? We didn't at all adress the language question. You
using others texts. And then your own writing, maybe that would be somehow... So,
for this work The 4th Notebook you've been working on a text by Najinski (?), but

t
you also have your own writing practice. Where would you see the importance
language in your films?

of

S: So yeah with a work that I recently tinished called'I'he 4th Notebook I became
interested I guess in writing and then at the same time I was doing a lot more writing
myself, so writing has become I think a new tool in my practice. 4l:53 With the 4th
Notebook i was looking at this letter that Najinski had written as he was slipping into
shizophrenia and it's a letter that can not be translated from the original french.
Because he became more interested in the sound ofwords than the meanings and I
really was interested in this kind ofslipping the words from their meaning and so I
used... i had the letter write out as a score and then Beno Ohr who I collaborate with
created a choreography and then I ended up basically using really editing this quite
brutally actually and I think for me I was thinking of The Rite of Spring and
stawinskys choeography that's very kind of brutal and quite hard, especially in the
fute of Spring. And kind ofusing editing quite brutally to cut and role the body and
cut the body and cut the choreography. And then..and what i was interested in is that I
reealized in reading this later, cause Najinsky wasn't dancing at the time, because he
was kind ofslipping, he was really ill, but in reading this letteq i realized that he was
dancing tfuough writing and he was creating rhythm and he was creating movement.
And there were things that were very similar to ballett exercises like this repeating of
words over and over again and then transitioning into another rhJthm. Or another
kind of exercise. And that kind ofbecame interesting for me and thinking about what
I do as a maker and how I use these different tools, so flrlmmaking and image making,
which is film making, and sculpture and working with dance and then thinking
about...and then writing became another tool, and then rea.lizing, that each ofthese
different mediums demand a different part ofthe body and realizing that when I write
I write from a different part ofthe body as when I think about ob.ject making or
sculph.rre making and I think from different parts ofthe body when I think about film
or moving image. And then for me it became intersting to think about my practice
more only as a maker as more about this process oftransitioning betwwen all ofthese
mediums in a way which in some way then, i think my body as a dalcer were each of
these different mediums ask for different pert ofmy body to engage in this kind of
practice orthis kind ofconstallation of mediums. So I see wfiting as kind of
functioning in two ways at the moment, the first is i guess yeah this other part ofmy
body that is able to express myselfthrough this tool of writing and then the second
one is, I've been looking at a lot of female medieval mystic w ters and their
operations that they used in order to kind of subvert institutionalized knowledges and
writing basically through their own experience. And through their bodies. And using
autobiographies, fiction and imagination as subversive tools. Which I thinl really
ties into my interest in fiction and autobiography and that is kind ofrun through my
practice. And this construction I guess ofa place for those who not necessarily have a
place, so with this female mystic writers they were outside ofthe institution, they
were wrizing from the periphery. They were kind ofplaceless in a way and it's kind

of how I maybe view my own experience of the world. Ja. 46:00
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B: Gonna start with a very casual question. You are here quite a while now,
actually a few month, and I want to know ifyou have any special places in
Berlin, that you start to feel attached to, or places you like to go to?
E: I feel quite comfortable in this area" which is Williams- ähm sorry i
always say williamsburg, which is Charlottenburg. Because when I come
to...

B: Sorry, maybe we have to start it again
E: Ja. So I'm really attached to this are4 where I live, where is my
apartment, in Charlottenburg, because when I come to Berlin before
never get to...

Miko wird

-4
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nochmal eingestellt.

E: I quite like this area, where this apartment here is, because when I came
before in Berlin I never get into this kind area which is far from the center
and when you live here for a while you discover that it's a kind of small
city in itself, like I thinlk every part of Berlin. For me Berlin is not like a
city it's more like a country because it's really huge and really diverse and
1S the east, west, which is more part of the.
or the river and the edge
(?)
ch
me, like a strange edge because it's close foreign (kurzes
Stottem) this kind ofcountry that I don't really know, and yes i tried to be
comfortable here in this area and to trv to tind my way of living here. And
r me that was more im
t to discov er the other arear But I was m
Berlin before, for 3 month, once and for every Biennale for example, so
yes I was more interested in discovering the close close area of Berlin.
B: Your studio is in Wedding, so there's quite a big contrast to
Charlottenburg also,
E: Yes and it's also something really interesting to be in quite totally
different areas ofthe city and I like the...

B: I forgot to explain, that the questions won't be heard in the interview, so
you have to repeat them.

E: On the other hand my studio is in Wedding, which is totally different

a

area from here. It's more popular area and I quite like it, yes, I like the
contrast between the two, area, because i have to take the metro to go there
and when you go out of the metro in Wedding and come back here, or the
inverse, it's really like to be in two different country as I said before.

B:And give the shops or materials you find here give some kind of
inspiration to you? Like something you haven't seen somewhere else?

E: In fact when I'm in residency I go first to shops. I think it's first for the
everyday live you need things to live and to arrange your own
environment. But I also like to go to shop because you can see the way
people live in the area and what different object you can find like domestic
thing for the everyday life and precisely I work with things from everyday
life. And so when I went to Wedding, I begin to walk around and i didn't
really saw very exotic thing, but I saw this really strange for me big shop,
which is Lidl and, I don't remember the name the oth ... Penny? Yes
Penny. And that wa sreally interesting, for example in the Lidl, which is
really close to my street, you know, there is this product, this lebber (?)
that you can see in every shop in Europe, I guess, but in this shop they
look different. I don't know why, but they look like more... not really...they
don't have the same reality as in shop where you are used to go. And so it
was a kind of way to begin my works, this strangeness of the product, of
the lebbers in this really big big big shop with bright light. And the people
go there to find some cloth, to find domestic thing, to find food, and so I
begin to work with fabrics that I found in the area, fabric for doing
fumiture or curtain, really not stuff for wearing, and I has buy some food
and I put the food on the fabrics. I really didn't know what I wanted to do,
because it was a kind of feeling I had in this shop, this contact, and it's two
things that you need to live it's to eat something and to be covered by
something, and really kind of intuitively I put this things together and then,
I don't remember why, but I was not able to go to the studio lor a while,
and when I go back I say "Oh my god, everything will be mold". And in
lact it is so dry here, in Berlin it's more dry than in Belgium, in Belgium it
will have been a total disaster, but here the air dryer so evrything was dry
and the surface was quite interesting. So I decided to work with that. So
that was the beginning of my work in my studio in Wedding, it was to
work with fabrics and foods. So it really typicalty for me, it's not really

exotic but it's something, which is quite strange for me.
B: You are working with all kinds of processes, different states of matter,
has this always been the case or did you have a more classical approach to
sculpture and painting in the begiming?
E: When I go to school i think I had a quite classical approach, which was
more about drawing, but I already did some installation with Durst (?) and
things that you find in the place where you want to show something for
example, but it was not really a current thing to do that, because I go out of
school in the 80ies. And so after that, after to be able to detach myself
from school I begin to work with everyday object and I really interested in
the way that we look at object, because for me there is not object as dead
object, evry object is in a way alive, but we have the habit to seperate all in
different orders. The natural things, animals, vegetables, not vegetables,
but the vegetale world, the animal world and the human world and all sorts
of worlds of inanimate objects. And lbr me every object have his own life
and I interested in seeing what can, I don't know, what kind of trip I can do
with an object? So it's something which comes from the nature olthe
object and also from the way that I deal with the object. And the object tell
me a lot more about how the world is working, than an inanimate object.
It's not really clear... for example in some drawing, that's a really simple
example, in some drawing I repeat always the same gesture, during hours,
sometimes weeks, sometimes month, and it's a reaction of the drawing at
this gesture will make the drawing. So it was not something that I can
really decide, it's the paper or the qualis ofthe paper, or the quality ofthe
fabric, because I also do drawings on fabrics, which in a way decide or
deal me where we go together, it's really like a joumey with an object and
ajoumey to reveal what is the object in fact.

B:You also work a lot with uncontrollable processes, leaving a lot ofthe
decisions to the material, and then I guess your work comes in at a later
point, when you select the ones you pick out ofthe many experiences you
made over time. Dann kurz auf französisch, Werknamen?

E: I think I'm a kind ofperson who have to feel physically the thing, to
experiment, to touch the thing, to see a place or an object. It's the same for
place where I want to propoise a project and in a way I have this feeling
that the objects in a way call me. It's not really me who decides, but the

objects call me and I try to find what they have in itself. And I never
know... I was never able to do something out ofnothing. I am not at all
somebody who can do a very I don't know, intellectual process and then to
decide and to make it after a long moment of reflection. The reflection
come with the way I work with the objects. So the reflection come from
the process and from what happen with the object. But when I say object
it's really large, it's not only small object, it can be huge object, but I never
know...

B: For example?
E: It can be, I don't know, for example very very small thing. I worked
once with another technology, with a scientist, to, not a huge object, but
quite huge, like, I don't know, some big flag or thing which doing
something in a huge landscape for example, and yes it's never out ofthe
blue, it's always something. And in a lot of situation it's really intuitive,
it's only afterm, when the thing is done, that I realize that I had before this
kind ofreference. I have to discover it after or during the process, but it's
never happened that i decide to write a project and to do it after. That's not
the way I work.
B: Youjust mentioned the interest for scientific research, you've been
working in a lot of fields. Where did that come from, was there a specific
encounter that you wanted to approach the material also from this
scientific side?
E: I don't remember when I begin or was first time I was working with
scientist, but what is interesting when you have the possibility to work
with scientists - at the beginning you feel that secientists are also seaking
something, or in research of something, but a lot ofthem they don't know
at all what they are searching. And that's really intersting, because it's not
like, for example in january (?) we want to do an object that is working
and they try to do the same object all ofthe time, they try that the object is
the same all the time, but scientific, when they work in the field of
fundamental research, in fact they don't really know it. They try thing,
they have a field, but in a way they are like artists, because they think
about some possibility ofthing and then they try maybe to prove that it's
possible but they don't really care. I think, for me the one I encounter, they
were like that and they... it was the same, because the ... the way to do

reseerch, the joumey was more important for them to the result. But it take
time for them to explain that. And I really like it to work with some of
them, because a laboratory when it is a nice laboratory they is a lot precollage (collage französisch betont) in it. And I work also with a lot ofprecollage. I don't have really technical thing, it's only always pre-collage
and when I do a video for example, ifyou see, ifyou can see the making
of it's really a big big pre-collage. And there is some laboratory where you
find the same kind ofpre-collage, because they have to invent some
instrument for seeing for examplke and they try to have some lense and
you see this kind ofobject completely like a sculptureq but it's sculpture
of to look at thing and to film thing. So it's really interesting to work with
this way with scientific, which are like craftmen and in the other hand I
also like to work with really craftmen, or craftpeople, because there is a

kind of intelligence

of

(Hier Abbruch)
0.0

B: two places ...
E: Favorite place not really, I like the Spre and as it so round I real ly like
the lake we try to go to the lake sometimes B ut no
n t reaffy-fiave
favorite plaCEbht I like to go around the city which is really huge and
re
o
sol Ive in Charlottenburg which is
a kind ofbourgeois area but not in a bad sense. lt is really a nice area I like
to be there. And I work here in Wedding which is totally different because
it is really a popular area. Ald but what I like regarding the two area and
when to the opportunity to stay for a long time is the way that you feel
stranger and I like the situation to feel a stranger in a city because for
example this area it is very popular and there is a lot ofpeople who come
from different country and but still it is their area and you feel like a
stranger and I like this idea to feel like a stranger but not in a bad way, but
in the way that you are more open to see the different details ofthe life in a
way when you are in a stranger situation. For me it is kind ol'imporlant to
makc y ourself as a stranger. Nol as a tourist, because u hcn l ou visit thc
citl' firr a le* da1s. \ ou arc tolrrist. ßut hcrc it is quitc ditl'crcnt. Because
1,ou live here, hut in another \\'av !ou don't belong herc. And that is really
lol me intcresting tcgarding living in a city it rnake _vou live more wide
than to sta)'in a place rvhere you belong to.

_--
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B: (Komplett unverständlich . .. material work
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3.5

E: I allways when I am in a city for al long time like in a residency the first
thing I went to the first thing I went to were shops like everybody because
you have buy stufffor your living and you I have to buy stuff for the
studio. Ald for me almost always a point of departure for a trip in my
work. For example here in Wedding there is few shop but there is this kind
of huge discount shop, and when I went there it was quite strange for me,
because in my home country I never really went to this kind of shop. And I
was interested - I don't know why but I have this feeling that it was the
winter- early spring but still very cold and I had this feeling that people
which is not a feelings it is true that people go there to have the very
rudimentary thing for living for example food and clothes and things for
7 domestic life. And so I decided and don't know really why but I decided to
buy food and to buy some fabrics very ordinary fabrics but kind of fabrics
that you use for fumiture or curtains domestic finger - kind of fabrics you
use for clothing - and I decided to stretch these fabric on canvas, and to
put the food on the surface, so you have these two things very different,
but recorded to the body together and then I was not in the studio for few
days and when I come back a lot ofthe food were dried and in fact it was
quite interesting to have something kind of anthropologic the way that
people something that the people use for their home live here and to put
that together and to have a kind of situation of the in this square which was
really like a landscape because it was dry because the air is really dry and
in Berlin regarding where I live usually - and will never had that in
Belgium, where I live because it is so wet, but here it was so dry, so I have
this surprise to discover thing like that white thing here.
6.6
B: Question not to understand ...
6.9
E: It was new to use blood. Because I used that almost 20 years ago for
doing drawings very precise drawing with unfold with square like the kind
of fold ofpaper that architect use so I also do this drawing with human
blood on a very human and geometric and Cartesian paper, and so the
blood not really dried because the blood don't dried it calculate and this
made the paper to move in a way and this thing between the paper and the
blood was a kind of reaction which was for me quite interesting and I
wanted try to redo that because I know it was quite painful to do that
because there is a smell there is the way that you have to keep the blood in

JL

the fridge and after the fridge it is quite you have to have a very specific
logistic. And also this drawing I had to do that in one day because
change
stopped do it the paper was so much moving by the blood that
it was impossible to reput some blood the day after. So I was working for
example from five in the moming to ten in the evening nonstop. And I
tried that here and I say, no, that was something, that I did once, but I don't
do it again, I don't want to do it again. So instead I buy some blood in a
butchery and I put it on canvas directly, like I put the food. And I wanted
to do kind of flake with this blood, and so there was a kind of accident, the
blood was shetching and drying too in a very interesting way for me,
because it become like leather, old leather. So continue it to do this
process.
9.4
B: (too low)

ifl

ifl

10.6

E: In fact, I don't react the feeling that I really choose the object but more
that they choose me and it is way two thing together so one material with
another it can be fabric or mood it can be fabric with graphing it can be
drawing on paper and sometime it is a very very quick process and
sometime it is very a very long process and for me it is important to have
this state of mind where I let the object or the materiality of the thing to
work themselves. I do a kind of situation between the object and me and
we go along together for a while sometime is really short sometime it is
really long but I don't really decide so much in the process it is more the
object or the fact that I put two kind of materiality together we decide and
I like this idea to know this interest even not so pursuable to the thing I
like the way that the thing can talk or behave like they want to behave.
And that I think I must present in every piece. I don't have all the contrary
I like to lost control.
B: Question ...
t2.6
E: Yes, it was a collaboration with animals. I did some piece in Mexiko
three years ago I think. And it was a process of capillarity between fabric
and different thing I found there, but I didn't found any ink - I was in a
small village. And I didnl found any black ink or thing like that. So I use a
thing that I found like here I use a thing that I found in this village like
wine coffee and things that are used in the consummation. And I did a lot
of this piece with capillarity where the wine or the coffee was invaded on
the surface ofthe fabric and I was quite satisfier with the results - so I

went for a trip to see a pyramid for almost a week, and when I come back
everything was different, everything was changed because either the dried
wine and the dry coffee and it was interesting for me because you can see
the remains of something and the traces of the ants but it was something
different. And I didn't control that. And it was kind of funny, because
people always say, it is a disaster, because you lose all this work, and I say,
no. It is better ... so this kind of accident is sometime really more
interesting. The literal process of a work.

B:?
15.3

E: I can be view as symbolic, but for me it is really wide. I prefer ...
15.6

c

E: O.k. when I use cupper or silver or gold sometime it is sometimes foil
sometime it is a different it is dust of this material it is for me not symbolic
I want it to be used really wide, so I begin the process of doing that this
foil ofprecious metal are usually put on solids, not on soft material. And I
put them on very stuffmaterial like fabric or blanket or piece like that. And
for me it is not symbolic it is more wide than that because I wanted this
feeling of materiality that maybe change and become different become
darker or greener if it is out of cupper of example the gold will stay more
or less like it is, but there was this conhast between this thing which is
really precious which is used for decoration and to put it on a very
mondain object like blanket it is never new blanket it is what I found in
play market and it is a way to make for me a kind of enlivenment of the
object, or maybe some people can see a kind ofreligious thing because
gold for example was always used in the tradition the .. . yes I come ... it
was used in the orthodox ... it was used and is still used in orthodox
painting so that is a way to see it. (l'iridcr r on tlcr (it,ldtlcckc
rr rihrendclc:scn ) For example I choose that once in Moscow, and I choose
that ... my tongue is not good. So I have to concentrate, for example I
have used that once in Moscow I did I think it was five or seven blanket
which were green. All different all from army or different place. And I put
gold on it, a square ofgold, ofcourse regarding the situation ofthe URSS
- no, ofRussia. To have a green color associate to Russia, I didn't know
why, it was something the feeling was yes, good. The fact, that I put some
gold in it, was a kind of reminiscence of the Malewitch suprematisme, I
saw a kind ofthere was a kind ofrelation between the iconic tradition of
the orthodox church and then when I was in Moscow and visit Moscow I
saw so much icons of the guy which was I don't remember his name, it

was a sint, but in every icon in Russia we have no clothes at all it is naked,
but he is naked with the gold in his bach so was really a kind of
interesting thing for me. But it is more wide than that. It tells to the way
that for me this kind of object it was one that I have in my grandmother
home for example and it was a kind of comfort and so I remember we
made some tents some beds for me it is really reminiscence of something
from childhood, and to put gold on it- I don't know it was only an
intuitive thing and then it make me feel after a while it was like for
example when you take the shoes ofyour children the first shoes ofyour
children and you put it on bronze to have a kind of souvenir, it was in a
way the same kind of experiment too. It is quite wide it really depends on
the situation where it is . . . but it is true that the first time I use it was for
specific show in a chapel in Bretagne in France. There was a real relation
between the religion and the object. So .. .
20.9

B: Question
21.5

E: It is really a strange object, the flag, because it is only a piece offabric
and a hair and a poor. But it is really two object, but when you put it
together it mean it can mean a lot ofthing because it can be also very
symbolic and the first I use it it was to show the sky in fact, a transparent
flag and I wanted in fact to be able to look at the sky for hours because I
really like that and I had this idea to do this transparent flag because I was
in a frontier between two countries, so I decided to this more politic when
I decided it and then when I was looking at it at this object during hours to
do a video about it because I don't want to show it in real instead of film it,
then I had this feeling that s§ is a plastical representation I painting every
paint add like to represent s§ and also it is a little bit like the s§ is
become fluid - you have this - on second hand you have this (?) which has
a kind of drapd on the sky and I think it was very pictural in a way. Like
always there is different point of view that you have regarding this flag of
course the first one people will see about politics but I think it is other way
to have a look at it. For example t}lis flag with hair, that I did last year, I
was in the Martinique island and as ever I go to shops to see what happen
here what is live in this island I like to go to shop, and I also like to go to
see craft people. And in fact in Martinique there is really really few
craftmen or craftwomen for sociological political reason that I don't want
to explain it maybe too long. But there is this kind of livecraft which is the
shop where the people because they are mostly from Africa at the

begirming - and they go in the shop and there is a lot ofshop of this kind
there, and they do all kind of different creation with the hair. And I was
really fascinated about that. So I decided to buy this long black hair, which
we not be former use obviously and I hang them a cord de linge ... on a
cord or tie for the clothes so it was vertical and I really like it to see it in
the wind and then I think ofcourse it is like a flag, it is only on the other
sense. So I decided to show it to do a flag with that. And in the maintime I
was reading the r+riting the novels and the essays ofEdouard Glisson - he
is from the Martinique and he was buried there, and I wanted to go to see
the village where was his grave, because I was really moved by his history
about creolisation, he is the guy who invented the idea oftout le mondes
the all worlds, and he is maybe one of the first one who really made a kind
of statement of concept ofall this colonization ofthe world which for him
was only the way to mix all the people the only way to make the world
evolve in a way, and he has so decided in Paris this institute du tout le
monde, and I wanted to see his grave and on the road to go to this small
village I stop at the memorial and there was this memorial on the beach,
and there in the early ninety century there was a ship with slaves who
broke on the rocks and there were 300 or more they don't really know
because they didn't know it was not it was kind pirate boat with slaves and
so all these people died there, and it was really moving for me, and on the
same times the book of Glisson, and so I decided yes, this flag here make
really sense, so I went to this place to the specific place to shoot this flag.
Yes it is politic - you can see that it is politic but it is also anthropologic
and it is also a little bit erotic because it is hair, so to make a flag with hair
we can also - hair is really erotic it is something that is not - there is a
reason why in some culture you hide your hair I think it is really an erotic
part of the woman and the man. And so again you can see it from different
point ofview. Ifyou know where it was done it make sense, because it is
a village of Edouard Glisson it is a place with this boat and it is a kind
there is a kind of echo what happen in the Mediterranean - when I did it to
be honest it was only I wanted to do this flag with air and it is only after
that I put everything together and I was able to understand what I did
really. But it was only intuitive at the beginning.
28.8
B: (Question)
E: My thing is maybe more interesting to go for there explain the process.
Because I think the scientist it something yes I did but it is not so
important the relationship between the craftmen and the scientists, but it is

quite dilTicult to explain in one sentence, it is something really you have to
go in the field ofphilosophy and the technical and the way society, and it
is quite huge because because science science has a bad image and craft
also a bad image for me in our society and for me it is a kind of divid
society, and went twice in country where there was kind of dictatorship
and I don't know if it is a reality everywhere but I have the feeling that
when there is a dictatorship they try to erase the craftmen, because it is a
poor of doing thing which is I don't know ljust saw that I didn't do any
theory about that, but it can be interesting to do some research, about ...

3r.0
U: What is this object that is besides you
E: That's in process. It is I can explai n.. it is a red blanket there is
-aliöthEr-olTe in the other room, so it is two red blanket and I am doing we
are in the process ofcovering it again with fotd ofgold and that is for a
show in the convention (?) in Dijon in the fall, and these two pieces I
wanted to show them because the show will be around what is this rural
situation of Dijon. Aad this place which is rich because of the wine and but
for me Dijon is really related with the jugement demier, which is a
polyptique which is in Beaune really close to Dijon and I saw it when I
was five and all the thing which are dominant in this polyptique for me is
the red and the gold. So it is only a small there a small relationship
between this two piece in Dijon and this polyptique. But this polyptique
will be present in different way on this show, for example there will be a
gold ballon which will go the hair and also this blood painting or lake I
don't know how to call it because the foot ofthe Christ, there is blood on it
and the blood and the wine for rqe are really related not for me but for a lot
-of-religion and a lot of tradition. I
33.3
B: (Question)

i3.t
E: I think it is a good idea to show it there and also in the show ... I think
it is because it is really specific ...but there is no sound ... we can not
choose it because of that because I can not remember what I said - because
the sound was not - is not good at all.
34.7
35.7

E: I am not at all in the mood ...
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B: Gonna start with a very casual question. You are here quite a while now,
actually a few month, and I want to know ifyou have any special places in
Berlin, that you start to feel attached to, or places you like to go to?
E: I feel quite comfortable in this area, which is Williams- ähm sorry i
always say williamsburg, which is Charlottenburg. Because when I come
to...

B: Sorry, maybe we have to start it again.
E: Ja. So I'm really attached to this area, where I live, where is my
apartment, in Charlottenburg, because when I come to Berlin before I
never get to...

Mikro wird nochmal eingestellt.
E: I quite like this are4 where this apartment here is, because when I came
before in Berlin I never get into this kind area which is far from the center
and when you live here for a while you discover that it's a kind of small
city in itself, like I thinlk every part of Berlin. For me Berlin is not like a
city it's more like a coun§, because it's really huge and really diverse and
there is the east, west, which is more part of the... or the river and the edge
(?) which is for me, like a strange edge because it's close foreign (kurzes
Stottem) this kind of country that I don't really know, and yes i tried to be
comfortable here in this area and to try to find my way of living here. And
for me that was more important to discover the other area. But I was in
Berlin before, for 3 month, once and for every Biennale for example, so
yes I was more interested in discovering the close close area of Berlin.

B: Your studio is in Wedding, so there's quite a big contrast to
Charlottenburg also,
E: Yes and it's also something really interesting to be in quite totally
different areas ofthe city and I like the...

B: I forgot to explain, that the questions won't be heard in the interview, so
you have to repeat them.
E: On the other hand my studio is in Wedding, which is totally diflerent

area from here. It's more popular area and I quite like it, yes, I like the
conffast between the two, area, because i have to take the metro to go there
and when you go out of the metro in Wedding and come back here, or the
inverse, it's really like to be in two different country as I said before.

B: And give the shops or materials you find here give some kind of
inspiration to you? Like something you haven't seen somewhere else?

E: In fact when I'm in residency I go first to shops. I think it's first for the
everyday live you need things to live and to arrange your own
environment. But I also like to go to shop because you can see the way
people live in the area and what different object you can find like domestic
thing for the everyday life and precisely I work with things from everyday
life. And so when I went to Wedding, I begin to walk around and i didn't
really saw very exotic thing, but I saw this really strange for me big shop,
which is Lidl and, I don't remember the name the oth ... Penny? Yes
Penny. And that wa sreally interesting, for example in the Lidl, which is
really close to my sffeet, you know, there is this product, this lebber (?)
that you can see in every shop in Europe, I guess, but in this shop they
look different. I don't know why, but they look like more... not really...they
don't have the same reality as in shop where you are used to go. And so it
was a kind of way to begin my works, this shangeness ofthe product, of
the lebbers in this really big big big shop with bright light. And the people
go there to find some cloth, to find domestic thing, to find food, and so I
begin to work with fabrics that I found in the area, fabric for doing
fumiture or curtain, really not stuff for wearing, and I has buy some food
and I put the food on the fabrics. I really didn't know what I wanted to do,
because it was a kind of f'eeling I had in this shop, this contact, and it's two
things that you need to live it's to eat something and to be covered by
something, and really kind ofintuitively I put this things together and then,
I don't remember why, but I was not able to go to the studio for a while,
and when I go back I say "Oh my god, ever).thing will be mold". And in
fact it is so dry here, in Berlin it's more dry than in Belgium, in Belgium it
will have been a total disastet but here the air dryer so evrything was dry
and the surface was quite interesting. So I decided to work with that. So
that was the beginning of my work in my studio in Wedding, it was to
work with fabrics and foods. So it really typically for me, it's not really

exotic but it's something, which is quite strange for me
B: You are working with all kinds of processes, different states of matter,
has this always been the case or did you have a more classical approach to
sculpture and painting in the beginning?
E: When I go to school i think I had a quite classical approach, which was
more about drawing, but I already did some installation with Durst (?) and
things that you find in the place where you want to show something for
example, but it was not really a current thing to do that, because I go out of
school in the 80ies. And so after that, after to be able to detach myself
from school I begin to work with everyday object and I really interested in
the way that we look at object, because for me there is not object as dead
object, evry object is in a way alive, but we have the habit to seperate all in
different orders. The natural things, animals, vegetables, not vegetables,
but the vegetale world, the animal world and the human world and all sorts
of worlds of inanimate objects. And for me every object have his own life
and I interested in seeing what can, I don't know, what kind of trip I can do
with an object? So it's something which comes from the nature of the
object and also fiom the way that I deal with the object. And the object tell
me a lot more about how the world is working, than an inanimate object.
It's not really clear... for example in some drawing, that's a really simple
cxample, in some drawing I repeat always the same gesture, during hours,
sometimes weeks, sometimes month, and it's a reaction of the drawing at
this gesture will make the drawing. So it was not something that I can
really decide, it's the paper or the quality of the paper, or the quality ofthe
fabric, because I also do drawings on fabrics, which in a way decide or
deal me where we go together, it's really like a joumey with an object and
ajoumey to reveal what is the object in fact.
B: You also work a lot with uncontrollable processes, leaving a lot ofthe
decisions to the material, and then I guess your work comes in at a later
point, when you select the ones you pick out olthe many experiences you
made over time. Dann kurz auf französisch, Werknamen?
E: I think I'm a kind ofperson who have to feel physically the thing, to
experiment, to touch the thing, to see aplace or an object. lt's the same for
place where I want to propoise a project and in a way I have this leeling
that the objects in a way call me. It's not really me who decides, but the

objects call me and I try to find what they have in itself And I never
know... I was never able to do something out ofnothing. I am not at all
somebody who can do a very, I don't know, intellectual process and then to
decide and to make it after a long moment of reflection. The reflection
come with the way I work with the objects. So the reflection come from
the process and fiom what happen with the object. But when I say object
it's really large, it's not only small object, it can be huge object, but I never
know...

B: For example?
E: It can be, I don't know, for example very very small thing. I worked
once with another technology, with a scientist, to, not a huge object, but
quite huge, like, I don't know some big flag or thing which doing
something in a huge landscape for example, and yes it's never out of the
blue, it's always something. And in a lot of situation it's really intuitive,
it's only afterm, when the thing is done, that I realize that I had before this
kind ofreference. I have to discover it after or during the process, but it's
never happened that i decide to write a project and to do it after. That's not
the way I work.

B: Youjust mentioned the interest for scientific research, you've been
working in a lot of fields. Where did that come from, was there a specific
encounter that you wanted to approach the material also from this
scientific side?
E: I don't remember when I begin or was first time I was working with
scientist, but what is interesting when you have the possibility to work
with scientists - at the beginning you feel that secientists are also seaking
something, or in research of something, but a lot ofthem they don't know
at all what they are searching. And that's really intersting, because it's not
like, for example in january (?) we want to do an object that is working
and they try to do the same object all of the time, they try that the object is
the same all the time, but scientific, when they work in the field of
fundamental research, in fact they don't really know it. They try thing,
they have a field, but in a way they are like artists, because they think
about some possibility ofthing and then they try maybe to prove that it's
possible but they don't really care. I think, for me the one I encounter, they
were like that and they... it was the same, because the ... the way to do

research, the joumey was more important for them to the result. But it take
time for them to explain that. And I really like it to work with some of
them, because a laboratory when it is a nice laboratory they is a lot precollage (collage französisch betont) in it. And I work also with a lot ofprecollage. I don't have really technical thing, it's only always pre-collage
and when I do a video for example, ifyou see, ifyou can see the making
of it's really a big big pre-collage. And there is some laboratory where you
find the same kind ofpre-collage, because they have to invent some
instrument for seeing for examplke and they try to have some lense and
you see this kind ofobject completely like a sculpturer, but it's sculpture
of to look at thing and to film thing. So it's really interesting to work with
this way with scientific, which are like craftmen and in the other hand I
also like to work with really craftmen, or craftpeople, because there is a

kind of intelligence of

(IIier Abbruch)
0.0
B: two places ...
E: Favorite place not really, I like the Spree and as it so round I really like
the lake we try to go to the lake sometimes. But no I don't really have
favorite place but I like to go around the city which is really huge and
regarding the two places where I stay so I live in Charlottenburg which is
a kind ofbourgeois area but not in a bad sense. It is really a nice area I like
to be there. And I work here in Wedding which is totally different because
it is really a popular area. And but what I like regarding the two area and
when to the opportunity to stay for a long time is the way that you feel
stranger and I like the situation to feel a stranger in a city because for
example this area it is very popular and there is a lot of people who come
from different country and but still it is their area and you feel like a
stranger and I like this idea to feel like a stranger but not in a bad way, but
in the way that you are more open to see the different details ofthe life in a
way when you are in a stranger situation. I-or me it is kind ol'important to
make y'oursell'as a straliger. Not as a tourist" bccausc u licn I'ou visit thc
city lbr a fc» da1.'s, \ou arc tourist. But hcrc it is quitc dilicrcnt. Bccause
1,ou live here, but in another way you don't hclong hcrc. And that is really
tbr rre interesting regarding living in u citl it rnake ),ou lir c more lvide
than to sta],in a place r.vhere vou belong 1o.
3.1

B: (Komplett unverständlich ... material work ... )
3.5

t,: I allways when I am in a ci§ for al long time like in a residency the first
thing I went to the first thing I went to were shops like everybody because
you have buy stuff for your living and you I have to buy stuff for the
studio. And for me almost always a point of departure for a trip in my
work. For example here in Wedding there is few shop but there is this kind
of huge discount shop, and when I went there it was quite strange for me,
because in my home country I never really went to this kind of shop. And I
was interested - I don't know why but I have this feeling that it was the
winter - early spring but still very cold and I had this feeling that people
which is not a feelings it is true that people go there to have the very
rudimentary thing for living for example food and clothes and things for
domestic life. And so I decided and don't know really why but I decided to
buy food and to buy some fabrics very ordinary fabrics but kind of fabrics
that you use for fumiture or curtains domestic finger - kind of fabrics you
use for clothing - and I decided to stretch these fabric on canvas, and to

put the food on the surface, so you have these two things very different,
but recorded to the body together and then I was not in the studio for few
days and when I come back a lot ofthe food were dried and in fact it was
quite interesting to have something kind ofanthropologic the way that
people something that the people use for their home live here and to put
that together and to have a kind of sihration ofthe in this square which was
really like a landscape because it was dry because the air is really dry and
in Berlin regarding where I live usually - and will never had that in
Belgium, where I live because it is so wet, but here it was so dry, so I have
this surprise to discover thing like that white thing here.
6.6
B: Question not to understand ...
6.9
E: lt was new to use biood. Because I used that almost 20 years ago for
doing drawings very precise drawing with untbld with square like the kind
of fold of paper that architect use so I also do this drawing with human
blood on a very human and geometric and Cartesian paper, and so the
blood not really dried because the blood don't dried it calculate and this
made the paper to move in a way and this thing between the paper and the
blood was a kind of reaction which was for me guite interesting pnd I
wanted try to redo that because I know it was quite painful to do that
because there is a smell there is the way that you have to keep the blood in

the fridge and after the fridge it is quite you have to have a very specific
logistic. And also this drawing I had to do that in one day because
change
stopped do it the paper was so much moving by the blood that
it was impossible to reput some blood the day after. So I was working for
example from five in the moming to ten in the evening nonstop. And I
tried that here and I say, no, that was something, that I did once, but I don't
do it again, I don't want to do it again. So instead I buy some blood in a
butchery and I put it on canvas directly, like I put the food. And I wanted
to do kind of flake with this blood, and so there was a kind ofaccident, the
blood was stretching and drying too in a very interesting way for me,
because it become like leather, old leather. So continue it to do this
process.
9.4
B: (too low)

ifl

ifl

10.6

E: In fact, I don't react the feeling that I really choose the object but more
that they choose me and it is way two thing together so one material with
another it can be fabric or mood it can be fabric with graphing it can be
drawing on paper and sometime it is a very very quick process and
sometime it is very a very long process and for me it is important to have
this state of mind where I let the object or the materiality of the thing to
work themselves. I do a kind of situation between the object and me and
we go along together for a while - sometime is really short sometime it is
really long but I don't really decide so much in the process it is more the
object or the fact that I put two kind of materiality together we decide and
I like this idea to know this interest even not so pursuable to the thing I
like the way that the thing can talk or behave like they want to behave.
And that I think I must present in every piece. I don't have all the conmry
I like to lost control.
B: Question...
12.6
E: Yes, it was a collaboration with animals. I did some piece in Mexiko
three years ago I think. And it was a process of capillarity between fabric
and different thing I found there, but I didn't found any ink - I was in a
small village. And I didn't found any black ink or thing like that. So I use a
thing that I found like here I use a thing that I found in this village like
wine coffee and things that are used in the consummation. And I did a lot
of this piece with capillarity where the wine or the coffee was invaded on
t}re surface ofthe fabric and I was quite satisfier with the results - so I

went for a trip to see a pyramid for almost a week, and when I come back
everything was different, everything was changed because either the dried
wine and the dry coffee and it was interesting for me because you can see
the remains of something and the traces of the ants but it was something
different. And I didn't control that. And it was kind of furury, because
people always say, it is a disaster, because you lose all this work, and I say,
no. It is better ... so this kind of accident is sometime really more
interesting. The literal process ofa work.

B:?
l s.3

E: I can be view as symbolic, but for me it is really wide. I prefer . ..
r

5.6

E: O.k. when I use cupper or silver or gold sometime it is sometimes foil
sometime it is a different it is dust of this material it is for me not symbolic
I want it to be used really wide, so I begin the process ofdoing that this
foil ofprecious metal are usually put on solids, not on soft material. And I
put them on very stuff material like fabric or blanket or piece like that. And
for me it is not symbolic it is more wide than that because I wanted this
feeling of materiality that maybe change and become different become
darker or greener if it is out of cupper of example the gold will stay more
or less like it is, but there was this contrast between this thing which is
really precious which is used for decoration and to put it on a very
mondain object like blanket it is never new blanket it is what I found in
play market and it is a way to make for me a kind of enlivenment of the
object, or maybe some people can see a kind ofreligious thing because
gold for example was always used in the hadition the . .. yes I come ... it
was used in the orthodox ... it was used and is still used in orthodox
painting so that is a way to see it. tIliklu ron dcr ( iolddccLc
u rih lcndclcsscn ) For example I choose that once in Moscow, and I choose
that ... my tongue is not good. So I have to concentrate, for example I
have used that once in Moscow I did I think it was five or seven blanket
which were green. All different all from army or different place. And I put
gold on it, a squ.ue ofgold, ofcourse regarding the situation ofthe URSS
- no, ofRussia. To have a green color associate to Russia, I didn't know
why, it was something the feeling was yes, good. The fact, that I put some
gold in,it, was a kind of reminiscence of the Malewitch suprematisme, I
saw a kind of there was a kind ofrelation between the iconic tradition of
the orthodox church and then when I was in Moscow and visit Moscow I
saw so much icons of the guy which was I don't remember his name, it

was a sint, but in every icon in Russia we have no clothes at all it is naked,
but he is naked with the gold in his back, so was really a kind of
interesting thing for me. But it is more wide than that. It tells to the way
that for me this kind of object it was one that I have in my grandmother
home for example and it was a kind of comfort and so I remember we
made some tents some beds for me it is really reminiscence of something
from childhood, and to put gold on it - I don't know it was only an
intuitive thing and then it make me feel after a while it was like for
example when you take the shoes ofyour children the first shoes ofyour
children and you put it on bronze to have a kind of souvenir, it was in a
way the same kind of experiment too. It is quite wide it really depends on
the situation where it is ... but it is true that the first time I use it was for
specific show in a chapel in Bretagne in France. There was a real relation
between the religion and the object. So .. .
20.9

B: Question
21.s
E: It is really a strange object, the flag, because it is only a piece of fabric
and a hair and a poor. But it is really two object, but when you put it
together it mean it can mean a lot ofthing because it can be also very
symbolic and the first I use it it was to show the s§ in fact, a transparent
flag and I wanted in fact to be able to look at the s§ for hours because I
really like that and I had this idea to do this transparent flag because I was
in a frontier between two countries, so I decided to this more politic when
I decided it and then when I was looking at it at this object during hours to
do a video about it because I don't want to show it in real instead of film it,
then I had this feeling that sky is a plastical representation I painting every
paint add like to represent sky and also it is a little bit like the s§ is
become fluid you have this - on second hand you have this (?) which has
a kind of drapd on the s§ and I think it was very pictural in a way. Like
always there is different point of view that you have regarding this flag of
course the first one people will see about politics but I think it is other way
to have a look at it. For example this flag with hair, that I did last year, I
was in the Martinique island and as ever I go to shops to see what happen
here what is live in this island I like to go to shop, and I also like to go to
see craft people. And in fact in Martinique there is really really few
crafonen or craftwomen for sociological political reason that I don't want
to explain it maybe too long. But there is this kind of livecraft which is the
shop where the people because they are mostly from Africa at the

and they go in tlle shop and there is a lot of shop ofthis kind
there, and they do all kind of different creation with the hair. And I was
really fascinated about that. So I decided to buy this long black hair, which
we not be lormer use obviously and I hang them a cord de linge ... on a
cord or tie for the clothes so it was vertical and I really like it to see it in
the wind and then I think ofcourse it is like a flag, it is only on the other
sense. So I decided to show it to do a flag with that. And in the maintime I
was reading the writing the novels and the essays ofEdouard Glisson - he
is from the Martinique and he was buried ther§and I wanted to go to see
the village where was his grave, because I was really moved by his history
about creolisation, he is the guy who invented the idea oftout le mondes
the all worlds, and he is maybe one of the first one who really made a kind
of statement of concept ofall this colonization of the world which for him
was only the way to mix all the people the only way to make the world
evolve in a wav. and he has so decided in Paris this institute du tout le
monde, f{Twanted to see his grave and on the road to go to this small
village I stdp at the memorial and there was this memorial on the beach,
and there in the early ninety century there was a ship with slaves who
broke on the rocks and there were 300 or more they don't really know
because they didn't know it was not it was kind pirate boat with slaves and
so all these people died there, and it was really moving for me, and on the
same times the book of Glisson, and so I decided yes, this flag here make
really sense, so I went to this place to the specific place to shoot this flag.
Yes it is politic - you can see that it is politic but it is also anthropologic
and it is also a little bit erotic because it is hair, so to make a flag with hair
we can also - hair is really erotic it is something that is not - there is a
reason why in some culture you hide your hair I think it is really an erotic
part of the woman and the man. And so again you can see it fiom different
point ofview. Ifyou know where it was done it make sense, because it is
a village of Edouard Glisson it is a place with this boat and it is a kind
there is a kind of echo what happen in the Meditenanean - when I did it to
be honest it was only I wanted to do this flag with air and it is only after
that I put everything together and I was able to understand what I did
really. But it was only intuitive at the beginning.

beginning

-

28.8
B: (Question)
E: My thing is maybe more interesting to go for there explain the process.
Because I think the scientist it somelhing yes I did but it is not so
important the relationship between the craftmen and the scientists, but it is

quite diflicult to explain in one sentence, it is something really you have to
go in the field ofphilosophy and the technical and the way society, and it
is quite huge because because science - science has a bad image and craft
also a bad image for me in our society and for me it is a kind of divid
society, and went twice in country wherc there was kind of dictatorship
and I don't know if it is a reality everywhere but I have the 1'eeling that
when tlere is a dictatorship they try to erase the craftmen, because it is a
poor of doing thing which is I don't know I just saw that I didn't do any
theory about that, but it can be interesting to do some research, about ...
3l .0
U: What is this object that is besides you?
E: That's in process. It is I can explain ... it is a red blanket there is
another one in the other room, so it is two red blanket and I am doing we
are in the process ofcovering it again with fold ofgold and that is for a
show in the convention (?) in Dijon in the fall, and these two pieces I
wanted to show them because the show will be around what is this rural
situation of Dijon. And this place which is rich because of the wine and but
for me Dijon is really related with the jugement demier, which is a
polyptique which is in Beaune really close to Dijon and I saw it when I
was five and all the thing which are dominant in this polyptique for me is
the red and the gold. So it is only a small there a small relationship
between this two piece in Dijon and this polyptique. But this polyptique
will be present in different way on this show, for example there will be a
gold ballon which will go the hair and also this blood painting or lake I
don't know how to call it because the foot ofthe Christ, there is blood on it
and the blood and the wine for me are really related not for me but for a lot
ofreligion and a lot of tradition.
JJ.J
B: (Question)
33.7

E: I think it is a good idea to show it there and also in the show ... I think
it is because it is really specific ...but there is no sound ... we can not
choose it because of that because I can not remember what I said because
the sound was not - is not good at all.
34.7
35.7

E: I am not at all in the mood ...

ßttoB
Bttor. Joanna
B: And in th€ other room. it can stay open. (F€nster werden gcschlossen)
1.2

U: ok, es läuft.

A: Joanna, y(ru were boan In Poland, but I would say the wrtter.loanna Bator ls
bom in Japan. Is that right?
B: Yes, I think tt is right in a way

- I went there in a very special period of my

life. I was Jusl after a PHD and ft vras high time to think about my doctoral
dlss€rtation. If I lvanted to stay in the academy quart and then I wert to Japan
and for the first Ume in my life, I had time just to sit doun arld to look at the life

-

around me not worrylng about future. And it happened. that I was sittlng on the
playground in Tokyo and it y{as a little surreal, I've never been so alone in my

life. And I heard thls Lnguag€ I didn't understand around me, and th€re was
huge figure T-Rex a momter ln this playground and I was sfülng there in the

1

I

a

morEters shadow. And in this monsters shadow there was .Jesgowagura
Sandberq and came to me like that this mysterious way and I couldn't get rid of

,lC(ffägur. ,GC(oragura - arld f just starte.l to !!q..ltfu.S.t
writing is like that, th€ reat writing. You cannot pf"n t. I,', #rn'ng. ,, is nd very
uscf!+ to go to th€ creatlve writing cours€. I mean it may h€lp, maybe. But
It war irst lik. th.t. I
@r$ilMhing.
r7otG my ftlt notra* and my ttlrd orle In Japan. In Tolryo, loldng A mo|r Furl
(lacht) ,tEt lftc thrt.
tlrem

A: Would you say it

...

that this country and your €ountry

...

B: I thtnk yes, my novels are not autobiographlcal in the strict sense.

I've

never

wrote about my r€äl family about the flgures that were in my life when I wäs ä
child. The distance was neither to look at my paat at my experierice it's a better
world and see a story to try and understand this very

a

i

my first language

I hft

so long ago.

fir§

I left my hometoryn

place my flrst loves,

vrhen

I was

19 years

old. And I never com. back. Physically, I am going back and bacr( therc and b.ck
aoäln ln my novcls blrt know in my heart that

I will never

coanc back there

to llve
I

I
I
,

Urcrc.

f

rn

rc tar

!r.y

and

*

thc samc time so dor. in th. rv.y

th*

ls thc only

üte

abori L There ls no oain, there is neither need to understand ...
A: Your hometown, I can not pronounce it ...
way to

8: It is difficult. walbrzych
A: ... it is llke a center, the machlne hall, a mächine room of yow work. What ls
so specific about this place for your work of you as wrlter aM maybe for the
history of Pola.d you a writinq about?
5.5

1l
4
,/ /
I

äM comes ba.I
tlme after time, there ls one town, a very normal town, therg mfilons of places / ,;
B; Tharc b a vGry
llke that

-

ltrorE lm.ge ln my rnind. ttrat

€om€s back

there are houses and streets, and ttrerc is the other town undern€äth.

They were mining factorias ln fyoubds€he

-

they are now closed, and when they

dosed them in Soies iast century they pour water into ttle coffidors and this
irnigc of the town underneath th€ corridoß full of black water is very powerful

\

fof ,n€. I knoü thls ts onc ot thc fundam€ntal images in my imagination. Of
course th€ history of \,vauMsche, Waldenburg in German ümes is very

ir*erestlng, but I think, it could be any other town if I was born there in
Samdomirsch for example, I would write about Samdomirsch, it ls not the place

it ls the relatlonship b€tween the artist writer and the place.
7.O

A: What ls lvaldenburg the clty a symbol for in terms of history?
B: It belonged to Germany b€fore the second war. And the tsstory of this place ls
yery, very cornpll€ated and stll paififul. It was a pläce where we could observe
imaging the situation is unteny (?) - you
arrtvc to sonr€body's hous€, the fumlture are left th€re by the foftrer
lnhabltänts, tMr bedg chairs cärpets €sren books and documents, you have
everythlng, new llfe, starting a new

(,

...

cattle ln the kltcfien, ard thsy s.y to you, thät naü it bclongs to you. You have
the rigtlt to ,ust live in thc space so.nebody h.d to lcaye. How can you fed at
hom€? How can you b€ hrppy end in thB official prop3ganda discourse that you

crn not estzbllsfi any rdadonshlp with the pa!* inhabitants. b€cäuse th€y wer€
2

t"'

*i

*fl 4

thc brd Gcrmrns.

pcopb. l^C thera was Helga or Helmut er
Hans- Tb€y f,erqlerlpleJ And nry grandparEnts thcy Tiarcr tdked äbort thern. It
vras tabu - lt tras as lf tlEre ras rioÖody ln tha space ttEnt. Thcy rrare n€ver
happy thcrc. Thly ddq't ant thc @l€cts that yrefe lcft. As soon as th€y could
a
re0lace them, they ffil And I as a child I sp€nt onty five years in this postI
Gennan as we call t po6t-G€rman apartment, I for sofile reason felt very strong
connedion with t üs obJects, I was six years old and I likdlt in dark way or
complicated *"y,6ac p..ti*lat oöject lt's a punsh vase. |lobody even knew what
it w.s. Well we didn't drink punsh in the time of Edward Gerek in Poland. I am
talking about s€venties. They took this punsh-vase and I kept flsh in it, And I
took it änd I was carrying thls oöJ€ct for all tiose years, From or€ apartncrit to
the dlcr, ahrays lrt r this post-Ci€man purysüvase. And I s$ll have fL And it ls
ore of the firndamental qucstions I ttrink for my flrst novels flrst three novels
that are stro{|gly ratated to my hom{townfwho is thc Ounsävasc, Do€s it belo{rg
to thc fofmetr G€rman inhabitants of the apartmcnt or B it mine? Because I wäs
€arrying it, I was cherishing it for all those years, It is a very magac object, That
connects me to my hometor',n I will never come back to.
Brrt they wcrc

0

10.6

A: You are part of the younger generation of pollsh wrlter. You said already the
omcial version of polish history ls qulte nationalisttc. It was dominated by the
fueling of injustice. And holy would you define your generation or the attitude of
your generatlon to htstory and your specific attitudc to history as a writer?
11.1

t

B: I thlnk we a,e ttl€ dlgg€rs. We are dlgging ln the past ln the way nobody dld
b€fore us- n is a very spe€!flc mornent in tlnrc now. I am tllking abott the

d€tloßhF to thc we, everythiog what

happened th€re. Now there is a tot of

novels and oth€r cuhural representations of war Holocaust because come on

-

Just now, in tltrs moment the last witnesses die of - very soon we lyill have only
sccond hand knowled+ - thcy är. dylne just now, dlsappearing, the flrst hand

storias ara dlsappctring now

-

and they think vre can feel lt in a very organic

3

12.1

A: ls that already that you are kind of di99in9 out the underlirE history? Would
you say it ls ä kind of rewdtlng or retelling the history änd what are the reactions
in Poland

- to thls kind of counterhlstory

you are telling in your books._.

t2.4
B: Well varkxs reactions they would sey. My novels have alyvays b€en qulte
controyersial. but I think the balance between negativtty and posltivlty is rather
cncouGglng as you can s€e I am very cautlous lfl thls point. Well ...
12.9

A: Women ar€ ahvays the ... What makes lt so lnteresting for you to tell stories
to tell history. What ls the spectfic view from woma[ on hlstory.

--.

13.2

B; I cro trlk from many penspectlves about it but th€ most impodänt thing for
m€ ls thst vriting a novel ls somcthing very egoistical. And something what is
deep inside my penronal history. When I

a story

don't think about revenge or reryriüng

...

L3.7

U: Es Uiuft wl€der

...

A: Shall I repeat the last questkcn
B: Th€ lsst qrrestlon plcas€...

...

A: The wom€n are more or less all dominators of your novels. What makes them
so specificalty so lnteresting for you as ofle who do tell the history who do tell the

story...

a

o

B: I gr€u r.p ln tha urorld of woflllo. lrlcn werc äbsert. In r.allty and thcf rcre
abclrt or mor! s lrss .bscr* ln the storles the nomen d my ltrc toB rn€. They

told me already I grew up I spent first 6 years of my life in my gra{dpaternd
grandparents apartmcnt ln this post€erman äpartment and ln that tirne my
gränüather was alrErdy very siak. And he wls alErost €omplrtely silent. I
ne'trcmb€I ä silcnt tigure sitting somewhcre in the corner smoklng and aoughing

-

he was very sick in that tlme. And he died when I was sleep .., my

4

I

c

actualy who l€Jt her hol§e when she was 16. The very first in her family to go at
the unlversßy to.,. so she inve0Fd the stories of crazy grandmothers lvho are

\!\

I

hofielAnd thcn I lived ln an apartmefit block aftGr thls
pottgütnan apartmant I lived'äLn apartment Uroct ard I remember absent
fühcfs who ar! wCking in coalmine factories. And the con$antly go sleeging
r,rcrnen likc thr bees ffying amurrl arld go sle€ping inviting each othar for coffee
ard cakc. And then I t{as sttdylng cutture studlas or lt is closer to
Kulturwlssenschaft almost all romen tfi6e. And then I gd interested in
ferninism aftd you cän imagine ryomen and ttlelr storles. I don't think men's
stori€s are less intere.tir{, it just happened that vray, that in thls first important
p€riod of my life until I was 25 more women than men were telling storles to me.
And I think worn€n ar€ those wbo preserve the oral history of famlly. tt is alryays
princesses and who know

--
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grandmdlEr stayed she like it to tell stories n€wcr abort the past - slte inycrüed
$od€s. 8ut $: ras nc the ffieller d my lfc, actudt I rnct üEm later. Th€n
thcrc trts my md'hcr, ard äh'yay3 abscrt fathar, and my mdhar sü€ likr tt to
lnv€flt storl"s, baceusa I had thls hung€r for storlcs. and slre |rw€rted obvlousry
crazy storics äbo(l h€ very noble pEst. She was a poor glrl she was an orphan

i
,

like that. Taking care of the pictures of the pidures and stories,
L7.6

A: In Germany we have the expression of the Trümmerfrauen, the women that
were digging out what coub b€ uses after war

-

ln Japan there are thes€ specmc

women ryho äre r,esgonsible on the mouming bies (?) and who haye to take care
of the ghosts. Hoyy would you d€fine ryhy there is a sp€clffc relatio[ to ]apan?
Uke ln back to the obJects you kept where the gho*s are ... the german obj€ct

that ls a ghost object what is your sp€cific relationship called that is my last
questlon...

18.2
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Br Can you feGl thelr presence herc ln thls apartment?hhb apartment ls full of
I
ghosts. Really they are noty they are very frieMly and th€y knory hory to b€have

gu6ts but first impression when enter this space was really
very *rong but I must säy that I believe only when I am in a writing mode. If I
don't write and now I write very intensively when I don't rryrite I am yery
ryhcn I am hayillg

ratlonal and doubt on earth ... so it is ä speciflc moment in a writing mode and I
5

tq

can talk about ghosts. So they are here. At the beginriing for o(.rnple they

my apgle§. Ard tlEy dld ä

lte

bt of nolsc,

And th€re is one room. Just or the left
sldc of the door, and alurtng thc day thcy arc thcrc ln tht! ,""-/"<"t"*o."UV

l

@tpree,{rE-9ffi
1./

hadGootetunE-f

@

she

come on we are in lewish part of Bcrln.

tt ui.d to b€ a

,ewlsfi part of Eedln. Ard thls apartm€nt b€longed to a Jc{lsä taflIly, you can
sac ttlear namcs dorvasf,alrs ät ttrc cldator wall. So I think I have a very good
rElationship with the ghosts.

A: Ihenk you very much

Bi I hop€ you will find something useful for five minutes ln thls ..- ghost talking of
mirE. They are really here, yes, lt is a place tull of thosts. Once I was talklng on
skyp€ with my husband and then he said now I had a very strong impression
that somebody a woman has just passed this space betr,veen the walls - and this
rn€anwhile is normal here.

A: Incredible .,
B: Thcrc ß on€ s*orage space in this srnall room

e

I have mentloned, and in this

storagc sp.ce thcre is a very old rvallpaper it is llke from a horror movie- The one
you knor| you removed ttre newspaper and underneath there is something that
wlü pdnt to tha real killcr or something.
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hier hab ich sicher zu viele Stellen
blau auch wieder als

überlasse

dir

die weitere

Anfang des Interviews bei 2:02 Minuten

B: I start with

a

very classic question...

E: Yes. You rhe hell are vou? Yeah
U: You are you and why?
E: Whv am I. Yeah.
B: Why am you, yeah. No, like how in fact did you start working as an artist?
E: Ok.

B: And ähm what made you actually choose to go that way?
E: Ok.
U: And please look at me.
E: Ah yes!

U: She is a lot more beautiful than I am, but...
E: (lacht) You want it down the lense. Ok äihm so I startet as an artist, the decision to
study art I suppose was tie first äh point, really was just, it was the one thing that
kind of afforded the possibility of bringing together lots ofthings, that I was
interested in. Ahm but didn't really want to specialize in, äh literatwe, film äh
drawing at the time, music, performance, kind ofthe one space that I could
conviene all odfthis stuff. I guess. Ahm and incresingly throughout studieing art äh
opened up further and further until I get to a point where I'm making films I guess,
which is a point where I can perform in them,
I can make the music, I can äh direct
them and I can sort ofrender them, according to a particular äh look or yeah.

fi

fi

B: Have there been any like special encounters in a way or you lii<e Iite sometimes
you have this moment as a teenager...
F,:

Mmhh

B: .... or,.. I think "Ok'... you get...
E: Yeah.

I

4
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B: ...attracted to something

3:43
E: I never really had a äh I've never been massivly interested in art per se, like
contemporary art or visual art, ähm way more to do with cinema and äh music and
Iiterature, really, but my father was agraphic designer, who, who was a hobbist artist
and my mother taught art, so it was very much in the family I suppose. And I rebelled
against that for a long time and wanted toi do something else, but (Einatmen) but
actually to, you know, obviously the difference between studying art at school and
and coming out the other end of many years ofstudying, the difference is vast, you
know, so ther mh mh there wasn't, I guess, yeah, watching films as a kid, äh
particularly animation stuff, people like Jan Schwenkmeier ähm but also people like
Wemer Herzog and
Robert Bresson, very particular people that were quite big
moments for me, I suppose. And they continue to be hugely influential on what I
make. Yeah. This is very strange, directing this dowp here and addressing you.

fi

4:43
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B: I know. (Lachen)
E: It's like a massivly anti-social thing.

U: But we can change, Bettina can take the seat here,..
E: Ah no, it's ok.

U: ...but I won't change anything on the camera, so.
E: It's ok. It's fine. Yeah. We just keep going, yeah

B: Imagine we sit in a car
E: Yeah. Exactly, yeah. Just an audio thing, yeah

B: Ahm ok. Ah and as you mentioned literatue.
E: Mmmmh
l

B: Are there any...parti cular.

A
I

t'
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E: Yeah there
so as regards literature, particularly american sort ofpost modemist
stuff, people like Donald Barthelm ähm Gilbert Sorentino, Curtis White ?ihm aad that
latterly poetry, I suppose, panicularly when I could kind ofdiscover
a modemist
end ofpoetry, that afforded a lot more experimentation with in[, you know,
fundamentally structural, I suppose, stuffthat would really fuck with the language
and the structure and grammar and syntax of tiings ähm that really opened up a awful
lot, and I think people...that post modem american generation particularly, who sort
ofbroke ground, when it came to being able to use slang, being able to tih use very
vanacular (?) kinds of language mixed in with classical or ähm oldy english ähm. I
remember a Donald Barthelm thing called The King, which is
the second world
war retold through the court of King Arthur, so it's got, it's very old english thing,
smattered in with l940ies very British äh language, mixed in again with American
l960ies kind ofäh countercultural language as well-That sort of fundamentally
opening the way for a kind of äh experimentation that that I 've totally pusued with
my w ting but also with a way of editing, I suppose, that would be äh based in
grammar, in a way, you know, that will have the kind offi the enjammnent (?) and
the linebreaks ofpoetry but also the kind of intem:ptive aspects of ähm äih speach,
speach pattems, I suppose. Yeah. Mh?

fi

fi

6:59
B: As you, as you mentioned like language is like very important...
E: Mmh.

B: ...part of your work, and I think somewhere I read, or I heard in an interview, that
you were saying that ähm language is never edit, only in the end. But it's like from
the begiming present.

7t22
E: Yeah. So the the most most of the work starts with w ting, really, ähm usually
more often than not a khd ofrule, you know like "I will only write in the future
tense" or really simple fundamental thirgs, that kind of start you off, whichh then you
can break. Or there was a piece, that I made a while ago called "I state talk love" (?)
that begins with this phrase, over and over again, "I wanted to ask". Which has a
wonderful kind ofcollapse within it about the failure ofdoing something in the past,
but also when it's spoken it kind of inaugerates a present tense. So those kinds of
games il a way, which start to feel like the scaffol, the structure, something which
contents and then, and then sort of emerge from and be supported on. But I never
really wanted to get rid ofthe Scäffol, I never really'wanted tö ähm dissappear the
working, so I kind ofalways wanted to show
how things were made at the same

fi
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time as äh building upon them, so never took ofand relinquish the ground, I suppose.
Or the faot of language or the fact of ähm ähm video or the technologr itsel{ the
apparatus. I never really wanted to get rid ofthat.
So that still remains
something that, through the writilg, ähm and the music and the soturd and all ofit, A:,off'.
really is äh it's artifrce and its construction is very visible, very pertinent and actuall
feh, I think. But at the same time it's something that that speaks into a particular kind
of effective ähm terrain. Yeah.

8:32

B: You have different ways of communicating (?) in your writing art, so I also been
on this website, that you actually created eih,...
E: Yeah.

B: ...was commissioned by Serpentine Gallery (?),...

E:Mhm.
B: Ahm can you tell about this idea, what it...

9:ll
E: Yeah, so the the the comrrision fronr l he Serpentine rvas more in in conversatiorr
äh in advance ofone oftheir marathon evenls. so ähm I think the event was
something like the apocalypse or the end oFtime, or ... l'm gonna get this wrong,
anyway, but the idea was that I rvould, I would send very regular, very occasional
ernails to everyone on their mailing list. And we came up with a way ?ihm that it
would always address them by their first name. So if you'd signed up for Serpentine
rnailing list generally and you put Ed Atkins in thcrc, the email, when appeared in
your in box would be " l)ear Ed". But it would say the same, it would be the first
narne ofanyone on that list, so a thousand, two thousand people. And then anyone
who signs up for the wcbsite particularl)'. but they rvould...they'd get these kind of
love letters. I suppose, but they are love letters written ähm they're kind ofspam,
spam language, as ifspam would be its oun language. The spamrning oflanguage,
It's always tbr me. there is alrvays this kind öf interplay between ähm or like the
fascination ofpulsuing the entire figurative domain ofa particular word, so "to spam"
or "this is spam" or you knorv, like the world ofthal and lvhat it would be to kind ol
inject spam into a love letter say- And a love.letter that was immediately obviously,
like you might start reading this thing and think that this was for you and it was honr
me ähm even even hallway dorvn, even knowing the the structure, the thing, it's still
kind ofaffords a certain emotional responseil think. Ahm, but yeah, that. the idea is
that that goes on lbr the next decade or so. ,Ä|rm but maybe it's one email a yeaL
maybe it's 20 in a wcck or wl)atever. )'ou knäw. I rnean I vc ölly done 2 so far sincc
last septernber mäybe? Ahrii qnd I forget about it sometünes and then rdmember and
then can write another one and iend it out. But it has tö; it kind öf fits in with things

ard the idea §as that people l'ortset that thev had givcn their email adress lbr this
thing and then they rccieve it. ln the same way that you rnight get a letter from
someone asking lbr money frorn äh ernail. "I'ra trapped on holiday" or something,
you knolv. But actually this is äh not as\ing for an).thing, just asking for a kind of
i
connection in some

waY.

I

l:30

B: Ah how did you, what is the title ofthis website? It's äh...
E: Oh it's my bank account eih sorry the title ofthe website is my bank account
number. So 80072745.net. It was, I mean part of it was originally conversations about
ways in which numbers or digits äh um um kind ofconsists or make up quite a lot of
who we are, our identities, in terms ofvery banal things like transactions, but also
dates, that might be incredibly signihcant to us, but which remain banal to everyone
else. So it's this idea that numbers in a way were the kind of most concentrated
economic kind of metaphor, really, that ifI say, I don't know, 7th of august 1978 that
might mean something ilcredibly important to someone. Or if I say 4372'15 or
something, you know that there would, there would be this kind of speculation ofits
importance, füm in the same way, that my banl account number or my PIN number,
my personal identification number, is very precious and you're suppose to guard it
with your life, you know. (lacht) So it becomes incredibly intimate, but completely
ähm ... wrote/rote (?), you know, like it's just a number as well. Mhh

U: Ah the screensaver (aufdem Computer im Bildhintergrund)
E: Oh shit, sorry. (steht aufund ändert das) Sorry.
t-r: Thanks

E: Sure

B: Mhh in one other interview also you said, ?ihm that ähm the online world is not a
second world, but part of ours,... (ab jetzt recht leise, daher bin ich nicht ganz sicher,
ob ich alles richtig verstanden habe...)
E: Hmm...

B: ... which is obviouslv trueE: Hm...

B: ...?ihm I was ryondering, because you practice in fact, like waq youlre producing
every day, is it ofcourse ennant ing this effect of..

lrr

E: Hmm

B: ...for yourself as well and how ... in a way how ähm mh is this still a need to mhm
to go back to the material wodd, like in in in regular...
E: Hmm...

B: ..,moments or ah um because I know ofcourse, the drawing practice...
E: Yeah sure, sure sure.

B: ...and you also, I mean there is

a material aspect

ofcourse to every

E: Ofcourse.

B: ...work that you're...
E: Yeah

B: ...producing, even if it is dematerialized in a way, but it's not...
E: Hmh.
B: ...in fact.

l4:21
E: I think the the the interest for me has always been and you know, to speak ofthe
intemet or to speak ofcomputers per se doesn't interest me at all, but more about a
continuing thing, which is obviously Eon Zold (?), is the idea of certain technologies
that disappear, material realities I suppose. So one way of thinking about this would
be, you know the a lot ofthe... and it often comes down to language, it often comes
down to this idea" that if we if we speak about the cloud as somewhere where we
store data, tlere is ä kind ofconvinience that language, that is kind ofinsidious that
that makes us maybe imagine, or at least the effect is one ofnot having to worry
about a a a kind of reality, but it goes of into the aether or we think ofwirelessness,
wifi or something, the there, ofcourse there are wires, they'rejust not present. So
really it's a deferal of matter rather than its disappereance. It's not a immaterial,
dematerialized state, it's a it's a more dangerous kind offi rendition elsewhere, so, in
the same way that mh I guess a global kind ofäh äh industries or kind of ähm dig.ital
situations. There are still bodies labouring in sweatshops or or people in mines
digging up precious ores to make I Phones and things, it's just that the the technology
is so advanced or'so capable ofkind ofdissappearing those realities. And so for me to
try and älmost saturlze that or or,burlesque it i4 some wa, has become kind of
interesting. It'§, really it's about hm literali§ and figuration and how certain things
should be understood as literally true or figuratively true. And the effect of both, there
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is a kind ofa deep sense ofan ethical responsibility about how one deals with both of
those things. So really making computer generated flrlms and writing in particular
ways, all ofthese things are ofa piece. Really the the use of apperently contemporary
technology is a is a vehicle for maintaining a discussion ähm, which has been going
on forever. About representation and about figuration, about ähm reality, I suppose.

l6:53

o (lJ\

So it's not... I'm not, you knoq I'm not a kind of standard barer for particular
aesthetic ofdigital anything for the sake of it. I, I wanted t to be a driving force to
understard that, to maintain a knowledge ofthe structure that is being presented. But
there's also a kind of(Räuspem) I feel like a lot ofthe time with technology there's a
persist..., there's a push towards remystification ofthe tools that we might use. We
tend to not really know how any of this stuffworks, you know. Ahm we can't mend it
ourselves, there's no way ofsort ofengaging with it materially, I suppose, except for
holding it and it holding us. So the locus ofknowledge or the locus ofhow we
understand has to shift in certain ways. Ahm so it'sjust trying to. trying to keep
talking about those things and trying to keep 2ihm perlorming them in some way
through the work. Obviously the work is also a lot ofother things, but in terms ofit's
kind ofexplicit understanding ofwhat structure might be, or ofhow äh effects are
constructed and ma§e and then delivered äh I, I want to maintain an idea that that,
that the work could at least caricature that, or ampli§? that or sturaize that or some
sort ofa relation to a reality that is in everyhing.

B: Ahm your drawing practice
E: Hm.
B: ...being sorpething that you'ye been involved with since the very beginning.

18:30
E: Yeah. Yeah drawing is äh is one ofthose thingsthat lih I felt I didn't know what to
do with for many years. Not many years, but you know a long time. That it didn't
really fit. And I'm not entirely sure that it does, but I feel less worried about a kind of
conceptual, hermetic, answerable, you krow something where
where the work is
tied up into a beautiful sort ofconceptual bow. Whereas, yeah, so now I feel more
capable ofbringing tlings in that previously I would have felt I had to justify in
certain ways. Which actually I kind offeel are allowed in. I mean there is, there's
definitely a discussion there about gesture and the hand and ard a material object,
very... and the two things kind ofplaying offat each other, you know conspicuously
analogue big MDF drawing (?), done by a hand and a äh computer generated,
projected ähnn. sort ofperfected ähm video. l9:37 So there is. there's those two
things sitting ölose to each other, but really they re, in the samelLay that the wdting
and the video are not far apart really, I don't really see anymore, that the drawing is

fi

a...is that seperate a kind ofthing, but that it's there or-orbiting the same
conversations about... well they're really , they're all orbiting art per se, you know,
they kind of about representation ähm and a world ofimages. And I think, obviously,
the kind ofubiquity and superabundance of image as...as everything in a way, ähm
does make for an explicitly kind offascinating conversation about the way that ähm
art, visual art, is is made and what it's for. And what it can oft'er, I suppose. So yeah, I
mean, yeah, I still I'm I'm at pains to, to sort of ... even the categorical about 'this is a
drawing' and 'this is a artist video'or something, these things I would rather they kind
of intermingled in situations, hence a lot ofthe times these things are installed in
particular relation and in particular spaces where ähm depending on where you stand,
depending on how your body is within the space, that's more the determining factor
in the relation between these things, I think.

B: Ahm ia many ofyour works you adress on quite extreme psychological states,...
E: Mhm.

B: ...lets say like depression, hyeria
E: Hm.

B:...guilt...
E: Hmh

B: ...whatever, ähm and tih your performing yourself in, like... and then with a motion
capture..,

E: Ja. Jaja.

B: ...So ähm ja, how was it ah, I mean you rarely working with others, not fiIming
others, äh apart from now recently in thids fantasy project. is it the first time actually
you did this?
E: Yeah the the project in Manchester, performance capture, is the first time ofwworking with other people. I mean I, I been working wilh a animator, long distance,
for the last couple ofyears, who helps do things, I can't do. But he's at the end ofan
email and I can send him strange bits and pieces and he doesn't have to know what's
going on. He's not privy to that kind ofprivate and intimate making process. So and
I, there are various reasons or excuses as to why I made things on my ou.n ähm one
ofthem is that I, I find, I find selftarm an easier thirrg, a more pallatable idea, than
hurting othe people? And I think that fundamentally asking people to perform,
capturing them, slooting thep, I mean you only have to sort of, again it's the
importance oflanluage for this, for me, the symbolic order of, I mean lde still say
to take someones photograph as in there is a theft äh in that. We shoot people, you
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know, we capture them, ähm and so I..-and I do, I do believe in the kind ofthe
orderofwhat it is to r€present, to presume to take someone, or to represent them in
some way. Even ifthey're performing, even ifthey are succumbed to that idea as an
actor, you know, they have ageed, it's a contractional sort of situation there. Because
of what I want to achieve with the work, which is something quite intimate, quire
desperate, ähm that's somuthing I can give, i don't mind doing that to myself.
23:31 'fhe project for lVlanchester perforrnancc capture. ähm bccause I wanted to,
you know, capture 150 people it had to really tackle that violence head on and be that.
in a way. So you know in this, in this situation, 150 pgople rvere captured, performed
wearing motion capture kit, and in I'ront ofa rnotion capture camera, which obviously
essentializes and concentrates cerlain kinds of actions and gestures but iffadicates
nuance in pretty rlassive ways. Also the-then it become, they get rendered and
obviously this is anothcr word v'hich has a vcry visceral parallel to rendering f'at, or
rendering rneat ährn has a ven' coporial aspect to, aud vet it's also the tcnn which is
lbr, tbr making a beautifirl computer generated nothing, you kno\r'. So in this process
I \l'anted to kind ofconfuse the Iirelal transitting oflike someone being captured.
rendered and prnjected and then inerweave that w'ith a symbolic orcler. So some ol it
very heavy handed. So in the end a-a)l 150 people become a white man. Which had to
beconre this, had lo engage then ryith a discourse about rvhat äh what the kind of
prcsumed blank slate ofäh a society. culturc ühm ideology in a way would be a u.,hite
nran ofpou., you know that was the kind ol flat line ofidentity. I hal actually a wlrite
man is... that's kind ofthe identity, thar doesn't need to have an identity. lt's a kind of
nothing. Every other necds to kind of tight for itself, or invent itsclf ill sol'ne wa-y. so
lor this industrialized process, xhich you know is set up in Nlanchester as a kind of
vcry contemporary, verv strange factory, where allthe rvorkers are rvearing a
particular kind ofcasual gley' outtit. They look like employees in a Mac store or
something ähm but actually äh it was, again it was a kind ofa anachronistic idea o1,
you know digital process doesn't need to be in one place. You could send your
lbotage away to a render tärn in Arizona or something, non the rviser and it comes
back to you in perfect you knorv whatever. Even though it's gone over there to to sort
olengage rvith an econorny somer.r.here else. Jhere is this kind ofrnagical process. Str
in Manchester it rvas impofiant that tlre data and the people never left the three rooms
ol'the gallerl. So the second room, which was lhe render färm äh yeah, just hummed
all the time, hacl this constantll whirring tän ofa a serious olservcr cngines that wcre
turning over the fbotage, rerdering each ofthe performances into olte horuogenous äh
essentialized figure. So l'm gonna go back to r.r,orking on m;, orvn tbr a bit. but I
think nccessarily to work with these people I had to, I mean we talked for a whilc
about rvhether the avatar in the er.rd would be sornething rat avoid the problem of
identitf in certain u'a1s, or the probleur ofa kind ofviolence, by, I don't know. being
a cat or something. Or anthropomorphic alien or sorne future human, you klow.
Whcn actually it kind of had to har,e that tlat line äh rcality to it ähm of a of a... to not
slry away from the kind ofviolence thal actLlally is something that l've been talki.ng
about for a long time. within, rvilhin the work itselt. Yeah. 27: l3

B: There's another piece where life presents is involved in...

U: (Im Hintergrund) 20 Minuten haben wir... (Bettina spricht noch, allerdings auf
Band unhörbar)

B: ...you did this.
E: Oh yeah. Yeah. "No one is more work than me". Yeah

U: Bettina 25 Minuten haben wirjetzt schon, wollt ich nur sagen
B: Ok, dann enden wir bald.

U: Ok.
B: Ja so, we gonna talk about htis piece, maybe you can say the title again

27:51
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E: Ja, so the there was a piece I made for this 14 rooms thing at Art Basel
last year,
2014. Called "No one is more work than me", work is in scapquotes (?), ähm and it's
an 8 hour long performance for avatar. So it's, I just, got a bit drunk and improvised
this rather horrible diatribe äh for a propriety model, like a a bald headed white guy,
whos got a bit ofa nose bleed, and a bruised eye. He's been through, I mean he has
also a severed head, soja, it's a mood point whether he's in pain, but he's, he's a ...
it's, it's a horror we kind of demand in..it's a performance äih, it's a deeply
narcissistic performance, because obviously I sat there for 8 hours staring at the feed
back ofthis computer generated figure back at me, so it's a strange performance for a
mirror essentially, but a miror that, wel lile all minors, isn't real. And yet you fulfill
the desire ofthat thi- so there's a- there's kind ofa complicated thing that's going on
behind the scenes, but the final thing is a, is a video, and in Basel it was acompanied
by a a real person sitting by it, wearing a cremochy (?) hood. Ahm so there is a kifid
ofmore explicit decapitation there and a shift ähm ofbody and itß's represantation in
certain ways. but it-it's constantly asking, sort ofdemanding, that you look at it, that
you emphasize with it. It sings snippits ofBrian Adams (lacht) äh, that was a weird
one, but it-that was, again, it was like the kind ofludacrisness ofengaging with, with
real time duration in situations which don't require that, you
. The computer
generated thing exists in strange parallel, kind oftemporal modes' So for example
render farms, the way that they work is, they split the renderin
smany
number of, through any number ofcomputers. I remember listening to this guy from
a film company saying, who made "Gravity", the film, CG heary film, he said that
they'd been rendering it on one PC that would have had to starled rendering it in
5000 BC. Ahm which is...because obviously they'rö using like 20000PCs or
something, so it's exponentially de... anlnvay, but so the locus of time, once the locus
of labour within this, you know, all ofthis kind of talk about mhm a little while ago,
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about sort of immaterial labour, which would, I guess, be people sitting at computers,
chuming tkough data. Ahm which is not immaterial labour at all, there's still bodys
in trauma, so yeah, that was...that was a piece that was trying to kind ofäh
hysterically again kind ofapproach an idea of labour and a a a idea ofa working day.
So a 8 hour day is ajob. you know. do this thing. Ahm yeah.

30:56
B: (an UIi) Do we have more time?
U: Ah. Ok, so it's about one more question?
E: Yeah?

B: One more question. Ok.
Ed lacht

B: Ahm maybe you like a project question.
E: Aha

B: For Berlin...
E: Yeah.

B: You arrived here...
E: Yeah. What I wanna...

B: (wieder sehr leise und vorm Hintergrundgeräuschpegel kaum zu verstehen) fresh
staft...you just arrived and ähm...
E: Sure.
B:

Ald

maybe you don't exactly know what you.

3l:38
E: No, no, but I've been fantasizing about comhg herc ever since I knew I was
coming, you know. Just imagining, that it would be a chance for a shifl. I think I've
been producing a.lot r€cently, and very exitably, but also very... I'd like to wdte a' lot
more tihm I'd also like to kind ofreclaim processes that don't require - there's
something about sitting in front of a computer with headphones on, listening to
everything and paying attention to every single frame, is a very particular head space
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to get into - so I'd like to find a parallel one that could... Also I never had a studio,
like this. I mean I had a spare bedroom. But all ofthis space, it kind of...and time, I'd
like to use it for something. (lacht) I don't know. I don't know. More more, I mean I
don't wanna stop making the videos, but I kind ofwant to pull back a little bit a-anand retreat some research time. And some, I don't know, I wanted 1o get a piano in
here, I think.

32:.43

^

B:Ah
E: So. (lacht)

B sagt etwas unhörbar.
E: Yeah exactly. Yeah.

B: By the way there's another work that i found quite unusual, unfortunately I
haven't been in Venice in 2013...
E: Oh yeah, the "Trick Brain", yeah.
B: Ardre Breton..
E: Yeah.
,|

B: related.
E: Yeah.

B: Ahm that's some very fascinating, but

..

E: Yeah.

B: ...different ilom (unhörbar)
E: Yeah. Well that was muph the the piece "The trick brain" for the Venice Biennale
was...was much more attached to the work iwas making before shifting into
computer generated stuif. Ahm but was very conspiciously a project which is
something I haven't done,ßince, you know where heres a subject, do something with
it. And ?ih Breton, you know, who-who's ideas about magic language, surrealism,
disappearance, beginning with a, you know, just having this massive catalogue of
every objept that he...that was.quctioned off, when his apaxtment was sold, in Paris. It
was a verll sad thing, cause reaily it should have all been bought bythe lrench state,
really. Or one person. Or maintained as a museum. But no, you know. So yeah,
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that...most in my work in that was, was writing a very long monologue that
accompanies it. Re-editing this footage from the, from the apartment. Interjectitg it
with ... with this... I mean a lot of the stuffthat is h that fundaments with my work,
you know. Ahm surealism is some sort ofbedrock in afl ofmy work and all of
possibilities for, you know, I think for the way that we might continue after a kind of
cerfitive (?) images, I suppose. how to treat äh the possibility ofanything behg with
anlthing. But I think...I think that Bretons writing is what...was a big influence. Yeah,
I mean, I'd love to do something like that again I ts ts always on the lookout for
some sort of subject, that would be...or even just a body of footage that I could attck
and edit and break down and destroy and then rebuil...you know. 34:59 I mean there
is another piece I made with an artist callep Simon Martin . where I took...he done
that footage ofa tree frog ?ih computer geierated tree frog, and he been talking about
this tree frog as a completely insuperable tnage. An image that you couldn't destroy.
it was a a a a strawberry poisened dart tre§ frog sitting on a leaf, on a fonest...and it
was so vivid and perfect. Whar do you do wirh rhis rhing? So I kind ofihrew
everything at it. Like lots of weird sowlds and kept on editing it badly and mainly got
rid ofthe frog. It was almost a challenge. It was to kind ofähm affronted in some way
to destoy the image while constructing sogrething else. There was a kind of willful
act, a reclamation. Almost like a ähm a personal recuperation in the face ofan image
which is always already recuperable. Or you know like a context where finding the
irrecuperable something is such a...feels often like a pointless task. Were it's actually
the kind ofviolence of... trying to get... trying to t?ke something. I mean I say
violence a lot I don't know. I think it's it s a fundament. And I think that that...with
simon Martins frog, but also Bretons, with this auction house footage, this kind of
very sedates stuff, was trying to reanimate it, aknost you know with the violence of
an electrical shock or something. Or like a.sort of Frankensteinian fragmentary thing
but but im imbuing it with enough anima, that it would then become holistic. Would
become something but... there's always thls faith in like ifyou had the rigth cut with
the right sound at the right time, then somq...it's almost like a magical formula, like a
spell. 36:45 And then something spuce forth or is meterialized. Even ifthat's just an
idea or a feeling, but that that...you can get that conviehing (?) right, then yeah that's
I don't have any way to finishing that sentence, but yeäh. Ok.
Ende
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